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Summary*
In this thesis death was considered to be caused by the
failure of the animal to recover from a period where the normal
aerobic mechanisms of metabolism could not take place (defined
as a period of anergia by Myers, 1973) which, in this case, was
by sudden blockage of the route, from whatever cause, by which
oxygen reaches the tissues*
In a small animal model (the Wistar Albino rat) the anergic
period (of twenty minutes duration) v/as initiated by
administering excess ether to arrest breathing movements and
hence access of oxygen to the circulation* However the
subsequent changes in the physiology of the animals appeared to
be more rapid than for the larger animals previously reported*
The resuscitative method used was to artificially restore a
well oxygenated circulation by perfusion with a small
heart/lung machine and the indicator of the first stages of
resuscitation was a return of electrical activity to the heart*
It was found possible to perfuse and oxygenate these small
-1animals at normal flow rates (h5 ml*min for a 230 gram 
animal) but the aortic pressure generated v/as rather low at 
about 50 to 60 mm Hg* Although the use of angiotensin had no 
effect, adrenaline v/as found to increase this pressure to more 
normal values of 130 mm Hg or more*
Nevertheless despite this perfusion there was no sign of 
any electrical activity from the hearts of the animals, at any 
time, despite the addition of artificial ventilation and both 
mechanical and electrical stimulation to the resuscitative 
procedures* It was possible that this may have been due to the
use of the small animal model which had caused other 
difficulties with the provision of a suitable perfusate (bovine 
haemoglobin solution being finally selected) and some 
experimental problems caused by the physical size reductions in 
the equipment and techniques used*
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1® INTRODUCTION♦
Man, since at least biblical times has made attempts to 
bring back to life those for v/hom there v/as, at least, the 
appearance of death® This v/as probably more true for a sudden 
death, an accident or v/here there was no apparent previous 
illness® This excluded the occasional delayed recovery v/here 
hypothermia v/as a factor.
One of the most obvious signs of death is the cessation of 
breathing and it v/as natural that early (and indeed modern) 
methods of resuscitation should have been directed merely 
towards its restoration® For this reason mouth to mouth 
resuscitation has probably been in use for something over three 
thousand years (Rosen and Davidson, 1972) until just after 
1800® At that time Lavoisier (1775) Had demonstrated that 
oxygen v/as removed from the inhaled air after it had been 
exhaled, although it remained until Magnus (1837) to show that 
both arterial and venous blood contained oxygen and carbon 
dioxide®
LeRoy had demonstrated rupture of the lungs from their 
forcible inflation in 1829 and the accumulated evidence at that 
time favoured the introduction of chest compression methods® 
Bearing in mind the technology and thought of the period it v/as 
probably reasonable that this should be so, but it seems 
regrettable that with the progress made since then, it had to 
wait until the late 1 9 5 0!s for mouth to mouth resuscitation or 
their var.ients to return as the method of general choice®
As far as cardiac resuscitation was concerned, external 
cardiac massage may also have had a history going back several
centuries although the fundamental reasoning v/as unlikely to 
have been appreciated. The same can be said for the use of 
electricity in 1774 and for some years later.
The checking and tracing of the older original historical 
references was exceptionally time consuming and it is not 
intended to review them in detail here. Hawkins (1970 and 
1972) gives a history of resuscitation and its experimental 
development, Karplus (1 9 6 6) and Swann (1973) a hypothermic 
viewpoint, Schechter (1971) the use of electricity, Henderson -
(1972) the work of Alexander Graham Bell (who was a rather 
reticent reporter)•and many general references v/ere found in 
Garrison (1929).
Hov/ever it v/as not until the last few decades that the 
means became available to mechanically imitate (if rather 
inadequately) the functions of the heart and lungs, hov/ever 
these applications of assisted or replaced circulation have 
usually been made during surgical procedures v/here opening of 
major blood vessels was required or that the heart itself be 
arrested®
There is some limited application for assisted circulation 
in acute illness v/ith, so far, limited results but there has 
been little use of this technology for primary resuscitation 
because of the time required for the necessary surgical 
procedures. Rosselot et al (1971) suggested that the necessary 
minimal preliminary connections could be made in fifteen 
minutes, but it has not been shown v/hether or not this would 
prove to be a limitation if the procedure v/as actually used®
A heart/lung machine provides instant circulation at a
satisfactory pressure and oxygenation in comparison to the 
usual resuscitative measures used, whose physio3.ogical 
corrections were rather marginal in practice.
As it v/as not possible to obtain the necessary control 
experiments with human subjects recourse had to be made to 
other animals, usually dogs. A preferable animal v/as, of 
course, the monkey because of its similar physiology hov/ever 
the supply of these animals was limited even if economic 
factors were ignored. The use of dogs assumed facilities and 
an expense outside the capability of most of the smaller 
laboratories and it v/as decided that a minor line of '
investigation should be the use of the white (V/istar Albino) 
rat about 200 to 250 grams in view of its cheapness and 
extensive documentation.
Evidence that techniques existed for working with small 
animals (apart from skin and transplantable tumours) were shown 
by Lee et al who have performed homologous transplantations of 
several tissues including the liver (1 9 6 6) and combined heart 
and lung (1 9 7 0), hov/ever these tissues were merely given a 
blood supply within the abdominal cavity of the recipient and 
thus did not fulfil their normal physiological functions. 
Gonzalez et al (1 9 6 2) transplanted the rat kidney to the neck 
area (using large recipients and small donors to allow close 
approximation of vessel sizes) v/here it maintained the 
bilateral nephrectomised recipient although the urostomy had to 
be reconstructed every seven to ten days.
Other workers have used the rat in whole body perfusions 
perhaps sto.rting with Field in 1957 who used a special
diaphragm pump for cross transfusion experiments at up to six 
millilitres per minute» Popovic (196 8a and b) had partial 
success with cardiopulmonary bypass using white rats of 250 to 
300 grams in weight under hypothermic conditions but, more 
recently, Proctor (1977) has achieved cardiopulmonary bypass 
under normothermia with similarly sized animals*
2® METHODS AVAILABLE FOR RESUSCITATION.
Resuscitation v/as generally found to be taken to apply to 
cases v/here the threat to life v/as acute in nature with the 
primary methods in use involving artificial ventilation but 
presuming a still functioning cardiovascular system® Apart 
from some pharmacological support the remaining methods v/ere 
aimed at restoring the circulation and involved external and 
possibly internal cardiac massage (although stories of scalpel 
blades being carried v/ith ones season ticket appear to be 
largely apocryphal).
Hov/ever there v/ere many circumstances v/here the threat to 
life v/as more chronic in nature and methods of respiratory and 
circulatory support v/ere generally reviewed for their relevance 
to resuscitation.
2*1. Methods depending on manual manipulations.
2.1.1. Simulation of respiration.
By 1953 Karpovitch had listed oyer one hundred methods and 
varients and Gordon et al (1951) gave many of the earlier 
references of attempts to measure the effectiveness of the 
manual methods of resuscitation, usually by the measurement of 
tidal volumes under differing conditions. These seemed to show . 
that the Schaefer method v/as less satisfactory than most, 
probably because it did not have an element of actively 
assisted inspiration. Even at this time Gordon et al (1951) 
showed that the Schaefer method could not adequately oxygenate 
the blood under the most ideal conditions although other 
methods could be satisfactory. Mouth to mouth resuscitation 
v/as not tried on the basis that there v/ere problems in studying
and teaching the method as well as difficulties on aesthetic 
grounds®
Probably the matter causing the greatest amount of 
confusion in those earlier experiments v/as an appreciation of 
the importence of establishing a good airway, mentioned by Kemp 
and Gardner in 1903 and clearly demonstrated by Safar et al in 
1958® But merely because a method could supply a normal tidal 
volume it does not necessarily follow that the blood v/as
adequately oxygenated as there may be lov/ered cardiac output or
unsatisfactory air and blood distributions throughout the 
lungs®
Elam et al (1954) noted that mouth to mouth resuscitation 
had always received some support, shov/ed that the method v/as 
more than adequate to allow sufficient blood and air 
interchange within the lungs and that hypocapnia should not be
a problem v/ith the operator even when a degree of
hyperventilation v/as used® In 1958 they shov/ed the quick 
response of the blood gases to normal (v/ithin four ’rescue’ 
breaths) and that it v/as possible to bring the pO^ and pCO^ 
blood gas values above and below normal. It was this ability 
to hyperventilate that v/ould have been of value in the likely 
apnoeic condition of the patient®
With most methods of induced respiration and intubation 
skilled operators have achieved adequate tidal volumes and 
arterial blood saturations* Hov/ever the mouth to mouth method 
has the ability to do so under less than ideal conditions, with 
relatively unskilled operators, no intubation and the 
possibility of hyperventilation®
Its use, hov/ever, would seem to be contraindicated in cases 
of electric shock, v/here an arrest of the circulation due to 
ventricular fibrillation was likely and the manual methods seem 
to have proved more satisfactory (Morley and Carter, 1972)« 
However this may have been more due to difficulties in teaching 
external cardiac massage (Scott, 1973) or that no method v/as 
satisfactory® Morley and Carters paper (1972) v/as interesting 
in that it v/as an attempt to measure the effectiveness of 
resuscitative procedures under practical conditions® Hov/ever 
the main difficulty v/ith studies of this nature was that 
although a method may or may not have been successful it v/ould 
not have followed that another method may or may not have been 
of more benefit®
Although it was assumed that the comfort and stamina of an 
operator could be assigned a somewhat lower rank than v/as usual 
in these procedures, it v/as not without relevance that the 
energy cost of the mouth to mouth method v/as found to be 
considerably lower than some manual procedures enabling a 
slightly built person to resuscitate a much more heavily built 
person almost indefinitely (Elam et al, 1958 and Karpovitch and 
Hale, 1951).
Mouth to mouth resuscitation differed in one importent 
respect from the other manual methods in that during inflation 
of the lungs a positive pressure was used to inflate them 
whilst v/ith the manual methods a negative pressure (relative to 
atmospheric) existed in the trachea® Since the heart was 
located within the thoracic cavity it v/as possible that its 
action would have been affected by the variations in its
environment - the intrathoracic pressure whose normal mean 
pressure was slightly below atmospheric©
Conway (1975) has reviewed the subject writing that if 
there v/as an increased intrathoracic pressure, for example, by 
a Valsalva manoeuvre, the immediate response was to restrict 
cardiac filling© The heart itself may be compressed 
(tamponade) and the pulmonary capilliary pressure may be 
increased leading to an increased load on the right ventricle© 
Homeostatic mechanisms compensated for this but it v/as 
difficult to separate out the different effects® Surgical 
procedures or abnormal conditions could alter the compensation 
and hence the nature of the applied positive pressure 
ventilation but if an inspiratory to expiratory ratio of about 
one to two v/as used, generally speaking, any changes seemed to 
be minimal.
Hov/ever a dead animal would not have homeostatic mechanisms 
and would thus behave passively. Thompson et al (1946) 
ventilated animals that had been dead for some thirty minutes 
and using, rather qualitative results from injections of 
radioactive sodium shov/ed that the induced circulation from 
ventilation alone v/as well belov/ that required to maintain 
life®
2.1.2® Simulation of cardiac action.
In cardiac massage, the patient is put on their back on a 
rigid surface and the sternum is quickly depressed downv/ards 
for four to five centimetres, held for about half a second and 
then released as quickly as possible, this cycle being repeated
V
at some sixty to eighty times a minute© This compresses the
heart and assuming the heart valves have operated correctly 
some blood flow would have been induced® Although the lungs 
are compressed at the same time this does not supply adequate 
ventilation (Safar et al, 1962) and this has to be arranged by 
interposing artificial ventilations at some twelve times per 
minute®
A more direct approach to the heart can be made, usually 
fey a thoracic approach as it allows much more control and a 
greater certainty that an adequate cardiac output has been 
achieved (the aorta could now be clamped to direct blood into 
the coronary and cerebral circulations)©
This v/as an occasion v/here, because of its anatomy, the dog 
v/as not an ideal model for comparison v/ith patients. This 
increased the difficulty of determining any differences between 
closed and open chest cardiac massage, unless great care v/as 
used in the experimental interpretation® Hov/ever it has been 
generally accepted that the cardiac.,/output in open chest 
massage is about twice that of closed chest massage 
(Stephenson, 1974)®
2*2® Methods depending on equipment*
Mechanical aids to resuscitation have been used for some 
time (for ventilators see Mushin et al, 19&9) mainly to imitate 
the manual methods already in use, but these led largely to 
improvements in ease of application of the techniques rather 
than a fundamental physiological improvement, although as far 
as the patient was concerned this subtle difference v/ould have 
been of little importance* Hov/ever v/ith the discovery of 
anticoagulants in the first part of this century and in recent
years the development of modern non-thrombogenic materials, it 
has been possible to expand considerably the approaches to be 
considered, although we should still be careful to 
differentiate a physiological principle from a mechanical one® 
2*2.1* Respiratory approaches.
2 .2 .1 .1* Constant pressure.
Direct constant pressure of a gas to the lungs has been 
attempted in two forms* Meltzer and Auer (1909) punctured the 
lungs so as to allow a through flow ventilation but apart from 
the undesirability of puncturing the lung and chest wall a 
large number of needles would have been necessary to avoid 
large volumes of stagnant lung* Draper et al (1944) applied a 
constant pressure pure oxygen supply to the lungs of dogs that 
had been previously washed clear of other gases. Whilst the 
oxygen could be satisfactorily supplied (with a patent airway 
and good circulation) for several minutes, the method v/as only 
of interest because of the high concentrations of carbon 
dioxide that inevitably built up. For example, Roth et al 
(1947) using the same procedure obtained permanent survival 
despite an aveolar pOO^ , of 300 mm Hg after about five minutes* 
2.2.1*2* Pulsed respiration*
Perhaps one quarter of the circulating blood volume at any 
one time is contained within the pulmonary circulation and 
hence it was relatively easy to modify the pressure within this 
volume simply by altering the air pressure applied to the 
lungs*
Osborn et al in 19&3 gave dogs airway pulses of 100 mm Hg 
and less than *1 seconds duration, superimposed on the
breathing. This was, of course, synchronised to the heart beat 
and was claimed to have had beneficial effects with no 
pulmonary oedema or other side effects® Soroff et al (1 96^) 
synchronised artificial ventilations with the heart beat 
(similarly this could be described as counterpulsation see 
2®2.2.3)* They found that the load on the right heart was 
reduced somewhat together with indications that blood v/as 
additionally pumped into the left atrium® In spite of this 
modified respiration and the use of air, the blood gas values 
remained v/ithin satisfactory limits® Hov/ever since these 
favourable results ’v/ere reported no further evidence on either 
method seems to have subsequently appeared®
2C20103® Eve’s rocking bed.
This method was first proposed by Eve in 1932, although 
the basic principle goes back to the barrel method of 
resuscitation more than 150 years earlier (Keith, 1909)® The 
driving forces behind breathing are-split roughly into two 
parts, one from the intercostal muscles of the rib cage and 
secondly from the diaphragm. The patient v/as p3.aced on the 
rocking bed and rocked plus or minus head up and head down
alternately, resulting in movements of the contents of the 
abdominal cavity to act against the diaphragm for induced 
breathing.
The method became reasonably well known v/ith commercial 
equipment being available (for example to treat poliomyelitis 
cases) and it seemed to compare favourably with the best manual 
methods of resuscitation® Eve claimed in 19^7 that the 
circulation could be assisted by this method but it appears
that confirming evidence has yet to be presented - from the 
other data on intrathoracic pressures and related induced blood 
flow, it would seem rather unlikely®
Adamson et al achieved the same effect in 1959 by using an 
elastic inflatable band inserted behind an abdominal corset® 
This v/as found to be useful in assisting the respiration of 
fifteen poliomyelitis patients having varying respiratory 
difficulties®
2.2e10A0 Electrophrenic breathing®
Breathing could be also initiated by stimulation of the 
phrenic nerve and Daggett et al (1965) has compared intracaval 
electrostimulation (the electrodes are placed by catheter in 
either the superior or inferior vena cava) with positive/ 
negative pressure ventilation. They found the method to 
provide a more effective respiratory support with improved 
blood gas values and cardiac output and the method has been 
used for long term breathing assistance (Kim et al, 1972). 
2.2.2® Circulatory approaches.
2.2.2.1. Cardiac massage.
2.2.2.1.1® External.
A number of mechanical cardiopulmonary resuscitators have 
been designed, for example that of Little et.al (197*0, these 
allow a more even external cardiac massage v/ith good rhythm and 
co-ordination. Continued manual application requires a team 
effort and changes of personnel to provide similar results to 
machine resuscitation® Quite often these mechanical systems 
have been incorporated into systems of varying complexity with 
the inclusion of ventilators, defibrillators, relevant drugs
and so on® These emergency trolleys, ambulances etc for a 
number of divergent circumstances v/ere described in detail by 
Stephenson in 197*r®
2o202®1.»2® Internal®
The earlier methods depended for their action on the 
relative strength and stiffness of the pericardium with Bencini 
et al (1 95 6) attaching a small cannula to the pericardium 
(Figure 2®1) and then using a gas flow in and out of the space 
betv/een the heart and pericardium at pressures up to 150 mm Hg® 
This would compress the heart and if repeated in a cyclic 
manner, induce blood flow® Some authors used a small gas sac 
introduced into the pericardium/heart space to achieve the same 
effect (Jones et al, 1961 - Figure 2®2) but they found that 
venous pressures v/ere increased and the other pressures were 
generally inadequate, possibly because the method interfered 
inappropriately v/ith the atria®
Johnson et al (1 9 6 8) used a large balloon suitably placed 
within the intrathoracic cavity (Figure 2®3) and other workers 
have used pneumatically operated sleeves applied over the heart 
(Vineberg et al, 1957 and Rassman et al, 1 9 6 8) but location and 
retention of the devices in place, presented some difficulties0• 
The device to receive the most attention has been that due 
to Anstadt et al, (1966 - Figure 2®*f) which consisted of a 
fairly stiff cup lined v/ith silastic film® V/ith a gentle 
suction at the apex of the cup it v/as held firmly over the 
heart, the casing protecting the atria from the operating 
pressures supplied through the side arm, both positively and 
negatively® Skinner et al (1971) has conducted trials of this
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Vacuum attachment
device and has shown that in ventricular fibrillation with 
dogs, arterial pressure and flow were maintained somewhat below 
normal control values* Thus although it can maintain 
circulation for several hours and avoids blood component damage 
it suffered from the major disadvantage that a thoracotomy was 
required* As such it should probably have reserved for use in 
operating theatres v/here a thoracotomy had already been 
performed or where a holding period v/as required for donor 
organs prior to transplantation*
2e2*2a2* Counterpressure*
This v/as developed from the high altitude or space suit and 
consisted simply of a flexible bag enclosing the body from the 
diaphragm downwards* If the bag v/as then pressurised to about 
25 mm Hg, the distribution of blood within the body would be 
altered, tending to shift it to the upper half containing the 
heart and cerebral circulations* Crile in 1903 initiated this 
procedure which v/as later used to control postural hypotension 
in operations carried out in a semirecumbant position*
Its use had been suggested during resuscitation; and Harris 
et al (1 96 7), using dogs, have exerted manual pressure over the 
abdomen during external cardiac massage with intermittent 
positive pressure ventilation* They noted an increase in 
carotid blood flov/ of about one third but did not recommend the 
procedure because of liver damage* However it v/as quite 
possible that the pressures exerted here v/ere considerably in 
excess of the fG f suit pressures, or, alternatively v/ere too 
localised* In practice, however, most applications in 
resuscitation have been to control massive abdominal haemorrage
as a temporary measure (Burdick et al, 1975 )«
Sjostrand (1953) has shown that in a change from the 
upright to a lying position some 10% of the total blood volume 
drains from the lower limbs to the central circulation and both 
Woodward (1952) and Stephenson (197*0 have mentioned the 
beneficial results of simply raising the legs and bandaging 
them, if on a somewhat qualitative basis*
2.2.2.3* Counterpulsation*
Counterpulsation is a technique by which the load on the 
left ventricle was relieved, arranging for if to pump into a 
lower pressure than normal by removing blood in the aortic arch 
just prior to the systolic ejection of blood from the heart* 
This reduced the tension in the cardiac muscle, reducing energy 
consumption and hence oxygen demand* The mean aortic pressure 
v/as maintained by injecting work into the system during the 
period of diastole* This, theoretically, should have improved 
perfusion of the heart as the coronary arteries are at a higher 
pressure than normal during the diastolic or comparatively 
relaxed period of the cardiac cycle; indeed this was the major 
area of improvement. The cardiac output v/as usually improved, 
an improvement not related to the mean aortic pressure but a 
reversal of the peak systolic and diastolic trough pressures* 
Synchronisation v/as importent as an out of phase pulsation 
could have been catastrophic - this usually implied a heart 
beating in a normal manner as the pulsations v/ere triggered and 
synchronised to the electrocardiogram*
2*2«,2.3a1» Arterioarterial pumping*
This was the simplest approach to the problem consisting of
simple withdrawal and reinjection of blood through a cannula. 
Jacobey et al (1 9 68 and 1971) used the subclavian route to 
place the cannula to within three centimetres of the aortic 
valve whilst Watkins et al (1965) simply cannulated both 
femoral arteries - reported clinically by Rosensweig et al in 
1970o
Both methods have been reported with beneficial results but 
it appears that, in general, the suction and turbulence 
involved caused considerable haemolysis and sufficient blood 
could only be removed with the bilateral fcut down*. However 
this had the disadvantage that the heart and pumping wavefronts 
travelled towards each other and interfered with the result 
that some of the diastolic input did not reach the coronary 
arteries (Editorial, BritoMed.J®, 1976)©
2.2<,2®3«B«> Intra-aortic balloon pumping®
This was' initially pioneered by Moulopoulos et al in 1962 
and consisted of inserting a catheter with a balloon at its tip 
into the femoral artery until the tip was just distal to the 
left subclavian, artery® If this balloon was inflated 
(preferably with carbon dioxide via a safety slave cylinder) 
and deflated in the correct relation to the heart action, an 
effect similar to counterpulsation was achieved® The balloon 
volume had to be related to the stroke volume of the heart and 
did not usually occlude the aorta completely (but not less than 
85% of the vessel diameter) although Taipins et al in 1968 
modified the concept to include a small balloon just distal to 
the main balloon which could occlude the aorta just prior to 
the inflation of the main balloon® It was claimed that this
would direct more blood towards the brain and coronary 
arteries, confirmed by Bregman and Goetz (1971-)®
It has been the most widely used of the various methods of 
counterpulsation and some five different balloon systems are 
commercially available (Foster et al, 1975)® An improvement in 
haemodynamics was usually noted (eg Scanlon et al, 1976) but 
although the method did not require a thoracotomy a skilled 
surgical team was required, anticoagulents still had to be 
used, and difficulties arose because of the restricted blood 
supply to the leg resulting from the cannulation (Alpert et al, 
1976).
2®2»203«3» Synchronous regional pressure variation®
If a limb was encased in a rigid box and the pressure in 
the box increased, blood would tend to be squeezed out of the 
limb, a principle not unlike plethysmography in reverse® If 
this event-was arranged and related to ventricular systole the 
principle of counterpulsation would-be satisfied, although the 
relation was not direct because of the distance between the 
heart and the limb®
Dennis et al (1 9 6 3) tried this initially on dogs whilst 
Soroff et al (19 6 9)' applied the method clinically on man, in 
both cases on the lower limbs only® More recent developments 
have been the use of negative pressures (Soroff et al, 19740 
and distal to proximal compression of a limb (Cohen et al, 
19740®
The method has not been as widely applied as the 
intra-aortic balloon especially v/hen the maximum assistance was 
required, there may have been some difficulty where a low
cardiac output was combined with extensive vasoconstriction or 
the patient was rather thin® However the possibility did exist 
of combining this treatment with a peripheral vasodilator drug 
(Parmley et al, 1973)*
However, the method was very attractive because it was 
inherently fail safe and non-invasive eliminating the need for 
anaesthesia, anticoagulents and cannulations® These factors 
undoubtedly influenced Banas et al in 1973 who tested this 
method on patients with angina pectoris, and had limited 
success in relieving those with severe symptoms®
Side effects seemed to be minimal, especially the risk of 
dislodging any previous venous embolism, but discomfort has 
been reported after extended assistance. A recent review on 
the subject was that of Broder (1965) and Lamberti et al in 
1976 gave a comparison between this and intra-aortic balloon 
pumping® Counterpulsation has been used in primary 
resuscitation by Soroff et al (1967)*,.. with some success by 
synchronising the pressure variations to external heart massage 
rather than the electrocardiogram,,
2«20203q4-«, BASH®
Body acceleration synchronous with heart beat (B.A.S.H.) 
possibly originated by Artzenius in 19&7 (but see Ware et al, 
1971)® The method depended on the observation that the 
diagnostic procedure cf ballistocardiology depended on the 
ejection of blood from the left ventricle producing a recoil of 
the body in the opposite direction® The method then 
deliberately displaced the body in the hope that ejection of 
blood from the left ventricle would be assisted® Artzenius
showed some benefit in piglets in 19&9 an^ extended this to a 
few patients in 1971 (see Ware et al, 1971), however the method 
does not seem to have received much further attention, a 
possible reason being organ damage of some kind from the 
shaking*,
2 .2.2.4-. Bypass procedures.
The heart is composed of four chambers pumping in series 
and assistance could have been given to any of these chambers 
although in practice the left ventricle has received most 
attention since it supplied most of the energy to the blood®
In its simplest form it could be taken to be equivalent to the 
intra-arterial transfusion which has been used in cases of 
severe shock (on occasion v/ith respiratory and cardiac arrest) 
with better results than the intravenous route for over one 
hundred years (Danziger, 1955)*
2.2.2.4-.1 . Left ventricular bypass®
In this type of bypass the animals own lungs were used for 
oxygenating the blood and hence still depended on the right 
heart for inducing flow through the lungs. Dennis et al (1962) 
reached the left atrium from the jugular vein, into the right 
atrium and then across the intra-arterial septum, reinfusing 
the collected blood by roller pump into a femoral artery.
Zwart et al (1970) used retrograde catheterisation into the 
left ventricle via the axillary artery, initially using a 
roller pump to reinfuse into a femoral artery although a 
synchronised pumping was used later.
The most successful left ventricular bypass was devised by 
DeBakey (1971) who used it to assist patients undergoing open
heart procedures. Originally he withdrew.blood from the left 
atrium and pumped it into the aorta, although in later 
applications the axillary artery was used which, allowed the 
pump to be synchronised so that most of the pumping took place 
during diastole (it also allowed the pump to be *removed* 
without a further thoracotomy).
202.2.6.2. Total bypass®
This, in fact, was the most common method of circulatory 
assistance which was essential for most open heart and great 
vessel surgery. This involved oxygenation of the blood so that 
complete independence from both circulatory and breathing 
difficulties was obtainable. For resuscitation the equipment 
used would have been similar but the cannulations would have 
had to be through easily accessible vessels, the femoral 
vessels being a suitable site. Bypass via these vessels was 
almost complete but a competent aortic valve was still 
required. Again this class of assist was one which was 
experimental, only being used when other physical and 
pharmacological methods had failed and then for temporary 
support of a failing circulation rather than the primary 
resuscitation from a sudden circulatory arrest. Reasons for 
this included the complexity of the procedures, the invasive 
nature of some of them, immune reactions, or mechanical 
damage,'which appeared in the blood. Untoward blood reactions 
even if mild could rapidly accumulate because of the 
recirculation which was particularly restrictive in the case of 
the bubble oxygenator. It was possible to use membrane 
oxygenators for much longer periods but it was importent to
maintain a sense of perspective as the devices envisaged for 
the use we had in mind were unlikely to require an extended 
life (a factor which helps to explain the wide-use of the 
bubble oxygenator).
Not all the differing approaches that have been taken have 
been described above for many have only had a fleeting 
appearance in the literature® Comparatively recent reviews on 
the subject were by Kennedy (1969)9 Kones (1976), Resnekov
(1973) and Saunders et al (1972)®
2.3© Resuscitative requirements®
External (and possibly internal) cardiac massage and 
artificial respiration were the first methods of choice in 
cases of acute circulatory and breathing arrest® Although 
adequate ventilation could readily be obtained it was noted 
that the circulatory characteristics initiated by external 
heart massage were not ideal® This was unfortunate since the 
blood would require correction from both metabolic and 
respiratory acidosis as a result of the preceding hypoxia® If 
v/e were to shift the emphasis of our problem to attacking the 
circulatory problems more directly the method to be used here 
was selected with the following points in mind :
- the method had to be able to deal with ventricular 
fibrillation or cardiac standstill.® This would place 
into secondary consideration any method depending on 
an existing heart function, for example the 
counterpulsation methods of assistance*
- the method had to be quick in application thus methods 
were discarded that required some extensive form of
cannula positioning or manipulation.
the method had to be applicable to the rat, this
eliminated most methods depending on equipment because
of the small sizes involved, for example, the Anstadt
cup.
Hence the method selected for this investigation was total 
cardiac bypass with oxygenation of the perfusate and making use 
of externally accessible blood vessels. There v/e re additional 
advantages in that it would be quite easy to perform an 
exchange transfusion with fresh perfusate, thus relieving the 
body of the need to do so by itself or at least speeding the 
process. Secondly it would be relatively easy to control blood 
drug levels especially if a once through perfusion system was 
used, indeed normally unphysiological perfusates could be used 
if they improved the resuscitation.
3. REVIEW.
Some methods of life support have just been described in 
Section 2 that could have had an application in a situation 
where an element of resuscitation would have been required. 
However it remained to determine the period of time, within 
which, resuscitation was a generally viable proposition. An 
initial overall review revealed times from as little as two 
minutes to, in one case, an implied ninety minutes. Indeed, 
rather than increasing clarity, many of the papers only seemed 
to serve to make the position more confusing, the small sample 
or group sizes often employed making any overall statistical 
analysis fairly meaningless. However these points may have 
been appreciated in some of the papers as they were quite 
qualitative in nature.
The first step was to review the possibility of a 
systematic classification, and then, how it fitted the past 
experimental data. It could perhaps^-be stated that this 
should have reeived earlier and more general thought, although 
Molinari and Laurent (1976) did review the differing models 
for experimental stroke investigations. They noted the wide 
variety of induction methods, species variation, monitoring 
and data processing techniques, and they then came to the 
conclusion that it was important in fields, such as this to 
define or classify models as precisely as possible.
3.1.1. Between life and death.
In the long term, life and death v/e re readily discernable 
continuing states - it was when one approached the other that 
the difficulties arose, mainly of definition. It was not usual
for there to be a sudden division between the two, but rather a 
gradual deterioration, or alternatively, the division between 
the two could be considered a process rather than an event. It 
followed that unless the points at which the initiation of 
death and resuscitation v/e re made equivalent and closely 
defined, two experiments could give quite different results 
although they may be quite similar in nature.
In 1973 Myers proposed that instead of using terms such as 
anoxia (a total lack of oxygen availability to the tissues) and 
hypoxia (its reduced presence or ave.ilability), to describe 
these circumstances, it might be more appropriate to use the 
terms anergia and hypoergia. These would indicate states of 
absent and impaired tissue energy availability based on the 
general term dysergia (from the Greek prefix - dys - disorder 
or malady of and the word - ergon - meaning to work). Thus the 
start of an anergic period can be considered to be the point at 
which there is the abrupt and complete withdrawal of the supply 
of any component of normal metabolism. In response to this the 
body must temporarily alter its basic physiological and 
biochemical processes (eg anaerobic metabolism) during the 
anergic period but if this is too long there will be permanent 
damage and the organism will not recover. In the work to be 
described here this meant the sudden prevention of oxygen 
access to the blood.
Hill as long ago as 1900 pointed out that nIt is obvious 
that the cortex can be kept from death for hovirs by the merest 
dribble of blood - - •»"« As v/e wished to have an indication of 
the minimum period of time to within which a resuscitation
would be worthwhile, the review of the experimental evidence 
was limited to these anergic cases only.
3®1.2. Initiation of death®
Life was considered to be a self sustaining condition but, 
if at any time, an external influence was required to restore 
it (that is, a resuscitative measure) then this could be 
considered to be the point at which there was the possibility 
that death v/ould occur. This would be especially true if some 
external influence was causing death to occur when simple 
removal of the patient or animal from the cause may be all the 
resuscitation that -would be required. If the resuscitative 
measures failed to restore life then death was considered to 
have occurred. With this emphasis on the initiating influence 
rather than its outcome it seemed to offer the opportunity to 
reconcile two situations; firstly where the initiation of 
anergia was by ventricular fibrillation and secondly where 
anergia was by asphyxia but the 1 anergic period* was. considered 
to start from the point where the heart sounds were lost. '
The energy supply to an animal in the first place is 
derived from consumption of food and oxygen, the critical 
element being the oxygen supply, not to the lungs, but to the 
body tissues. In this case the failure of the circulation or 
breathing assumed equal importence® That is, it would then be 
considered irrelevant whether or not the animal continued to 
try and breath to supply oxygen to the arrested circulation or 
the heart tried to circulate blood through inactive lungs. It 
was acknov/ledged, however, that there may well be comparative 
differences in oxygen distribution throughout the animal, for
example, a suddenly arrested heart might well be in a protected 
situation (at least temporarily) as there would be relatively 
good oxygen conditions in the heart at a time of lowered oxygen 
demand®
3®1e3o Initiation of resuscitation®
Generally there seemed to have been much less difficulty 
over defining the end of the anergic period as it was usually 
taken from the start of the resuscitative measures® This point 
could be equally argued over as it could take (and often did) 
some considerable time for self supporting life to occur 
(before which removal of the resuscitation would have resulted 
in the animals death) and perhaps a much longer period before a 
full neurological recovery allowed an independent existence® 
3©1«6® After resuscitation®
In any recovery, circulatory and breathing independence 
occurred relatively quickly with recovery to consciousness 
somewhat less so with, in some cases, neurological normality 
or social independence only being attained after several days 
or weeks®
The points at which the different experiments finished 
varied, there being relatively few experiments with extended 
aftercare (which was surely entirely relevant to human medical 
care) and indeed many animals v/e re not allowed to recover 
consciousness* This was often due to other factors, firstly 
and quite properly ethical procedures similar to the provisions 
of the Cruelty to Animals Act 1 8 7 6; secondly, the facilities 
for asceptic surgical techniques may not have been available, 
and thirdly, the extended aftercare required was very expensive
in terms of manpower and facilities.
Care had to he taken in interpreting experiments as it 
could be rather easy to imply or predict from some observations 
the subsequent course to the recovery or death of an animal® 
Some of these v/e re evidence that parts of the brain showed 
underperfusion on the release of blood stasis (eg Ames et al, 
196 8), there could be histological evidence of damage to the 
brain (Miller and Myers, 1972), but the most used indicator has 
been the return of electroencephalographic activity. For 
example, Hossman and Sato (1970) observed anergic periods up to 
ninety minutes with a substantial return of activity but the 
concomitant return of spontaneous breathing did not seem to 
have occurred. In the absence of concrete evidence that 
related any physiological parameter to the consequent course of 
recovery, those experiments v/e re emphasised in v/hich the 
animals v/e re allowed to recover to as near normal behaviour as 
possible®
3»1®6® Confirmation of anergia®
Since we had decided to review only the anergic cases, v/e 
had to search for confirming evidence that the state had been 
reached with as sharp cut off and cut on points as possible®
In some cases, such as asphyxia, this position was immediately 
apparent but for other cases such as circulatory arrest by 
ventricular fibrillation or to the brain alone, it was less 
clear and confirming evidence had to be sought® Most workers 
have used more than one indicator and only those papers were 
selected for review where it was reasonably certain that 
complete anergia was achieved®
Firstly there were those indicators where confirmation 
could be easily determined from each experimental animal in 
turn with the indication usually complete within one minute :
- fall in arterial pressure (eg Safar et al, 1976)
~ disappearance of ventricular complexes
(eg Stearns et al, 1951)
- equalisation of arterial and venous pressures 
(eg Hossman and Hossman, 1973)
- flattening of the electroencephalogram (eg Lin, 1976)
- cessation of natural breathing
(eg Boyd and Connolly, 1962a and b)
«* loss of heart sounds (eg Crile and Dolley, 1906)
- cessation of retinal vessel blood flow 
(eg Weinberger et al, i9 6 0)
« dilatation and fixation of the pupils 
(eg Miller and Myers, 1970)
- elimination of pressure variations in a site remote 
from clamping (eg T’erlecki et al, 1 9 6 7)
Additionally there were methods which could only be applied 
to a few animals as they were complex or required the animals 
sacrifice. These, in a sense, acted as controls in that the 
experimental animals were assumed to be equivalent :
- cessation of blood flow in the cerebral cortical 
vessels viewed microscopically through a cranial window 
(eg Hossman and Hossman, 1975)
- injection of various tracer elements (eg sodium 
fluorescein - Brockman and Jude, 1960, methylene blue ~ 
Kaupp et al, i9 6 0, radio isotopic tracers - Neely and
Youmans, 1963, carbon black suspension - Ljunggren 
et al, 1973 and radio opaque materials - Kov/ada et al, 
1 9 6 8)
- dissection to check correctness of previous operative 
procedures (eg Terlecki et al, 1 9 6 7)
- cutting of an artery to observe cessation of blood flow
(eg Boyd and Connolly, 1962a and b)
- determining the pressure required to cause failure of 
any vessel clamping (eg V/einberger et al, i9 6 0)
- failure of incised brain tissue to bleed 
(eg Boyd and Connolly, 1962a and b)
3©1.6® Review order*
The number of variables that could have affected a period
of anergia (or ’death') were seen to be variable and numerous
and, not unsurprisingly, authors have adopted their own 
individual approaches to this problem* Remarks have also, so 
far, implied total body anergia, ho\ie.ver there was a 
substantial section of the literature where the circulation was 
limited in a particular organ or section of the body and this 
has been useful in showing the relative sensitivity of the 
central nervous system to anergiao However only those 
experiments were selected which could be related to the 
complete anergia of an organ* Thus many cases where the arrest 
had been partial v/ere excluded, for example, that literature 
involving occlusion of the middle cerebral artery, which was a 
popular model for stroke investigations*
It was not possible to wait for an animal to die or have a
cardiac arrest (even if such a model had existed, although
spontaneous strokes have occurred in one species' of pig) and 
anergia had to be induced by external means® This external 
means was the primary classification used in the review and for 
a simplified comparison the accompanying Tables 3*1 to 3«? 
constructed according to the following criteria :
Column 1) Author and date - considered to be irrelevant 
Column 23 since similar experiments should be independent 
j of these factors®
Column 3 Time period of anergia - all experiments were 
ordered according to time in minutes® Where a 
series of single animals was used at differing 
times they were put into five minute groupings 
so indicated by brackets in the tables (ie (5 ) 
equals animals v/ith periods of anergia from 0 to 
5 minutes, (1 0) equals 6 to 10 minutes and so 
on®
Column b Animal species - this«»was relevant not so much 
for a species difference (eg comparing internal 
and external cardiac massage) but also a size 
difference (ie man - dog - rat)®
Column 3 This indicated the success of the initial return ■
of independent circulatory and breathing
activity or where this was not appropriate (eg
in experiments where the heart and lung 
circulation was maintained independently from 
the systemic circulation) the success of the 
experimental procedure itself as opposed to the 
aim of the experiment® It was based on the
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complete success of an experimental group being 
set equal to one and was thus independent of the 
group number«
Column 6 Number of animals in the group that had survived 
an experiment in the short term, although 
groupings less than three were ignored.
Column 7 Long term neurological recovery - for simplicity 
this v/as split into three classes, modified by 
the time period over which the long term 
recovery v/as noted :
- unconscious or in a coma
- conscious but neurologically abnormal
- conscious and neurologically normal
It was based on the complete success of an 
experimental group being set equal to one and 
v/as thus independent of the group number.
3o2o Complete animal anergia® '
These were the classes of experiments that came closest to 
the events to be met v/ith in practical terms. In some cases, 
after initiation, efforts v/ere being made to breath or there 
v/as some remaining circulation and under these conditions 
simple removal of the initiating procedure v/as usually all that
was necessary for resuscitation® However, for more resistant
cases, a more active approach had to be taken and if artificial 
ventilation of some kind v/as the only measure, the only 
additional variation v/as to use enriched oxygen mixtures® 
Although ventilation v/as always essential, we have already 
noted its inadequacy, if used as a sole measure, in Section 2a
Langendorf (1895) showed that an isolated heart could be 
made to restart regular contractions in response to attempts to 
perfuse it via the aorta. The perfusate used had a similar 
composition to blood, but without haemoglobin, and Sollman 
(cited by Crile and Dolley, 1906) used mercury as a perfusate, 
still obtaining regular contractions® This seemed to indicate 
that blood pressure alone to the coronary arteries should have 
been one important factor in resuscitation® Thus restoration 
and maintenance of the heartbeat and circulation now formed 
the basis of the experimental effort®
Anergia by excess anaesthetic®
This method appeared to have been used only by a few 
authors at the beginning of this century but at this time the 
most well used alternative - ventricular fibrillation - would 
not have been available. The choice of a suitable anaesthetic 
should have been one that could be rapidly induced and, perhaps 
more importently, rapidly excreted v-ia the lungs as this was 
the only route available in the short term. Chloroform and 
ether have been the only anaesthetics used to date with the 
intention of inducing anergia®
Kemp in 1903 used excess chloroform in dogs and found 
internal heart massage to be the most successful method for 
resuscitation, but unfortunately, this was a report of a 
presented paper and was descriptive in nature. Crile and 
Dolley in 1906 used chloroform or ether on dogs, firstly 
describing previous work in v/hich they noted the low coronary 
pressures (30 to 40 mm Hg) reached with cardiac massage even 
with the addition of a plain intravenous infusion of saline®
They achieved rather more success by adding adrenaline to the 
saline but noted that although injection by the venous route 
v/as quite easy the fluid had to pass through the right heart, 
the lungs and then the left heart before reaching the aorta 
v/here the effect v/as desired® This had the side effect of 
heart dilatation from the fluids collecting v/ithin it®
The purpose of the work in 1906 v/as to investigate an 
intra-arterial infusion of saline, injecting the adrenaline in 
a single dose near to the inlet cannula (this was more 
effective than a simple solution in the saline). This resulted 
in an almost immediate blood pressure response with the heart 
developing sufficient output (with the assistance of a little 
internal heart massage) to reverse the perfusate flow back into 
the reservoir but there was a delay in the return of 
spontaneous breathing. There v/as no attempt to obtain long 
term survival although this was tried later in 1908 (primarily 
using chloroform) with survivals of several hours.
The latter tv/o papers were rather ambiguous and qualitative 
in nature (compared to present day practice) and v/ere difficult 
to analyse quantitatively. They used cessation of heart sounds 
as the start of the anergic period and return of blood pressure 
as the end but as far as our definitions were concerned the 
data could stand on the grounds of one * error’ cancelling 
another. They observed that animals killed by ether or 
chloroform v/ere easier to resuscitate than those killed by 
asphyxia but this view seemed to be rather subjective in 
nature. Their data incorporated an undescribed coding and the 
condition of some of the animals v/as suspect (eg "emaciated but
healthy looking") nevertheless some material was usable 
(Table 3*1)®
3.2.2. Anergia by asphyxia®
Simple removal of oxygen from the animal has been achieved 
in two ways, firstly by replacement of the oxygen by a gas that 
did not take part in any biological mechanism (this allowed the 
use of nitrogen rather than a conventional, inert gas) and the 
denial of any gas access altogether®
Ford in 1928 asphyxiated cats by rapidly washing out air 
from a bell jar with nitrogen, although in practice, there 
seemed to be no reason why a simple change over to nitrogen in 
an artificially ventilated animal should not have been of equal 
value. After wash out there v/as an interval of some three to 
five minutes during which artificial ventilation was found to 
be effective but after this period the heart stopped and v/as 
not usually restarted although adrenaline and other stimulents 
v/ere injected directly into it. He-made no mention, hov/ever, 
of any attempts to use heart massage.
The first serious work on simple blockage of the air supply 
was by Redding and Pearson (1962 and 1963) who found that the 
initial responses v/ere intense efforts to breath with 
bradycardia and fluctuations in blood pressure but these 
efforts became weaker- and gradually ceased two to four minutes 
later. After this the blood pressure fell to zero some six to 
eight minutes from the original airway obstruction, with a 
resulting blood oxygen saturation- value of '\k%» If the airway 
obstruction v/as relieved just before the breathing efforts 
ceased_there v/as an immediate improvement and full revovery by
the next day. Subsequent to this point, the application of 
assisted ventilation could be delayed with equal success so 
long as the blood pressure remained at 100 mm Hg or above 
although the return of spontaneous breathing v/as not immediate® 
At 50 mm Hg arterial pressure k0% of the dogs v/ere 
resuscitated, all to normality, but at blood pressures below 
this it v/as not practical to palpate the pulse in a major 
artery, this indicated that cardiac massage would have been 
immediately considered if a pulse v/as not present®
Closed chest cardiac massage was added to the artificial 
respiration one minute after collapse of the blood pressure, 
but although a blood saturation of 96% was reached only 20% of 
the animals were resuscitated although these v/ere all normal 
recoveries. An additional line of approach v/as the use of 
pharmacological agents, as the blood pressure raised by closed 
chest cardiac massage v/as 'known, to be unsatisfactory.
Adrenaline seemed to be a worthwhile,*..choice, subsequently shown 
by a 100% survival from a group resuscitated two minutes after 
a loss of the blood pressure (Redding and Pearson, 1962)®
In 1963 Pearson and Redding used this same type of 
experimental model but used a five minute interval of 
circulatory arrest v/ith a return of adequate circulation only, 
to investigate the use of various drug treatments. Generally 
speaking any vasoconstrictor v/as found to be suitable and 
although there may have been minor differences between them, 
this was well outweighed by the primary effect. .Drugs that 
increased the force of the heartbeat or had antiarrhythmic 
properties v/ere found to have minor effects only®
Perhaps one of the clearest and s c i e n t i f i c a l l y  more precise 
papers in this field v/as by' Warner (1967) v/ho seemed to be one
of the few investigators to use the drugs he v/as investigating
in a double blind fashion, not decoding them until the 
experiment v/as complete tv/o days later* It v/as somev/hat 
disturbing to note, therefore, that he found adrenaline to be 
of little benefit except for shortening the resuscitative 
period*
3o2*3» Anergia by ventricular fibrillation®
Ventricular fibrillation is rapid uncoordinated 
contractions of groups of muscle fibres which stopped the heart 
from doing any effective work® This left the respiratory
centre with the oxygen reserve of an arrested circulation® It
v/as induced by a one to tv/o hundred volt ac electrical shock 
applied externally or a one to tv/o volt ac shock applied 
directly to the heart via the open chest or by electrodes 
passed down suitable blood vessels.^ It could not always be 
immediately established, for example, Hekmatpanah (1973) 
described a tv/o to three minute period of some hypotension and 
arrhythmia before a circulatory halt occurred and some cases 
required additional shocks - it was partly a problem of 
technique and of the animal involved- Although the 
fibrillation could revert naturally, a few millisecond dc 
electrical shock v/as used when artificial defibrillation v/as 
required and again more than one may have been necessary* This 
model has received the most attention as it most closely 
resembled conditions likely to occur naturally®
Lin in 197^ showed that after three minutes of arrested
flow the red cells had sludged and after ten minutes 
microemboli had formed® Physical resuscitation of artificial 
ventilation, heart massage and electrical defibrillation v/as 
usually prompt and easy within one to tv/o minutes, difficult 
within three to five minutes and not reliable after five®
Crowell et al (1955) had an initial return of both 
circulation and respiration up to a ten minute period of arrest 
although long term survival v/as poor® The control experiments 
of Redding and Pearson (1 9 6 8) confirmed this result although 
all the results could have been explained by the relatively low 
blood pressure raised of 20 to 30 mm Hg even v/ith open chest 
massage®
Occasionally authors have investigated pharmacological 
agents that could have been administered prophylactically and 
whilst this would not have been possible to arrange in a 
practical sense, it could have given useful evidence if it v/as 
desired to investigate the mechanisms of cardiac arrest and 
resuscitation® Croii/ell et al in 1955 used heparin and found 
the prospects for long term survival were greatly increased
i
although there v/ere indications that the dose should be 
increased as the period of arrest v/as lengthened® They used 
this evidence to suggest that minute clots in the circulating 
blood lodge in the lungs blocking the flow and this seemed to 
be confirmed by autopsies carried out on the animals that died® 
Crowell and Smith in 1956 used Varidase (a fibrinolytic agent 
which dissolved clots as they formed) v/ith similar results but 
in some animals that did not survive there appeared to be 
evidence of fibrinolytic activation despite the drug injection®
The addition of human serum to activate the Varidase seemed to 
give further improvements but this would be difficult to 
demonstrate statistically because of the small samples used®
It is worth noting that several of their animals did not fully 
recover until several weeks after the arrest period®
Redding and Pearson (1968) used a ten minute period of 
arrest, again to intercompare drug treatments. The most 
successful treatment was adrenaline plus sodium bicarbonate to 
correct metabolic acidosis and this usually restored the 
circulation and breathing v/ith a good chance of long term 
survival* Sodium bicarbonate on its own v/as of no benefit and 
there v/as only a modest improvement with the sole use of 
adrenaline. A point worth noting v/as the use of methoxamine 
hydrochloride which v/as successful in restoring the circulation 
and breathing (a result initially as good as the best group) 
but the long term survival v/as quite poor which emphasised the 
importance of confirming the effect^pf a drug treatment from an 
initial circulatory and breathing success to the longer term® 
The reasons for a poor response to resuscitation could have 
included intractable fibrillation, alkalosis, electromechanical 
injury v/ith bleeding and pulmonary oedema especially if the 
efforts v/ere extended and some of these factors v/ere a direct 
result of the resuscitative method used® Hence any method that 
could have rapidly restored normal blood pressure and output 
had the potential for resuscitation and because neither 
external nor internal heart massage had proved reliable some 
investigators have compared open heart manual massage v/ith 
mechanical ventricular assistance.
Skinner et al in 1971 performed a thoracotomy for the 
application of an Anstadt cup or for manual massage finding 
that manual massage v/as limited by operator fatigue to about 
sixty beats per minute and a systolic pressure of 80 mm Hg, 
whilst the cup could be set to one hundred and ten beats per 
minute and a systolic blood pressure of 125 mm Hg* This did 
appear to have some advantage in resuscitation although the 
rather complex procedure was designed more to intercompare the 
mechanical and manual methods with each other rather than their 
individual effects on the resuscitation itself* An odd anomaly 
v/as that rather better results v/ere obtained v/ith the longer 
period of arrest used but it may have been that the development 
of the experimental technique (especially in the sense of the 
development of undefinable qualitative skills) had an effect on 
the entire experiment as a whole* Perhaps any individual 
experiments should have been done in random order or the first 
group repeated at the end (alternatively it may not have been 
desirable to know the individual experimental results before 
the entire experiment v/as over). This was one of the few 
papers to measure some additional physiological functions, in 
this case kidney tests showed some disorder, an indication 
perhaps that postresuscitative treatment may need to have been 
quite complex* Hekraatpanah et al in 1975 again used the 
Anstadt cup in place of manual massage and noted a modest 
improvement v/hen comparison with an earlier (1 9 7 5) experiment 
was made which used manual massage. The higher blood pressures 
obtained (using adrenaline where necessary) returned the blood 
flow in the cerebral vessels promptly, gradually breaking up
the clumps of red cells and opening up most of the smaller 
vessels®
Each improvement in a resuscitative technique although 
bringing with it an extension in the period of resistance to 
circulatory arrest did nothing to improve the class of animal 
that recovered the initial cardiopulmonary functions but did 
not continue to a normal full recovery® Negovsky has written 
of this problem (Stephenson, 19740 and there has been some 
limited work emphasising the problem* Safar in 1976 
resuscitated a group of animals from a twelve minute period of 
fibrillation v/ith pure oxygen ventilation, external cardiac 
massage, electrical defibrillation, a drug support of 
adrenaline and maintenance of blood gas values, base excess and 
hydration® This group (v/hich had only a thirty per cent 
success rate) v/as then split into two with the control group 
having normal blood pressures maintained for six hours by which 
time spontaneous breathing was established, however none of 
these animals regained consciousness and some had died a few 
days later* In contrast the treated group had a raised blood 
pressure (70 mm Hg above normal) for the six hour period, 
heparin v/as given for the prevention of secondary clotting and 
the brain v/as flushed v/ith dextran solution which v/as also used 
to reduce the haemocrit at normovolemia. These animals all 
regained consciousness within twenty-four hours recovering to 
near normality seven days later. However some v/ere evidently 
brain damaged, evaluated by qualitative neurological tests 
based largely on the presence or absence of reflexes and normal 
physiological signs. This clearly shov/ed the gradual
improvement during the recover 
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3*3q Partial animal anergia®
It v/as unclear as to whether or not the heart itself (or 
some other bodily function) v/as a limitation to recovery 
although neurological factors v/ere suspected since the animals 
could remain unconscious although the circulation and breathing 
v/ere stable* It v/as sometimes easier to consider the body to 
be composed of several separate although interdependent units 
or subsystems and thus some experiments v/ere reviewed where 
attempts v/ere made to selectively arrest the circulation within 
the body* Because there v/as an apparent limit to the period of 
anergia that an animal could withstand, it did not follow that 
all subsystems of the body had the same period of limitation®
It could have been suggested that the organs most likely to 
firstly show signs of damage and hence a possible limitation to 
recovery are those where the resting metabolic demands v/ere 
high, for example the brain, heart, liver or kidney® Firstly, 
however, there were a series of experiments which have 
attempted to maintain circulation and breathing separately from 
the rest of the body in which the circulation v/as arrested® 
3«3q1q Systemic anergia.
Weinberger et al (194-0) halted the circulation by clamping 
the pulmonary artery but as observation of natural breathing 
was a requirement, a preliminary operation v/as performed
several days beforehand to allow ease of access to the 
pulmonary artery® After the pulmonary artery v/as clamped the 
heart continued to beat regularly but then slowed and lost 
force v/ith the right auricle and ventricle'becoming distended® 
Regular breathing ceased after about two minutes but there v/as 
no attempt to assist it® After the clamp was released 
resuscitation v/as by assisted ventilation, cardiac massage and 
adrenaline until the commencement of spontaneous breathing when 
the chest v/as closed® The subsequent neurological changes v/ith 
their irreversibility v/ere well described over several weeks 
although they do not seem to have observed the gradual 
improvements v/ith time that some other v/orkers have.
Ledingham and Norman (1 9 6 2) also occluded the pulmonary 
artery but added ligation of the aorta and the venae cavae 
(proximal to the azygos vein), this last prevented any excess 
of blood collecting in the right heart although this still did 
not prevent the heart and lungs from becoming hypoxic 
especially as there v/as no assisted ventilation* Resuscitation 
v/as without any drug support for the control animals which 
demonstrated arrhythmias and delays in the establishment of an 
adequate circulation especially in the longer periods of arrest 
which resulted in coma. In the first experimental group 
sufficient sodium bicarbonate v/as given before circulatory 
arrest so that the animal would be in acid-base balance at the 
end of the arrest period (this created a prior metabolic 
alkalosis without any apparent serious effect)® This almost’ 
eliminated the heart arrhythmias and together v/ith a faster 
return of both circulation and pressure, resulted in a return
to consciousness, if somewhat less than fully recovered* In 
the second experimental group, in addition to the acid-base 
correction, the animals v/ere ventilated v/ith gas mixtures of 
varying carbon dioxide concentration to achieve a high pCO^ 
with a normal pO^ on the justification that high values of 
cerebral pCO^ increased the rate of cerebral blood flow and 
displaced the oxyhaemoglobin dissociation curve to the right©
It had to be inferred from their paper by exclusion, that at 
least the recovery from this group v/as no worse than the first 
experimental group as they concluded that neither a high 
nor a varying pH were responsible for an inadequate heart 
function provided that there v/as no accompanying metabolic 
acidosis© Again, because these v/ere prophylactic measures the 
extension of these treatments to practical cases v/as limited©
In both these last tv/o papers there v/as no blood flow 
through the lungs, a somewhat minimal attempt to maintain heart 
function satisfactorily, but a hazard of ’manufacturing* a 
classification v/as minimising the borderline cases that arose© 
Head et al in 1956 simply arranged that there would be no 
inflow of blood into the heart by ligating the azygos vein and 
then looping the superior and inferior venae cavae v/ith 
umbilical tape for the timed occlusion© They showed that 
ventilation of the lungs did not significantly improve the 
probability of recovery but in view of the low (if any) blood 
flow and the consequent inability to develop any blood pressure 
to perfuse the coronary arteries, the only advantage v/ould have 
been immediate availability of oxygenated blood to the heart at 
the close of the occlusive period© As, in any case, blood in
the lungs was rapidly equilibrated with the gas mixtures in 
them, this would seem to have been a rather marginal advantage* 
Nor was there any improvement v/ith the use of a prophylactic 
dose of heparin (in contrast to Crowell et al, 1955) and in 
fact it was associated v/ith some mortality due to uncontrolled 
bleeding despite the use of protamine sulphate and blood 
transfusions*
Cantu et al (1969), in rabbits, ligated the ascending aorta 
just above the aortic ring, a method also used on the rat 
(^50 grams in weight) by Wade in 1975® V/ith this type of 
occlusion a small amount of blood circulated through the lungs 
and heart via the coronary arteries and if the animals v/ere to 
be respired throughout the procedure oxygenated blood would 
then perfuse the heart* Unfortunately this procedure alone led 
to irreversible cardiac dilatation, impaired coronary 
circulation v/ith pulmonary congestion and oedema which 
prevented re-establishment of the circulation* Later they 
attempted to make this preparation more reliable and reversible 
by partial exanguination, just prior to occlusion, but this v/as 
unsuccessful* They finally added a catheter between the heart 
and the occluding clamp v/hich led to a reservoir so that a 
backpressure (as opposed to a ’backvolume1) of about 80 mm Hg 
v/as seen by the heart* The procedure was to partially 
exanguinate, via the femoral artery, until the blood pressure 
was about 50 mm Hg, the aorta was then clamped (by this time 
pain withdrawal reflexes had returned) and the heart output 
directed to the reservoir* The simple resuscitation, by 
reversal of the systemic arrest, v/as limited by low blood
pressure with evidence of pulmonary oedema and poorly 
oxygenated blood until cardiac arrest* The anergic period 
could have been extended if the blood pressure was maintained 
with adrenaline although the use of heparin proved to be of 
somewhat indeterminate benefit®
Gunn et al (1962) ligated the azygos vein, looped the venae 
cavae and aortic root for the initiation of the anergic period® 
During this time a solution of heparin in physiological saline 
v/as injected into the right atrium tv/o or three times to 
maintain pulmonary and coronary flow® Snyder et al in 1975 
used the same procedure but without any fluid addition and 
Zimmerman and Spencer (1958) used both fluid injection (when 
(whenever the aorta proximal to the clamp became flaccid) in 
some animals and an aortic reservoir (at 80 to 100 mm Hg) in 
others®
Brockman and Jude (i9 6 0) ligated the root of the aorta, the 
inferior vena cava and the superior ...vena cava cephalad to the 
azygos vein thus allowing some blood drainage to the heart* At 
resuscitation the venae cavae were released before the aorta to 
allow filling of the heart prior to a return to normal output® 
Flow from the azygos vein gave a better flow through the lungs 
and coronary arteries v/ith maintenance of the heart beat® A 
good aortic pressure v/as held throughout the occlusion except 
in some experiments when the azygos vein was additionally 
ligated v/hich resulted in a pressure fall within three minutes 
of occlusion and a corresponding slow rise after release of the 
ligatures at the end of the systemic arrest® These authors 
were unable to show any beneficial effects vising heparin as a
prophylactic measure; in fact, there v/as difficulty in 
controlling the postoperative bleeding despite the use of 
protamine sulphate®
It could have been proposed that the aortic clamp be 
dispensed v/ith in this case but the resulting azygos venous 
return led to an eighty to ninety per cent recovery rate from a 
thirty minute period of occlusion without the employment of 
cardiac massage or other resuscitative measures. Indeed Cohen 
and Lillihei (195^0 measured an increase in azygos venous flow 
by a factor of about five times when the venae cavae v/ere 
occluded and suggested that this flow would be near to that 
required for the maintenance of life at normal body 
temperatures in the short term®
Yashon in 1970 allowed the azygos flow but clamped the 
venae cavae just before the ascending aorta presumably to avoid 
initial dilatation of the heart* On completion of the systemic 
arrest the venae cavae v/ere releasecL'.about ten seconds prior to 
the aorta to allow some preliminary filling of the heart* But 
for the longer occlusive periods (up to twenty minutes) they 
found a tendency to ventricular fibrillation and difficulty 
v/ith a rapid resuscitation* Miller and Myers (1970) using a 
similar systemic arrest found that the hearts tended to develop 
arrhythmias and whilst they maintained a steady beat the 
contractile force lessened* Some hearts gradually dilated 
which could not be corrected by withdrawal of blood from the 
left ventricle* The periods of systemic arrest used by these 
investigators v/as rather longer than usual which partly 
explains the apparent severity of their problems® Although
nearly all the animals survived the actual systemic arrest, 
most of them died from breathing and circulatory difficulties 
not related to any subsequent neurological problems* Systemic 
blood flow arrest was shown to have little or no histological 
effect in the cerebrum up to twelve to fourteen minutes and 
beyond this the severity of the lesions seemed to correlate 
well with the neurological findings (Miller and Myers, 1972)* 
Kaupp et al (19^0) allowed a similar azygos flow on the 
venous side but modified the aortic vessel occlusion by 
clamping the brachiocephalic trunk and left subclavian arteries 
first and then clamping the aorta cephalic to these ligatures* 
They claimed that this was less likely to interfere v/ith the 
coronary circulation (the coronary arteries emerge near to the 
aortic ring)* In tv/o monkeys they maintained the occlusion for 
sixty to ninety minutes v/ith a good heartbeat maintained to the 
end of the occlusion, a period well beyond that of the present 
apparent neurological limitations* -^Resuscitation was by simple 
clamp removal and artificial ventilation until spontaneous 
breathing occurred up to eight hours later* They claimed that 
their results v/ere partly due to ventilation v/ith 100% oxygen, 
the use of a respirator due to Lewis (1959) and good 
postoperative care* Lev/is*s respirator gave a square wave gas 
flow to the ventilation rather than a sinusoidal one but, in 
addition, the ratio of the inspiratory to expiratory phases 
could be altered and unfortunately they (Kaupp et al) do not 
mention this factor* A series of animals v/ere also given 
hypertonic urea to control cerebral oedema during recovery and 
although it v/as diminished considerably this did not seem to
have had any effect on the subsequent recovery*
3*3*2* Individual organ anergia*
Cullam et al in 1970 reversed the case of systemic arrest 
by using bypass support of the heart (v/ith the lungs 
oxygenating the blood in the normal manner) but cross clamping 
the aorta and reinfusing the blood into the femoral artery.
With maintenance of normal blood gas values and acid-base 
balance the heart would recover from thirty minutes of arrest* 
Sheehan and Davis (1959) showed that if the kidney was rendered 
totally ischaemic by clamping the pedicle for a period of tv/o 
hours or less the circulation usually opened up through the 
kidney and was subsequently maintained. Willms-Kretschmer and 
Majno (1 9 6 9) obtained survival of rat skin after two hours of 
ischemia and survival of rabbit ear after eight hours. Kovacs 
et al (1 9 6 6) found that the rat adrenal gland would withstand 
fifteen minutes of circulatory arrest (after thirty minutes 
there v/as 10% damage) and Harman (19^ -8) that muscle could 
withstand similar periods of arrest*
The data from arrests of this nature v/ere relatively few 
and showed resistances to circulatory arrest v/ell in excess of 
the periods so far quoted for total body anergia. However 
there v/as one exception and this was data for the brain which 
has attracted, comparatively greater attention, partly because 
of the technical difficulties involved in the arrest of the 
circulation to the brain alone*
3*3.3* Cerebral anergia*
3.3.3.1. Raising of the intracranial pressure*
Some parts of the brain are the least dense of the body,
being composed of as much as 83% water (blood and heart tissue 
are 80%, bone and fat 23%)* Brain tissue is thus quite 
delicate and is protected firstly by being within the rigid 
skull and secondly by floating in the cerebrospinal fluid which 
acts to damp out any sudden and potentially dangerous movements 
of the brain within the skull (the spinning component of a blow 
can be just as damaging as its direct effect)® This 
cerebrospinal fluid is generated from and resorbed into the 
blood and has a pressure of its own which can vary . 
independently from the blood pressure. As the skull has a 
rigid structure and the brain an elastic one any increase in 
the cerebrospinal pressure is transmitted throughout the brain 
and if it reaches arterial pressure levels, blood is denied 
access to the brain® The cerebrospinal fluid pressure can be 
modified by injecting warm saline or an artificial 
cerebrospinal fluid until a pressure is reached in excess of 
the arterial systolic pressure (pressures up to zf00 mm Hg have 
been used) in the cerebrospinal space by a lumbar puncture or a 
needle introduced into the cisterna magna#
Neely and Youmans in 19^3 found that the response to an 
increase in cerebrospinal pressure v/as immediate v/ith cessation • 
of the respiration and a concomitant rise in.blood pressure for 
five to eight minutes, to be followed by a fall to zero and 
death four minutes later* Quite clearly then the respiratory 
centre was involved as shown by its sudden failure, thus v/ith 
artificial ventilation the response v/as an initial blood 
pressure rise accompanied by a slowing of the heart beat which 
returned to normal two to five minutes later. After five to
eight minutes the blood pressure had returned to normal to 
remain at that level as long as the cerebrospinal fluid 
pressure v/as elevated (up to sixty minutes)® Upon lowering the 
cerebrospinal pressure to normal there v/as an initial rise in 
blood pressure which returned to normal in about ten minutes 
v/ith spontaneous breathing taking over from the artificial 
ventilator from ten to twenty minutes later®
Ljunngren in 1973 and later in 197^ used rats but found 
shortened periods of anergia for both recovery to normality and 
recovery of spontaneous breathing. The most obvious difference 
v/ith the use of the- rat v/as its size but it was not apparent 
how relevant this may have been*
Marshall et al (1975) controlled the initial blood pressure 
rise v/ith Arfonad and any subsequent fall v/ith Angiotensin 
(giving control limits of 80 and 160 mm Hg)* If, after the 
termination of fifteen minutes of increased cerebrospinal 
pressure, the during recovery v/§.s kept to near normal
values by controlled ventilation for the first hour, the 
neurological outcome v/as very poor v/ith only the corneal reflex 
returning some two hours later. However if the animals were 
allowed to hyperventilate, the corneal reflex returned some 
seventy minutes later and the ability to eat and drink returned
after four hours although the animals were still paraplegic*
This method was of comparatively recent origin, required 
little in the way of surgical procedures and could be readily 
applied to small animals. As such it has recently been used in
the rat as a biochemical model for anergia (eg Folberger et al,
197^0 but not, unfortunately, with any corresponding
physiological or, perhaps more importantly, recovery data 
derived,
3.3.3*2. Ligation of vessels supplying the brain.
An alternative to raising the cerebrospinal pressure v/as to 
prevent blood entry by ligating or clamping the blood vessels 
supplying the brain. This v/as perhaps rather obvious and v/as 
certainly the oldest method to receive serious attention, since 
as early as 1836 Cooper ligated the right and left common 
carotid and vertebral arteries in a dog which survived the 
procedure. More recently Moss in 197^ -? after a preliminary 
operation under anaesthetic to allow access, ligated both 
carotids in awake dogs, pigs, goats and calves which showed no 
apparent neurological deficit or even change in behaviour.
These two experiments began to illustrate the major 
difficulty of this method in that there were ms)y routes by 
which the blood could reach, the brain. This was well shown by 
Andreyev in 1935 who, in dogs, ligated ten arteries leading to 
the brain which allowed a survival of four hours at which point 
they v/ere sacrificed. Some remaining brain circulation v/as 
positively shown by X-rays afterAan injection with a 
radio-opaque material. The variability of response v/ithin a 
species v/as shown by one of his animals which died five hours 
after the ligation of both sides of the carotid and vertebral 
arteries. A species variable response v/as also found by Levine 
(1 9 6 9) who showed that the adult gerbil did not always survive 
a unilateral ligation of the common carotid artery.
We have already noted a species difference in the gerbil 
with the effect of vessel occlusion and Terlecki et al (196?)
has taken advantage of the anatomy of the sheep (goats v/ere 
also similar) where almost the 'entire brain was supplied by the 
carotid arteries. The circle of Willis v/as supplied by blood 
from the carotid rete whilst the basilar artery, although 
terminating at the circle of Willis, carried blood away from 
the brain. The initial preparation v/as to resect the external 
carotid arteries under general anaesthesia (the internal 
carotid did not persist in the adult animal) into a cutaneous 
position. After about three v/eeks, when the loops v/ere soft 
and pliable, the occipito-vertebral anastomoses linking the 
common carotid and .vertebral arteries v/ere ligated bilaterally, 
this made the common carotids the only direct source of 
cerebral blood supply. As this anastemotic supply would quite 
quickly redevelop, after tv/enty four hours the carotids v/ere 
locally anaesthetised and clamped. This almost always caused 
collapse of the animal within tv/enty seconds and v/ith simple 
resuscitation of clamp removal the animals spontaneously 
regained breathing control. The main complication v/as the slow 
response of the sense of vision although most amimals v/ere able 
to stand before sacrifice twenty four hours later. It was 
notable in this series that the loss of the corneal reflex v/as 
slow and it v/as retained in half the experiments. This tended 
to throw into question the completeness of the cerebral blood 
flow arrest, it was not shov/n that the flow in the basilar 
artery did not reverse and the return of spontaneous breathing 
seemed quite fast for the arrest periods used.
Wright and Ames (196*0' had a more successful result using 
this approach with cats, and a much more rigorous monitoring
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that cerebral blood flow arrest had been achieved.
The most successful method has been that due to V/olin et al 
(1 9 7 1) and although they used monkeys, there should be 110 
reason why the procedure could not be extended to any other 
species of reasonable size. They placed temporary ligatures 
around the common carotids, external carotids and vertebral
arteries and then inserted a cannula towards the brain so that
\
any blood reaching the circle of V/ill is from the remaining 
anastomotic routes could be removed to prevent it reaching any 
smaller vessels and hence the capillary network. The vessels 
v/ere then ligated leaving the right carotid open v/hilst 
baseline records v/ere taken. V/ith continuing ventilation the 
anergic period v/as started by ligating the remaining vessel and 
opening the drainage cannula. The finish v/as by simple 
reversal of the initiating procedure, returning the drained 
blood to the circulation and continuing the ventilation until 
it became spontaneous up to some for,ty minutes later® In the 
first tv/o animals when a drainage cannula v/as not employed, the 
electroencephalogram v/as not abolished and there were no 
respiratory difficulties for occlusions of four minutes.
These authors v/ere some of the very few to extend their 
experiments to include tests to try and determine any 
behavioural differences resulting from the anergic period to 
the brain® These subsequent behavioural tests given a week 
afterwards compared a group of anergic animals to a group of 
control animals and only showed a suggestion of any performance 
deterioration for arrest periods up to fourteen minutes (V/olin 
et al, 1 97 2).
3.3*3*3« Cervical pressure cuff.
This method v/as designed to overcome the difficulties of 
ensuring that any collateral circulation did not occur. It 
consisted simply of using a rigid intubation tube for 
ventilation, applying a v/ide pneumatic cuff to the neck (in the 
manner of a sphygmanometer), it was then suddenly inflated to 
some 500 to 900 mm Hg thus compressing the neck tissues to 
prevent passage of blood to or from the brain. As the trachea 
had been supported by the intubation, ventilation v/as assured 
but circulation would not have been prevented in the vertebral 
arteries that are protected by the spine; investigators have 
varied in their detail approach to this problem.
Kabat and Dennis (19^1) originated the concept in dogs of 
reducing the spinal circulation by performing a preliminary 
operation to remove the protective bone. An importent point 
was the timing as too soon a cuff inflation could damage the 
spinal cord and too late an application loses effectiveness 
because of the heavy scar tissue that formed after laminectomy. 
In 19*f1 they vised this method and, upon compression, found that 
the corneal reflex disappeared in twenty seconds and the 
breathing within thirty seconds, and it required assistance 
thereafter. The cardiac response v/as strong and rapid in the 
first few minutes but then became weaker although there v/as an 
adequate oxygen supply and circulation throughout the 
procedure. Apart from release of the cuff and respiratory 
support until spontaneous respiration (up to eight minutes 
later) there v/as no other assistance to recovery, Grenell 
(19^6 ) obtained similar results but additionally gave atropine
sulphate to prevent slowing of the heart as he found a tendency 
to go into cardiac arrest®
In one investigation (Rossen et al, 19*K5) a neck cuff has 
been applied to man, without of course any procedure to prevent 
collateral circulation® The pressure (600 mm Hg) was applied 
for a maximum of 100 seconds, gave rise to fixation of the 
eyeballs, blurred vision, contraction of the visual field, loss 
of consciousness and anoxic convulsions® There was complete 
recovery within one minute®
3a49 Mechanisms of anergia not considered®
5 .^-do Exanguination.
Jones in 1950 exanguinated dogs from the femoral artery 
until respiratory arrest before commencing intra*-arterial 
resuscitation by reinjecting the blood at a pressure of 100 
mm Hgc Normally respiration would reappear after about five 
seconds with cardiac action in about ten seconds. The 
importance of circulating pressure as a factor in resuscitation 
was shown by the substitution of saline for blood when the same 
initial response was obtained but after about five minutes the 
animal failed to respond and died about one hour later®
However as a method of inducing anergia it was markedly a 
less clear event than when compared with other methods and for 
this reason was not included in the review tables.
Whilst the method of intra-arterial injection has 
attractions for occasions where there was a need for some form 
of volume expansion, in the remaining cases the danger of 
volume overloading must be considered, which would then place a 
limitation on its use®
—  ( \J •»
3«*f®2« Drowning®
Adult animals would normally rapidly drown when they were 
submerged in water, a primary mechanism being anoxia, although 
if they were submerged in a balanced and buffered salt solution 
at eight atmospheres of oxygen they could survive as long as 
eighteen hours (Kylstra, 1 9 6 5 )0
Thus although this method certainly had practical relevance 
it was not directly comparable to asphyxia as the animal may 
have inhaled water and there v/ould have been a subsequent 
transfer of water and solutes across the aveolar walls causing 
alterations in the -volume and composition of both the inhaled 
fluid and the circulating blood, according to the composition 
of the drowning fluid. For example, sea water and fresh water 
had different effects with, in order of increasing severity, 
asphyxia, sea water and fresh water (Redding et al, i960 a and 
b ) .
As most of these drowning experiments involved not direct 
drowning but asphyxia followed by an injection of a measured 
amount of fluid into the lungs, these drowning experiments were 
also not considered in the review tables®
3q5« Discussion®
Tables 3«1 to 3*7 showed a selection of papers in summary 
form in line with the criteria that were laid down in 
Section 3«1«6® Briefly that was, the period of anergia 
produced by the method of anergia that was shown in the table 
and the relative success of the experiment (in Table 3»2 
corrections were made so that the anergic period was shown as 
well as that quoted in the paper cited)® Some papers were
included which were largely qualitative in nature although they 
must have been based on quantitative data and additionally many 
papers were shown whose primary purpose was other than that of 
the resuscitation and recovery of the animal®
Anergia by asphyxiation might have been considered to 
produce the most stress as after sudden blockage of the 
tracheal tube strenuous efforts were made to breath® In 
general terms as oxygen was denied access to the blood the 
heart nevertheless continued to circulate blood with declining 
efficiency whilst the respiratory centre failed from the 
ensuing hypoxia® The circulation continued for a short time 
until the cardiac muscles themselves became exhausted®
Although the visualisation of the relevant and practical real 
life situations did lead to some of the more bizarre incidents 
of human existence, the method did have the advantage of 
reliable, immediate and complete anergia®
On the other hand ventricular fibrillation arrested the 
circulation in a relatively quiesent state, had more practical
a
relevance but it was less certain in effect unless carefully 
controlled®
Unfortunately the data was too sparse to support the 
contention that the method of inducing anergia was related to 
the period of anergia that could be withstood without serious 
neurological after-effects® However Lundsgaard-Hansen et al 
(1 9 7 1) have pointed out that the mode of death was at least as 
important for the postmortem metabolic state of the heart as 
the warm ischaemic time with the most severe mode being 
asphyxia, then death by anaesthesia (ether) and finally
exsanguination*
The remaining experimental evidence concerned itself with 
those attempts to determine the structure(s) and/or function(s) 
of the body that appeared to set limitations to resuscitation 
from lengthening periods of anergia® By separating the 
cardiopulmonary functions from the general systemic 
circulation, it could be shown that the cardiac output was not 
by itself a limitation although this might have been expected 
from the results from total body anergia where cardiopulmonary 
activity was often recovered for the animal to never fully 
recover or to die® A similar argument existed for those 
experiments that were concerned with other bodily functions, 
except for cerebral anergia and this seemed to indicate that 
the predominant limitation may have been neurological in 
nature®
Isolation of these circulations was by no means easy as 
both the vasomotor and respiratory centres were subjected to 
the anergia and would therefore not exert their controlling 
influences® The heart v/ould tend to assume its own inherent 
natural rhythm whilst there v/ould be no stimulus to the 
respiratory muscles® Thus whilst the heart could continue to 
circulate the blood, in the absence of a controlling stimulus, 
pressure and flow regulation would have been lost and if the 
blood was to be oxygenated then the breathing must have been 
assisted®
In the case of systemic anergia, the best method to exclude, 
the heart and lungs from the stress of anergia seemed to have 
been that of allowing azygos flow. However considerable
difficulties still arose in ensuring a trouble free occlusive 
period and a return to normality at its conclusion despite, in 
some cases, the control of many blood parameters® Apart from 
the surgical and mechanical difficulties involving particularly 
the clamping of the stiff ascending aorta, these included 
cardiac arrhythmias (particularly ventricular fibrillation) and 
congestive heart failure® Pulmonary atelectasis could lead to 
asphyxia and death whilst correction by large volumes of oxygen 
led to ventricular fibrillation® All these methods of systemic 
anergia were invasive in nature requiring major surgical 
procedures (almost always a thoracotomy)®
The three methods of initiating cerebral anergia produced 
differing conditions within the brain during arrest which could 
have effected subsequent recovery® The results from the groups 
of animals that used cerebrospinal fluid pressure increase were 
disappointing in that reasons had been put forward for 
increased resistance to blood flow after an interruption in 
flow, because of the blood stasis within the brain* Blood has 
been shown to be forced out of the brain during compression 
(Neely and Youmans, 1963) thus microemboli would not have been 
formed and there would be reduced oxygen and substrates for 
energy metabolism® Immediate signs of this should have been a 
faster loss of respiratory movements and the
electroencephalogram, but this point was not made clear by the 
available data® The cuff compression method has been the most 
consistently used (and actually traps blood within the brain) 
but v/as lengthy and rather traumatic in use (lastly in 1 9 6 7)® 
The method of cerebral arrest developed by V/olin et al in 1971
appears to have promise and could have been of use in rather 
smaller animals such as the rabbit® In cerebral anergia it was 
relevant that the brain took up to one third of the resting 
blood flow, sudden prevention of this flow v/ould in itself have 
led to an increase in pressure unless countered by a decrease 
in flow or reduction in peripheral resistance®
Resuscitative measures, in general terms,, consisted of 
artificial ventilation, cardiac massage, electrical 
defibrillation (when required) and adrenaline® This was to 
restore blood flow and more importently, the blood pressure®
In any subsequent recovery there appeared to be two steps, 
the initial cardiopulmonary recovery and then a possible 
further progress to normality. When the circulation was 
restored, the heart although still beating would not respond in 
a normal physiological manner until the vasomotor centre had 
recovered sufficiently for it to have responded to the 
circulatory conditions® Similarly spontaneous breathing v/ould 
not occur until the respiratory centre had recovered but this 
was more readily observed and could be delayed for an hour or 
more after the end of the anergic period® At a different level 
some authors have indicated a loss of temperature control in 
their results* To sum up although there was a superficial 
resuscitation it was valueless if the regulation or homeostasis 
had been lost in other directions®
5cA® Selection of the experimental anergic period®
'However convenient it was to find a single cause for the 
effects that had been observed, a search for this single cause 
may be quite misleading as all parts of the body interact with
each other and there may be several causes required to act 
concurrently® In the literature reviewed (which could be 
diminished somewhat if papers with'common authors or research 
institutes were given less weight) it was difficult to arrive 
at firm conclusions about the nature of an animals resistance 
to anergia without knowledge of the experimental conditions, 
animal species and the time periods used. However under good 
conditions the circulation and breathing seemed to have been 
quite readily returned or been maintained after an anergic 
period of some fifteen to twenty minutes or longer, 
irrespective of the form the initiation of the anergia took®
But for a full recovery to a normal independent existance 
it seemed that ten minutes was the upper limit® This compared 
with four minutes which was the traditionally accepted figure 
which appeared to arise from a paper by Cole (1955) hut this 
paper was based on different, if practical, criteria. The data 
was from patients under anaesthesia “-and miscellaneous surgical 
procedures but apparently selected to be largely free of 
complications affecting resuscitation® The period of arrest 
was specifically stated to be from the time of diagnosis of 
arrest and this point may well have caused an underestimation 
when comparing practical to experimental results especially if 
there had been a comparatively lengthy period of preceding 
dysergia (eg hypoxia). Thus as with all experiments on healthy 
animals they needed great care in any extrapolation to the more 
clinical cases that were seen and there was, of course, the 
possibility of a specific man to other species difference. It 
was interesting to observe that over seventy years of
investigation have shown little, if any, improvement in 
resistance to anergia*
The length of time to perform the necessary cannulations 
for the resuscitative method under investigation here was about 
fifteen minutes* Since the legislation did not permit these to 
be carried out until the animal had died (which was determined 
here as a substantial loss of the electrocardiogram), this 
meant that the length of time from when the animal was denied 
oxygen to when the resuscitation could be commenced could not 
be less than about tv/enty minutes* Although this length of 
time v/ould have meant that a full recovery was unlikely and a 
return of the circulation and breathing would not have always 
been expected, a particularly sensitive indicator of the 
possibility of resuscitation was used - the return of any 
electrical activity of the heart*
k. EQUIPMENT, DATA MEASUREMENT AND COLLECTION»
The follov/ing describes the equipment made by the author 
and the methods used for measuring the quantities that were 
possible during the experiments®
The governing factor in any decision was cost, in that the 
cheapest method had to be selected, irrespective of any other 
factor® Whilst this was not necessarily a restriction there 
were some disadvantages:
- any quantity that varied quickly could not always be 
followed® For example the outlet blood flow was 
measured by. the bubble method which took about twenty 
seconds to make an evaluation® V/hilst the bubble could 
be watched for a subjective evaluation, this was more 
of an indication that flow was taking place®
As the perfusate could only be extracted from the 
animal under reduced pressure the possibility that 
*venous flutter* had occurred could not be observed® 
This is where a greater negative pressure causes the 
collapse of the cannulated vein, blocks venous return 
and abolishes flow causing the pressure to rise until 
the vein reopens®
The pressure was thus set at a constant value of - 20 
ram Hg on the outflow side rather than adjusting 
individually for each animal®
the measurement of some quantities were not directly 
possible meaning that a calculation had to be 
performed® For example the heart rate had to be taken 
from a measurement of the photographed
electrocardiogram trace*
automatic multichannel recording was not available, 
hence a resort to pencil and paper recording which 
severely limited the number of readings that could be 
made at any point in time®
they were usually time consuming methods* For example, 
apart from the flow measurement referred to above, a 
decision to take the electrocardiogram v/ould result in 
the devotion of some seven seconds in every fifteen 
seconds of experimental time to this end® 
the measuring instruments did not lend themselves to 
simultaneous use. For example although there was more 
than one pressure transducer there was only one 
amplifier available, this meant that a single 
transducer had to be shared by the hydraulic circuitry 
if more than one pressure- had to be measured* 
the design of the equipment Jb.uilt was dictated by scrap 
materials and sizes available* For example, the use of 
mild steel where stainless would have been preferable* 
It also meant that the reliability of a particular 
piece of equipment was lower - this caused problems if 
several pieces of equipment were used together as the 
overall reliability was the product of the individual 
reliabilities.
v/hen there was any unforseen adjustment at any point in 
the experiment, at the least, it meant that some data 
was lost and, at the worst, abandonment of the 
experiment due to the lack of data collected*
In fact the last two limitations v/ere the commonest 
reasons for abandoning over half the experiments started®
Some of these disadvantages could have been overcome by the 
use of more than one observer, however, as this was not 
possible the experiments had to be limited in the following 
ways :
- the desirable numbef of measurements could not be taken 
in the time available* This meant that experiments had 
to be repeated or the data inferred from other unrelated 
experiments*
- the control of animal weight had to be abandoned since 
flow measurement required excessive time*
- a single duplicate measurement of blood parameters pH, 
p0.p and pCCL, took thirty minutes rendering serial 
measurements pointless® This in addition to the 
inability to control animal weight reliably, led to the 
abandonment of any recirculation experiments*
- the length of time required to prepare the perfusate 
finally used limited the perfusion to between tv/o and 
three minutes*
The interrelations of the rat to the perfusion apparatus 
and some of the measurements made is shown in Figure ^*1* The 
actual practical layout is shown to the left in Figure 4®2, to 
the right in Figure 4*3 and in more detail in Figure 4*4* The 
arrangement was dictated by the space available.
4*1 * Equipment used*
4*1*1* Pump*
Because of the suggestion that a mechanical impulse could
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restart the heart (compare the percordial thump) some effort 
was directed to the provision of a smooth flow*
One type of pump that gave a pulseless output was the 
centrifugal pump, considered for some time to be inadvisable 
for blood but now a possibility (Bernstein et al, 1975) 
although a discussion of its specialised construction was 
inappropriate here® The other alternative was simply raising 
the perfusate reservoir but both these pulseless outputs were 
at constant pressure rather than constant flow and since flow 
measurement proved to be rather difficult, depulsation of a 
nominally constant flow pump v/as accepted as the alternative®
The pump was modified from an obsolete Technicon 
Autoanalyser metering pump which acted as a conventional roller 
pump but v/as in a linear, rather than a circular configuration® 
However the only components that could be retained v/ere the 
chain drive assembly (less rollers), gearbox and motor® The 
pump output was increased by using a*~larger tube size with a 
new tube mounting platen and pump baseplate® The new platen 
had slight shoulders both to prevent the tube from moving 
sideways and to prevent excessive compression of the tube® It 
had to be curved downv/ards at the outlet to prevent a second 
positive pulse as the roller passed over the drive sprocket 
(Figure k03 shows the pump with the driving rollers folded 
back)®
If the rollers we re not allowed to rotate as they v/ere 
driven forward (Figure *f*7) they v/ould pull the tube forwards 
with-them subjecting it to a high stress, this also caused 
the tube to snap back v/hen it came to the end of the 1 stroke1
Figure 4.5. Pump assembly with depulsator
Figure 4.6. Cam depulsator assembly.
Perfusate
fiov/
Mounting platen 
 X- \
Figure 4,7* Relationships of rollers, tubing, mounting 
platen and baseplate to perfusate flow*
Rollers
Drive bar
v  y
Baseplate /
Figure *f«8 « Relationship of rollers and drive bars to the 
baseplateo
with a momentary drop in output. Even v/hen they rotated 
normally a force was still required to rotate the roller and, 
although much reduced, coupled with the elasticity of the tube 
there would still be the tendency to walk forwards. To 
overcome this problem the plain bearings in the rollers were 
replaced by needle roller bearings and positively driven rather 
after the style of Domingo (1 963 )0 Instead of a positive gear 
drive, the rollers were forced to turn by pressing them 
against a spring loaded bar which had a thin piece of rubber 
cemented to it to improve the 'drive1 (Figure f^.8)« As the 
two rollers had to be driven at once over part of the cycle two 
driving bars v/ere required, one for each half of the pump 
'stroke1. The diameter of the roller where it v/as driven by 
the bar v/as less than that rolling on the tube and together 
with lining the mounting platform with teflon sheet (to make 
any tendency to relative movement of the tube easier, avoiding 
excessive stresses) resulted in, if .anything, a slight tendency 
to drive the tube backwards. The tubing used v/as critical - 
Portex vinyl tubing 300-123-60 having a short life with the 
tubing failure by splitting whilst 300-125-70 (which v/as 
slightly harder) lasted much longer being discarded because of 
a tendency to set in a flat oval after some use as the pump v/as 
used in a fully occlusive manner to ensure a positive constant 
flow.
As described this pump by no means gave a pulseless output, 
there was a pulse produced at the lift off of the leading 
roller as the return of the tubing to a round section from the 
flat one produced by the roller actually generated a space
which could only come from the pump output which consequently 
fell. An additional source of pulsation was the additional 
backflow caused by the elasticity of the tube as the driving 
pressure equilibrated v/ith the inlet pressure on roller lift 
off.
Two methods v/ere tried to compensate for this pump 
pulsation. The first v/as to return the pump output through a 
short length of tubing which v/as squeezed between a half round 
bolster and a flat plate, the plate position controlled by a 
cam operated by the same roller that v/as initiating the flow.
Of course the reverse could take place to accentuate the 
pulsations if required (Figures A.6 . and A.9®)« In practice 
this method was not very successful, compensation for the pump 
tending to vary v/ith speed especially v/ith the pulse arising 
from the elasticity of the tube due to pressure variations. 
Secondly a depulsator or accumulator v/as used to smooth the 
flow, this consisted of a thin rubber;, tube (actually childrens 
balloon necks) in a housing in which the average pumping 
pressure could be backed off by substituting the depulsator for 
the sleeve of a sphygmomanometer, making the application and 
adjustment of the back off pressure quite easy (Figures A®5® 
and A.1 0.). This was more equivalent to the conventional air 
damped side arm and could reduce pressure fluctuations to about 
plus or minus two per cent.
The original motor v/as of the synchronous type and had an 
integral gearbox but as a variable speed v/as required and high 
power variable frequency power supplies unavailable a small 
fractional horsepov/er motor of the series wound type was used
y? -
Cam
Perfusate
flow
Figure f^.9« Cam type depulsator*
Backoff pressure"'"' (- none- applied
applied greater 
than perfusate 
pressure)
Perfusate flow ■ Perfusate flow 
from pump*to animal
Figure *f*10. Accumulator type depulsator*
to drive this original motor (and hence the gearbox) through a 
small belt drive and pulleys v/ith a tv/o to one step up ratio© 
The speed v/as controlled by a conventional domestic light 
dimmer control of three hundred watts capacity. As the 
perfusate flowed through the pump it v/as cooled to an extent 
sufficient to make necessary the heating of the pump itself. 
This v/as arranged by mounting underneath the pump baseplate 
three candelebra bulbs of forty v/atts each controlled by a 
five hundred v/att domestic electric light dimmer control.
Tests on the pump shov/ed it to be relatively insensitive to 
the outlet pressure against which it had to pump but somewhat 
more sensitive to the inlet pressure but fortunately this 
usually remained constant throughout an experiment.
Oxygenator.
An importent part of any perfusion circuit v/as the prime 
volume it required and as the oxygenator was responsible for 
the greater proportion of this, it was appropriate to consider 
this here. V/ith animals over about twenty kilograms a 
sufficiently large prime volume could usually be withdrawn 
without shocking the animal (about 10% of an animals blood 
volume could be drawn without significant effect or an 
alternatively an equivalent degree of haeraodilution). Below 
this weight the problem becomes one of increasing significance 
and with animals as small as those used here (2^0 grams), if 
homologous prime was a requirement several animals v/ould have 
had to be sacrificed specifically for this purpose at added 
expense. Reduction of prime volume v/as therefore of especial 
importance here' if a recirculating heart/lung system v/as to be
designed*
The situation was that of a dead animal with little or no 
physiological mechanisms acting and this was a distinct 
difference to conventional heart/lung support® The animal 
blood would have little oxygen v/ith severe respiratory and 
metabolic acidosiso Whereas the oxygenation and respiratory 
acidosis could be corrected by the right gas exchange within 
the blood oxygenator it remained that potentially damaging 
metabolites would be circulating until the physiological 
mechanisms had recovered sufficiently to deal v/ith them® There 
were then two experimental possibilities, firstly the. 
conventional situation where the animals blood was circulated 
for treatment outside the body, usually oxygenation, although 
there was no reason why a form of artificial kidney and/or 
liver could not have been used* However this implied that the 
perfusate properties were easily and quickly monitored so that 
any necessary corrections could have,..been made* Secondly, we 
could have used prime in quantity, without recirculation, which 
immediately stabilised the inlet perfusate conditions*
Oxygenators could be divided into three classes - bubble, 
falling film (ie to include film and screen types) and 
membranes* Bubble oxygenators although they had a small prime 
volume caused blood damage at high flow rates (although this 
was really a restriction of long term perfusions lasting six 
hours or more) and debubbling v/ith filtering (possibly v/ith 
defoaming agents) was required* A bubble oxygenator for 
normothermic perfusion of the rat was used by Proctor- in 1977® 
Falling film oxygenators usually had a high prime volume but
the gas exchange was more readily controllable by changes in 
the disc number and speed* The blood damage was intermediate 
between the bubble and membrane oxygenators* Membrane 
oxygenators had a small prime volume and caused least blood 
damage, however in small sizes the header volumes started to 
become significant and they were dependent on special 
materials* A membrane oxygenator was used for the hypothermic 
perfusion of the rat by Popovic in 19680 In view of the 
greater versatility of the disc oxygenator and the fact that 
the materials were readily to hand this type was selected as 
the one to be made and used*
Using the disc oxygenator described by White et al (19&7) 
as a rough guide, the oxygenator was made larger than necessary 
as this allowed it to be used as a holding tank for open loop 
circulation, the extra space within the oxygenator being 
blocked off when necessary by spacers* The prime volume was 
minimised by making the discs both aldose fit in the 
oxygenator body and by mounting them as close together as 
possible* The oxygenating gas mixture was then fed down the 
centre of the shaft on which the discs were mounted to come out 
at three points at the centre of-'each disc face to flow out 
radially to be then collected at one end of the oxygenator body 
(Figure ^*11* and ^.12.)* The discs were driven by a small 
twelve volt direct current motor whose speed was varied through 
a variable resistor*
The design also allowed for oxygenation under a reduced 
pressure as this was necessary to overcome the flow head loss 
in the outlet cannula* The reduced pressure was generated by a
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domestic water tap injection pump (considered to be the safest 
method due to the high concentration of oxygen possible in the 
oxygenating gases)® The level was originally set by merely 
adjusting the water flow but as this was found to be too 
unreliable the value was finally set by allowing in ail’ through 
an adjustable water column® The complete assembly was kept 
warm by a water jacket which was internally arranged to warm 
the incoming oxygenating gases. The water (from a conventional 
laboratory water bath) was circulated by a repaired windscreen 
washer pump from a car, this pump was rated for intermittent 
use at twelve volts and for continuous use here was run through 
a dropping resistor at about one quarter of full speed®
The rather crude evaluation method of simply oxygenated a 
fixed volume of blood for a short period of time showed that 
the oxygenator could be used v/ith a prime volume of about 30 ml 
to fully oxygenate the flow necessary for a normothermic 250 
gram rate It v/as difficult to reduce this volume further 
because if the discs were set too close together the blood 
v/ould tend to bridge them, because of the capillary effects 
from the surface tension, hence destroying the oxygenating 
action. The prime volume required v/as about tv/ice that of 
Proctor (1977) and about the same as Popovic (1968) if a simple 
scaling up factor v/as used. The maximum prime volume v/as about 
130 ml which allowed two to three minutes of open loop flow if 
there v/as to be no addition of perfusate v/ithin that period® 
^31849 Cannulae.
One feature of working with small animals or their blood 
vessels was the necessity to hold the cannula relative to the
vessel as the vessel itself was not strong enough to do this® 
For this reason an operating table was made v/ith bars running 
lengthwise to which adjustable arms holding the cannula were 
clamped. The animal v/as placed on the board, the relevant 
cannula located precisely and then firmly clamped in position 
as shown in Figure -^.13® (the central cannula shov/n v/as used to 
additionally measure the right carotid pressure v/hen required)® 
A problem of significance with these small animals (Wistar- 
Albino rats of about 230 grams) was the inlet and outlet of the 
perfusate to the animal because of the small diameter of the 
vessels involved® Ten rats (of approximately 230 to 230 grams 
in weight) were taken from an unrelated experiment and the 
carotid arteries and jugular veins dissected free. They were 
then gently teased over a tapered pin to measure their 
diameters® The diameters were also measured of the femoral
arteries on another similar series of animals:
Vessel Diameter mm Standard deviation
Right carotid artery 1 .2 0 0 .0 6 8
Left carotid artery 1 ®l6*f .092
Right jugular vein 1.603 .083
Left jugular vein 1.623 .1 0 0
Right femoral artery • .9 0 0 .091
Left femoral artery .8 9 0 .103
There v/ere two reasons for making the cannula with as large
a bore as possible, firstly the reduction in possible 
haemolysis (cf MacDonald, 1339) and secondly a reduction in the 
pressure drop across the cannula which caused an error if the
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inlet pressure v/as to be measured before it*
In order to obtain some idea of the relationship between 
perfusate flow and the corresponding pressure loss across a 
cannula the Poiseuille equation for flow through tubes was 
taken (V/east, 1975) and although this assumed ideal conditions 
and laminar flow, it served to indicate the magnitude of any 
problem :
kTT p r 
q = ---- -------
8 1 J>
rearranging :
8 Q- i y  '
where :
1 = length of cannula
p = pressure loss across cannula
Q = perfusate flov/
r = radius of cannula bore
r . 3.1ZH6
= viscosity of perfusate
showing that the pressure drop across the cannula was inversely
proportional to the fourth power of the cannula diameter* As 
the cannula had to be used with the greater majority of the 
animals used the cannula outer diameter was made 
corresjjonding to the vessel average diameter less two standard 
deviations* If the femoral artery v/as selected in preference 
to the carotid route (to avoid as far as possible any
interference v/ith the cerebral circulation) there would be an
increase in pressure loss of four times or more (ie over 80
mm Hg) a situation, fortunately, not extended to larger 
animals. By drilling out short lengths of hypodermic needles 
it was possible to make short blunt cannulae with a v/all 
thickness of about .05 mm (Figure *f.15)« These were used by 
cutting the artery completely across and then teasing them onto 
the cannula with the help of a temporary tapered pin® One 
disadvantage of this method was that the pressure drop along 
the length of carotid from the cannula to the aortic arch 
varied from animal to animal.
More difficulty was experienced with the vein cannulation 
as the available venous pressure was insufficient to drive the 
perfusate either from the animal completely or even just to an 
external cannula. Hence a cannula had to be used \^hich reached 
to the heart, a plastic cannula rather after Popovic and Berger 
(1 9 6 8) but without the specially shaped end. This modified 
cannula suffered from the disadvantages that the cannula could 
only be used in the right jugular ve,in because of the internal 
blood vessel arrangement (Figure *f.15«) and a negative pressure 
was now necessary to compensate for the flow pressure loss 
across the cannula.
*t.1.*f. Weight measurement.
It should have been possible to indicate animal weight in 
some way as the inlet and outlet flows need not necessarily 
correspond and a slight difference between the two whilst 
within the accuracy to which flow could be measured would 
nevertheless build up over a period of time to undesirable 
levels. If we accepted a limitation on animal weight change of 
about + 10% of circulating volume this represented a total
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weight change of about one part in the low hundreds which v/as 
just within reach as the rat weight change to be detected was 
about _+ 1 .5 grams.
A weighing table was built using sheets of corrugated 
cardboard stuck together to provide a lightweight rigid table. 
The weight was detected by small cantilevers at each corner 
with resistance strain gauges used to detect the load on each 
one (this, if connected correctly could also measure shifts in 
the centre of gravity). Grease dashpots were used for damping 
because of the small cantilever deflections. The table 
together v/ith the rat on its own did have the necessary 
sensitivity but in the experiments performed v/ith the rat some 
or all of the following connections v/ould have had to be made: 
electrocardiogram leads (three) 
perfusate (two) 
stimulating electrodes (two) 
ventilation tube (two)
- temperature measurement device (two)
- pressure measurement device (tv/o)
and unfortunately the resistance to table movement due to these 
connections in their practical use masked the weight change to 
be detected.
Two alternative approaches v/ould have been ,to firstly 
measure oxygenator weight (ie the prime volume should have 
remained constant) but again similar problems to the 
measurement of animal weight arose, although again, this 
problem is one which improves considerably for the larger 
animal species. A second possibility would be to measure the
prime volume directly and this v/as just possible for the 
smallest prime volume. Hov/ever these approaches could only be 
used in a closed recirculating circuit as they depended on a 
constant total recirculating volume.
This measurement v/as finally abandoned as it became 
apparent that, v/ithin the time available, it v/ould not be 
possible to develop either the necessary special table 
connections nor the flow measurement and control features 
required.
4.1„bo Ventilation.
The artificially ventilated rats were supplied with room 
air by a small animal ventilator at a frequency of thirty to 
forty inflations per minute, the ventilation pressure being 
limited by allowing the excess air to escape through a tube 
immersed seven centimetres below the water level in a bottle 
left open to the atmosphere. The tidal volume of the rat v/as 
quite small and it was importent to ensure that the dead space 
in the tube leading to the rats nostrils v/as as small as 
possible so that fresh air was constantly supplied to the rat. 
This was achieved here by having the air supplied and taken
away from the rat through concentric tubes (Figure 4.16.)« The
mouthpiece v/as clamped to the operating table and the rat 
attached to it by a spring clip which rested just underneath 
the upper incisors - the mouth acted as a leak as it v/as not 
covered.
4.1.6. Drug administration.
It v/as relatively easy to inject a single dose of a drug in
the tubing leading to the pump through a small hypodermic
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needle cemented into one of the tubing connectors® The 
constant infusion of a drug v/as achieved by dissolving it in 
saline and then arranging it to flow through the hypodermic 
needle from a reservoir* the rate being varied by adjusting the 
height of the reservoir by trial and error.
4.2. Data measurement.
The only recorder that could be provided v/as a single 
channel pen recorder of limited frequency response from an 
obsolete Technicon Autoanalyser system. This ran too slowly
v/as in a piece of missing equipment.
Fortunately it was possible to rearrange the gearbox gears 
so that the paper ran at one inch per minute and a replacement 
pen was made, initially with a shortened ball point pen but the 
trace from this v/as poor (as it was from a short pencil). 
Finally an ink pen v/as made from a thirty gauge hypodermic 
needle, gave a good clear trace using fountain pen ink provided 
that it was kept scrupulously clean. The thirty gauge needle 
v/as rather fragile and v/as supported by cementing over it v/ith 
epoxy cement, tv/o needles sized such that they nested within 
each other. Four different coloured inks were used to 
economise on paper. A reference circuit v/as made to replace 
the existing one and the opportunity taken to make one which 
could zero the pen on any part of the scale®
4.2.1. pH and blood gas analysis*
The pH/gas analyser used v/as an Instrumentation 
Laboratories Model 113o The instrument v/as not v/orking when 
received, partly because it contained the previous blood
for immediate use, had no pen
sample. An overhaul and cleaning of the mechanical side of the 
instrument (a circuit diagram could not be obtained), 
replacement of the pH and pC02 electrodes, replacement of the 
water pump internal parts and substitution of the vacuum used 
to draw up the pH samples into the capillary electrode (v/ith a 
fifty millilitre syringe and a three way tap) improved the 
instrument such that it v/ould at least respond to the 
quantities being measured.
It v/as apparent from the beginning that the specifications 
given in the manual were not being met, hence lengthy 
evaluation trials had to be carried out. Considerable 
difficulty v/as experienced in obtaining reasonably accurate 
readings unless great care was taken. This meant that the 
meter v/as used as a comparator rather than a direct reading 
instrument in spite of the extra data manipulation required. A 
strict cycle of calibration and measurement was necessary to 
accomodate all the restrictions the instrument imposed and this 
resulted in a minimum time for one single determination of some 
fifteen minutes (thirty minutes for a duplicate determination). 
On a practical run of routinely measuring a single blood sample 
pC02 had an error of + 3  mm Hg, p02 + 3 mm Hg and pH + .013 
units, it being 99% probable that the readings taken v/ould fall 
within these limits. However, during these experiments it 
became apparent that these limits were gradually being exceeded 
and all readings were merely quoted in duplicate v/here 
possible.
4.2.1.1. pH measurements.
Headings would drift according to the previous reading, the
instrument would occasionally drift quite badly (up to .5 pH 
unit in thirty minutes) and the readings would suddenly jump *7  
of a pH without apparent reason although the gain of the 
instrument remained quite stable. To reduce the zero drift 
effects, a 7*4 pH reference solution was made and alternately 
measured with the blood samples although an occasional 7.0 pH 
reference v/ould be substituted for a sample to check instrument 
gain* To overcome the 'difficulty of readings varying from the 
previous one each 7*4 pH reference solution v/as determined 
twice in succession discarding the first - this had the effect 
of stabilising the reference point as each sample reading was 
referred to this point in turn* The sudden shift in readings 
v/as detected by careful observation and by taking duplicate 
readings.
The pH standards selected were those of Sorensen (Section
8 .3 .) made up by v/eight every week from stock solutions made 
with standard analytical or Analar grade chemicals - the error 
of making up the solutions being within the instrument errors. 
An additional series of solutions of different pH’s were also 
made to check the linearity of the pH scale but no deviations 
from linearity could be detected.' In taking samples the 
capillary v/as filled once and discarded before the experimental 
sample was taken for reading, again this washed the previous 
sample from the capillary.
The pH capillary v/as sensitive to protein build-up from the 
blood samples greatly increasing the inaccuracy of the blood pH 
readings although the standard readings v/ould be unaffected. 
Hence blood samples were washed from the electrode with
alternate washings of saline and the recommended electrode 
cleaner finishing with saline because of the high pH of the 
cleaner. Every four weeks an enzymatic cleaner (Radiometer 
Ltd.) was left in the capillary overnight to remove any 
remaining film. The capillary electrode was kept at 37°G but a 
sample at a temperature of 0°C made no difference when taken 
straight into the capillary to the response or to the final 
reading* The electrode response was about two and a half 
minutes for a standard and three minutes for blood*
*f.2.1.2«, pCh, and pCL, measurements.
These two parameters shared the same sampling chamber but 
were otherwise measured quite separately and the response times 
showed that the electrode v/as the limiting determination
v/ith a response time of five minutes. The variec*
according to the previous measurement again requiring a 
determination to be made to a single fixed standard reference. 
This also helped to track 'zero* drift which v/as worse than the 
pH electrode drift. Blood was washed from the sample chanber 
with saline followed by a detergent/defoaming agent solution 
(Section 8 .^ f) finishing v/ith saline. This washing had to be 
at 3 7°C to minimise drift and also helped to prevent protein 
film build up which v/ould cause a loss of accuracy, similar to 
the pH electrode, in that loss of accuracy would not be 
reflected in the calibrating gases.
Gas standards were used for calibration as gas saturated 
water was an unsuccessful standard because of the high oxygen 
consumption rate of the pO^ electrode (about one thousand times 
greater than claimed) although this may have been due to the
fact that the pO^ electrode v/as comparatively old* A zero pO^ 
solution (Section 8 .1 .) was successful and as a check fresh 
samples of blood were equilibrated v/ith the high calibration 
gas and with zero pO^ gas (oxygen free nitrogen) - the meter 
readings should of course coincide. The manual gave a 
correction value of 1 .0 2 times the pCL, readings to convert 
blood readings to calibrating gas readings but the checks 
described above indicated that a simple addition of 2 mm Hg v/as 
more in order in this case.
The calibration gases used were certificated gases 
approximately b% CO^ and ()6% as the low gas and 8$ CO^,
10$ 0^ and 82$ as the high gas. These bracket the pCO^ 
values expected whilst ordinary room air was used as a third 
point to confirm p0£ linearity. Calibrating gases were 
humidified by bubbling through distilled v/ater and corrections 
made for the prevailing barometric pressure.
Unfortunately small quantities of,,,other calibrated gases 
did not become available during the experimental period so that 
conformity to both the linear behaviour of the pO^ scale and 
particularly the logarithmic behaviour of the pCO^ scale could 
not be properly established.
4.2.2. Oxygen content measurement.
V/here necessary the oxygen content of the blood samples 
were determined by the microgasometric technique of Roughton 
and Scholander (19^3)® The syringe v/as made in the University 
glass workshop with a 130 mm metal scale being used behind the 
capillary tube to measure the gas bubble length in place of the 
more normal engraved scale. The technique v/as modified in the
following ways :
to make manipulation easier a wooden clamp v/as made 
to hold the syringe (Figure zu17) in addition to 
making manipulation easier this minimised handling 
and hence any tendency for the handling to warm the 
syringe causing an error by simple expansion of the 
gas bubble®
if the ferricyanide was fresh gas generation would be 
very quick and an additional small plastic pin v/as 
required to seal the top of the capillary tube by 
simple finger pressure - this allowed a negative 
pressure to be generated in the syringe. V/ith 
judicious manipulation of the valve and gentle pulling 
back of the syringe plunger gas generation could be 
limited to allow relaxed adding of the urea and finger 
sealing® It was also sometimes necessary to remove 
excess ferricyanide solution from the cup v/ith a small 
piece of paper tissue to prevent interfering gas 
bubbles being formed at the buffer solution addition 
stage® This modification elimina.ted accidents at the 
point where the urea v/as- added where there v/as a risk 
of a missed finger sealing of the top cup due to too 
fast gas generation® However a better solution v/as 
to use relatively old ferricyanide solution when the 
gas generation v/as relatively slower* The buffer 
solution v/as drawn in very slowly and gradually, once 
the urea was added and the top of the syringe sealed 
with the finger only then v/as it removed from the
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Figure 4.17
Roughton/Scholander syringe and clamp.
wooden clamp and shaken allowing gas generation to 
proceed quickly to completion*
- the zero readings were calculated from the
atmospheric gas dissolved in an equivalent quantity 
of water compared to the quantity of solutions 
involved in the carbon dioxide gas generation* As a 
single gas determination took tv/enty minutes this 
represented a'considerable time saving*
Af-o3» Perfusate pressure*
This v/as measured with a Southern Instruments diaphragm 
strain gauge transducer originally pov/ered by alternating 
signal of about 1000 Hz. Unfortunately this excitation 
interfered with the electrocardiogram recording masking it 
completely and the bridge v/as simply pov/ered by a direct 
current supply with the amplification of the resulting signal 
by an old 113 Devices operational amplifier before being 
recorded on the single channel chart Recorder* Pressure gauge 
calibration v/as by the electrical method of bridging one arm of 
the resistance strain gauge bridge v/ith a resistor equivalent 
to 86 mm Hg pressure*
Electrocardiograph recordings.
An Electrotechnica three channel recorder intended for 
human use proved to be unsuitable both from the viewpoint of 
unsatisfactory recording and the high cost of the paper used* 
Instead a high input impedence operational amplifier (an old 
Devices 113) of fixed gain was used as a preamplifier to two 
oscilloscopes. The main oscilloscope had a camera attached and 
v/as set to the AC mode which stabilized the trace on the
oscilloscope irrespective of the DC bias on the amplified 
electrocardiogram signal. The second channel of this 
oscilloscope v/as used to pick up stray 30 Hz signals to give a 
timing trace on the screen* The oscilloscope v/as set to the 
single trace mode triggered by this stray timing signal - this 
meant that the camera shutter could be left permanently open 
between advancing the film and triggering a picture® The 
second oscilloscope was* connected in a DC mode so that the DC 
level could be monitored and adjusted by the zero control on 
the electrocardiogram amplifier as v/ell as being able to 
monitor the signal state* This v/as necessary as too much DC 
offset on the incoming signal would readily saturate the 
amplifier.
The limitations of the use of animals under the present 
legislation prevented the insertion of needles into a live, 
although anaesthetised, animal for use as electrocardiogram 
electrodes and small clips made from,,,Hair grips proved 
unreliable. The solution finally adopted v/as to use short 
lengths of copper tube into which the relevant limb was placed. 
The lengths of tube v/ere prefilled with electrode jelly and the 
limb well rubbed with jelly before insertion into the tube 
(this step v/as quite importent). Although this meant that the 
tube v/as not in contact with the limb presumably the increased 
contact area compensated for this in part, perhaps shown by the 
importance of keeping the inside of the tube clean and free 
from oxidation.
Nevertheless the method v/as susceptable to AC interference 
and noise (although this could in part have come from the
amplifier itself)* The connection of the perfusion supply 
altered the electrocardiogram signal mainly by the introduction 
of an undesirable 30 Hz signal which it proved impossible to 
reject despite careful attention to earthing being paid 
throughout the experimental apparatus. Possibly v/ith these 
small animals the close proximity of the electrodes and the 
cannulae causes them to interfere v/ith each other more strongly 
than usual®
4*3® Perfusate flow measurement.
It would have been preferable to be able to measure both 
the inlet and outlet perfusion flows directly as it v/ould have 
enabled the detection of imbalances and hence a weight gain or 
loss of the animal. No suitable flow meters v/ere available, 
however, and reliance had to be placed on the fixed pump output 
for the inlet flow but as the flow v/as induced by the pump set 
in an occlusive mode it was reasonably certain that flow was 
taking place even if its value v/as uncertain. The outlet flow 
v/as measured by the bubble injection method as a bubble 
injected at this point caused no problems being merely tlost* 
in the oxygenator. The method had two disadvantages, firstly 
it increased the priming volume by 7®3 ml and secondly a flow 
measurement v/ould take some thirty seconds a delay hardly 
suitable to animal v/eight control. Hov/ever it did provide a 
useful check that actual flow v/as taking place.
Flow v/as finally measured by collecting the perfusate after 
the perfusion, noting the change in animal weight and time, and 
then making the necessary calculations.
^*6. Venous negative pressure measurement.
This v/as by a conventional water manometer v/ith a 22 gauge 
hypodermic needle at the inlet to provide the required damping® 
ko7* Temperature measurement*
This v/as fairly simply done by using a thermistor bead which 
v/as supplied embedded at the end of a small glass tube*
Because of the small temperature differences to be detected of 
one or tv/o degrees the-resistance change v/as measured with a 
bridge circuit and an operational amplifier (Devices 113)® The 
calibration used was a dummy resistor equivalent to 35o5°C 
sv/itched into the bridge circuit v/hen necessary* Temperature 
was recorded on the chart recorder through a selector sv/itch as 
an alternative to the blood pressure trace.
A-.8* Pump speed*
As previously described, the synchronous motor had to be 
retained because of its gearbox and the opportunity v/as taken 
to use this motor as a tachogenerator. The windings on the 
motor were used to derive a signal whose frequency v/ould be 
proportional to speed, this signal was amplified and squared to 
make it suitable for driving a conventional automotive type 
tachometer*
The pump speed was also indicated on the recorder trace by 
arranging for a cam attached to one of the roller shafts to 
depress a microswitch. This microswitch very briefly shorted 
the recorder trace to zero (through an amplifier output 
protection resistor) causing a spike to be registered for every 
fifth roller pass, by relating these spikes to time a measure 
of the pump speed v/as recorded*
L±09<, Event markers
Rather than noting the time, some events that took place 
were displayed over the recorder trace by wiring in a push 
button such that the recorder output could be momentarily 
shorted to earth (through an amplifier output protection 
resistor)©
5. PERFUSATE,
There were two requirements for the priming medium or 
perfusate, firstly, the usual one of volume maintenance but 
more importently, in this case, that of oxygen delivery to the 
tissues© This last requirement was quite restrictive in the 
selection of a suitable prime®
5q1q Perfusate alternatives©
Attempts to observe the effects on both the volume and 
nature of the circulating blood appeared comparatively late in * 
historical records but they logically followed the description 
of the circulation by Harvey in 1 62 8® Early attempts at 
transfusion were to: cure or correct a wide variety of 
conditions rather than simple volume replacement* This 
factor together with the clotting that occurred limited the 
quantities of fluid transfused® The reactions that in most, 
cases were to be later expected from the infusion of a limited 
amount of incompatible liquid were clearly described in 
contemporary accounts.
Lov/er in 1651 (see Boyle, 1666) was generally credited with 
the first successful transfusion of blood from a dog to a dog 
but Denys at about the same time_ transfused lamb blood to man 
with rather unfortunate results, and the method fell into 
disuse (see Keynes, 19^9)®
Blundell in 1829 found that if dogs were bled to death, 
they could be revived by injection of blood from another dog, 
but not if the blood'transfused came from a sheep in spite of 
an initial recovery and Bordet (1 89 8) pointed out the species 
specifity of blood which was subsequently demonstrated in mice,
rats and pigeons (see Weiner, 19^6)® However the impression 
that remained was that incompatibilities were often a matter of 
degree rather than a death or survival situation and no studies 
were traced of the practical effects of partial or complete 
exchange transfusions between species.
There seem to have been few fluids that have not replaced 
or been combined with blood at one time or another but the 
first fluid to have been regularly used may have been milk 
about the middle of the nineteenth century (Oberman, 19&9) 
be followed by physiological saline. Universal application of 
blood transfusion techniques had to wait for the elucidation of 
blood grouping by Landsteiner in 1901 and the clinical use of 
suitable storage anticoagulents in about '\9'\k (see Hutchin,
1968).
5® 1.1® Blood.
Because of the small size of the animals the prime volume 
of the system was comparatively high, necessitating at a 
minimum, the sacrifice of four to five rats per experiment 
assuming that the minimum prime of 30 ml was used. For the 
experiments where the blood would not be recirculated it was 
clear that a large number of animals would be required. Blood 
could have been saved from rats upon whom experiments had been 
done previously but apart from storage problems, some was bound 
to have been lost, there would have been a rising serum 
haemoglobin, increasing electrolyte and metabolic imbalances 
with an inevitable infection risk which all served to create 
undesired variables.
Autologous blood was not possible in this case although
over a period of time it was possible for an animal of 
sufficient size to act as its own donor®
It was not difficult to obtain homologous blood in such a 
closely inbred strain of rat such as the one used here. In 
support of this Proctor (1977) specifically stated that this 
problem of blood reactions did not arise in his series of fifty 
survival experiments with the normothermic cardiopulmonary 
bypass in the rat®
Heterologous blood was readily obtained from larger animals 
quite easily, especially the cow, horse, pig or sheep although 
care had to be taken to guard against the possibility of 
immunological reactions.
There were a number of factors that effected oxygen
delivery to the tissues and one of these was the position of__
the oxygen/haemoglobin dissociation curve. Apart from the 
normal shifts due to pH and pOO^ the position was also effected 
by the level of intracellular 2,3-diphosphoglyceride of the 
erythrocytes (Broennle et al9 1970). In blood stored with acid 
citrate dextrose the 2,3-DPO content decreased rapidly (to 13% 
in three days) producing a shift in the oxygen/haemoglobin 
dissociation curve so severe that Valtis and Kennedy in 195^ 
calculated that a transfusion of three units of seven day old 
blood (in ACD) sufficient to raise the haemocrit to 33% from 
35% would actually decrease the oxygen delivered to the tissues 
for several hours. In addition the blood viscosity increased 
exponentially above a 30% haemocrit which required an increase 
in cardiac output if the blood flow was to be maintained®
One method of indicating oxygen/haemoglobin dissociation
curve shifts was to measure the P__ value of the blood (which50
corresponded to a 50%° saturation of the haemoglobin that was 
present)0 An idea of the effect of such shifts was simply 
shown by taking Hills equation (Altman and Dittmer, 1971):
( P / P g 0  )n
y 1 + < P/P50
where n = 2»9
P = pO,p of interest 
y = saturation of the haemoglobin
and taking a P<_q of 25 mm Hg as normal the dissociation curve
was plotted and compared to other idealised curves using other 
values for P^Q (Figure 5®'!«-)«•
If the P^q value was to suddenly shift two simple
theoretical conditions could have arisen, firstly if the oxygen 
taken up by the tissue was to remain constant the pO^ of the 
venous blood would alter (Figure 5*2*1«). Secondly if the pO^ 
of the venous blood was to remain constant the available oxygen 
to the tissues would alter (Figure 5»2o2*)e Both these figures 
showed the quite distinct effects of comparatively slight 
differences in In practice .a P^Q of 18 mm Hg appeared to
be compatible with survival (see haemoglobin solutions 5*1•3«) 
but for P,_~ values much lower than this enriched oxygen gas
jO
mixtures were required for breathing (see perfluorocarbons 
5 * 1 1>2 * ) •
For reasons connected with the shift in P,-- values the50
blood collected was taken into citrate phosphate dextrose 
anticoagulant (Section 802„) as Dawson et al (1970) amongst
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others has shown that the P value was relatively undisturbed 
for fourteen days at k°G»
5.1.2. Perfluorocarbons.
Fluorocarbon fluids were synthetic, inert, non-toxic and 
water immiscible fluids v/hich could dissolve forty to fifty 
millilitres of oxygen per one hundred millilitres of fluid at 
ambient temperature and pressure. Generally they were very 
poor solvents for all but a few organic substances and for this 
reason they could not be used alone. In v/ater they did not 
exert sufficient oncotic pressure to maintain blood volume and 
a plasma volume expander had to be used in addition. 
Electrolytes, glucose, amino acids and vitamins could have been 
added to produce perfusates of almost any desired 
characteristics.
Geyer et al in 1968 exchange transfused rats which lived 
for eight hours whilst breathing pure oxygen (this was 
necessary because the oxygen/fluorocarbon dissociation curve 
v/as well over to the left) before dying of an unknown cause.
It was interesting that the organs of the rat and especially 
the brain functioned well throughout the period and the animals 
appeared normal both in behavior and physiological function. 
These rats had a very small haemocrit and low plasma proteins 
throughout the period indicating that in the short run the 
critical factor would seem to be solely the transport of oxygen 
to the tissues. If, however, these blood free rats were given 
washed red cells to give a haemocrit of 2S% the animals finally 
recovered, regenerating both red cells and plasma proteins, 
however with a fluorocarbon free solution they would die at
this haemocrit level.
In 1970 Geyer obtained improvements by reducing the size of 
the emulsion particles, but it nevertheless appeared that a 
small number of red cells were essential for long term recovery 
since a haematocrit level of at least 5% was necessary. At 
that time it seemed possible that the red cells had a function 
other than simple gas transport, however by 1973 he had 
overcome this problem by altering the oncotic pressure 
generating compounds.
One problem with these compounds was that they were 
deposited in the liver and spleen where they would remain for 
the life of the animal. However liquids have now been found 
(Clark et al, 1973) which although they were similarly 
deposited, they left to be excreted via the lungs and skin 
without, apparently, harming the animal.
5e1o3. Haemoglobin solutions.
The use of haemoglobin solutions as blood substitutes has 
been demonstrated for some time. Amberson et al in 193^ * 
substituted the blood of cats, dogs and rabbits with a 
haemoglobin solution made from bovine blood. It was not known 
to v/hat extent there had been recovery of either red cells or 
plasma proteins but the animals eventually died after the 
haemoglobin had disappeared from the circulation. Nevertheless 
they concluded that in addition to carrying oxygen the solution 
also exerted sufficient colloidal osmotic pressure to maintain 
blood volume.
Basically these solutions have been made by washing the red 
cells several times with saline to remove the serum, lysing
them and then separating the resulting stroma from the 
solution. A method has been recently described using a 
freezing technique by Palani et al (1975)® However Rabiner in 
1975 noted that in addition to removing the stroma it was 
essential to remove the associated phospholipids if there was 
to be no toxic damage to the kidneys. His animals had their 
haematocrit lov/ered to J>% for three hours during which an 
increased arterial-venous difference in pO^ was noted, 
presumably as a result of the shift to the left of the oxygen/ 
haemoglobin dissociation curve.
Because of the relatively rapid removal of the free 
haemoglobin by the kidney resulting in the animals death, there 
has been some effort to modify the haemoglobin solution to 
reduce this problem at least to the extent that it would be 
compatible with red cell production. Chang in 1966 
encapsulated haemoglobin in the form of microdroplets but the 
preparation does not seem to have be,gn used. More recently Mok 
et al (1 9 7 6) crosslinked haemoglobin to form polymers of 
haemoglobin and showed an increased retention time. Tam et al 
(1 9 7 6) bound together dextran and haemoglobin in a complex that 
also showed an increased retention time but the dissociation 
curve was moved to the left compared to a free haemoglobin, 
solution.
5. Other perfusates.
If the blood from two different species of animals were 
mixed it did not necessarily follow that both red cell groups 
would agglutinate. This could be the reasoning behind the use 
heterologous cells which were firstly washed free of their
accompanying serum and then resuspended in an artificial serum® 
Ross (1972) in his book on isolated organ perfusions describes 
perfusates using human outdated, canine and bovine (both 
fresh and aged) red cells in the perfusion media. One organ, 
the thyroid gland, seems to have been perfused with whole 
bovine blood. The reason for using aged (or Outdated1) red 
cells v/as to simplify the experiment by removing the effect of 
the glycolysis of the circulating red cells and any release 
of enzymes as they lyse. This assumed importence the more the 
circulating mass of perfusate exceeded that of the tissues 
perfused.
The formulation of the complementing artificial serum 
presented problems (in connection v/ith the oncotic pressure 
generating elements), for example, dextran has been used in a 
number of isolated organ perfusates, but Voorhees et al (1931) 
reported immediate severe reactions if used in the intact live 
rat. An alternate, bovine albumin,^occasionally proved toxic 
and some workers have preferred to pretreat it before use, 
especially if studying metabolic activity.
5 .2 . Perfusates available.
The most readily available perfusate was bovine blood 
obtained directly from the local slaughterhouse© This blood 
collection v/as by stunning the animal, hoisting it by its rear 
legs, cutting the throat and then collecting the blood into a 
bucket containing the citrate phosphate dextrose anticoagulant 
(Section 8.2) collecting about two litres at a time. This 
initial procedure v/as done by the slaughterhouse staff and 
entirely under their control. Within thirty minutes the blood
had been transferred to one litre bottles immersed in an ice/ 
v/ater mixture which were then kept in a refrigerator with ice 
being added as necessary.
This bovine blood did not prove to be a suitable perfusate, 
the perfluorocarbons could not be used because of their high 
cost in the quantities anticipated and the perfusates 
containing red cells also required costly components to make up 
the artificial serums required. This forced the use of 
haemoglobin solutions v/hich were simply prepared from this 
bovine blood.
This blood v/as firstly centrifuged and the serum removed 
together v/ith the buffy coat. The red cells v/ere v/ashed in ice 
cold saline and recentrifuged as many times as necessary (about 
four) to achieve a clear supernatant. At this point the packed 
red cells were lysed by adding ice cold distilled water (to 
give a volume slightly less than at the start of the procedure) 
and shaking well. The solution v/as then filtered through 
Whatman No.^. filter paper to remove the small pieces of tissue 
that originated during the collection of the blood. This did 
not of course remove the stroma but as perfusates that used 
red cells themselves did not present significant problems, it 
was assumed that this stroma would not give any significaht 
problem. After lysing, the potassium, sodium and calcium ion 
levels were measured by emission flame photometry and sodium 
chloride added at the rate of about seven grams per litre of 
solution to bring the sodium ion level up to that of 
physiological saline, the potassium and calcium ion levels 
v/ere usually slightly raised.
During an experiment the solution v/as prepared for use by 
adding some two to three millimoles of sodium bicarbonate to 
the oxygenator perfusate (130 ml) to adjust the pH and then 
gassing (for two to three minutes) v/ith commercial oxygen to 
adjust the pO^ up to tv/o to three hundred mm Hg, a value
sufficiently high to ensure that it did not fall below one
hundred mm Hg by the time the perfusion could be started. A
major disadvantage of this solution v/as the time involved of
about two hours per animal used even for this simplest of 
preparations®
6 . RESUSCITATION ATTEMPTS BY ANIMAL PERFUSION.
The experiments had to be limited to a minimum anergic 
period of about twenty minutes and about two to three minutes 
of perfusion resuscitation (in a non-recirculating mode) 
because of the following factors :
- the restrictions of-the animal licence held
(Certificate A1) limited the start of any cannulations
until the animal v/as clinically dead.
- since the determination of the perfusate properties 
took thirty to forty minutes (making any form of 
on-line correction clearly out of the question) it v/as
. of some benefit to have consistent perfusate inlet 
conditions.
- the v/eight of the perfused animals v/as uncontrollable 
hence the perfusion v/as limited to the contents of the 
oxygenator.
These limitations v/ere not considered*-to be restrictive as it 
appeared from the literature that if there v/as to be any 
indication of recovery this should have appeared within this 
two to three minute period.
6.1. General procedures.
Most of the experiments followed all or part of the method 
given here leaving any specific variations to the descriptions 
of the individual experiments themselves.
The measuring instruments, pump base heater and v/ater bath 
v/ere switched on to warm up whilst the equipment v/as 
interconnected as shown in Figure 4-.1. with the oxygenator 
circulating v/ater sv/itched on as soon as the bath temperature
had reached 37°C. About 1^ -0 ml of perfusate was taken from the 
refrigerator and placed in the water bath to become warm®
The rats v/ere placed in a desiccator of about 25 cm 
diameter together with about 5 nil of ether - the lid was 
slightly displaced to allow a little ventilation as this seemed 
to cause less distress to the animals® This initial 
anaesthetisation v/as to allow the administration of heparin 
(Pularin - 1000 units) subcutaneously in the abdominal wall. 
They v/ere then placed in the holding cage for thirty minutes 
to allow distribution of the heparin before returning to the 
killing bottle. When the animal became unconscious it v/as 
placed supine on the operating table (on top of the 
•electrocardiogram leads as this helped to anchor them). An 
inhaler consisting of a universal glass tube v/ith an ether 
soaked cotton wool swab in the bottom v/as placed over the mouth 
and nostrils of the rat, simple removal and replacement then 
giving a crude control of anaesthetic level®
The forelegs and paws v/ith the right rear leg and paw were 
well rubbed with electrode jelly and then inserted into the 
electrocardiogram lead tubes, a small amount of electrode jelly 
then being injected into any remaining space between the 
electrode tube and paw. ' The anaesthetic v/as removed from the 
animal at which point the baseline electrocardiogram could be 
recorded, then anergia v/as initiated by retaining the inhaler 
over the rat until the breathing had stopped - in practice this 
point v/as quite sharp and clear. The start of the following 
steps v/as delayed until the animal had died, this being defined 
as a silent electrocardiogram for some seconds although any
sporadic activity beyond about six minutes was ignored.
yUsing forceps, the skin covering the larynx v/as grasped and 
partly cut v/ith scissors proximally to leave a vee shaped skin 
flap which v/as further cut to expose the neck area. The 
underlying tissues v/ere dissected distally exposing the 
pretracheal muscles which were then gently separated on the 
left side v/ith a pair of blunt nosed forceps, if this was done 
carefully a channel v/as formed v/ith the carotid and vagus nerve 
in a trough visible just under a thin fascia of tissue. A 
small incision v/as made in this fascia and a hook used to catch 
the artery and nerve to pull them upv/ards before freeing the 
artery and allowing the nerve to fall back into place. The 
artery v/as then ligated with thin cotton thread distally and a 
small clamp applied proximally. The artery was then completely 
cut across near to the ligation leaving a short length of 
artery distal to the clamp, this v/as then gently teased over 
the blunt inlet cannula with the help of a guide pin 
temporarily inserted into the cannula© The artery v/as secured 
with one turn of cotton and a reef knot (the cannula length 
being just long enough to permit this) and the cotton thread 
then looped back over the cannula holder and a further reef 
knot made. This proved to be very reliable despite its rather 
unsafe appearance - perhaps the etched surface of the cannula 
helped. The clamp v/as then removed and the cannula adjusted 
for position to allow a smooth entry into the animal under 
slight tension; this prevented a kink developing in the artery 
which would have blocked entry of the perfusate.
For the venous cannulation the tissue covering the jugular
vein v/as gently teased av/ay v/ith forceps and the vein ligated 
distally v/ith the threads deliberately left quite long. In 
teasing av/ay or working on the tissue near to this jugular vein 
care was taken to ensure that the vein remained attached to the 
underlying tissue. The vein v/as now clamped proximally and a 
small cut made near to the ligation in the vein sloping 
distally, just about half v/ay through and then slightly 
enlarged longitudinally in a proximal direction. The jugular 
cannula had a pilot wire, with a blunt point, inserted down it 
and into the vein up to the clamp which v/as then removed. The 
guide pin v/as further iserted, proximally, for a short distance 
and then the cannula itself fully inserted v/ith a rotary 
movement using the long ligation leads to hold the vein 
distally. The guide pin v/as then removed before attaching the 
cannula holder.
The carotid cannula pin v/as removed and the pump eased 
forwards by hand to flood the area before making this 
connection, this v/as the first point at which the pump 
depulsator backpressure was usually set. A clamp v/as placed on 
the venous outlet tubing and the venous pressure set at 
- 20 mm Hg, then the pump v/as set to run slowly whilst the 
venous cannula v/as eased -out of the animal until flow suddenly 
established itself. The cannula v/as then clamped in position 
and flow at the desired level established in the animal.
During the short experimental period priorities had to be 
set for the data to be collected, therefore, the most attention 
v/as paid to the correctness of the perfusion and the monitoring 
of the electrocardiogram. In some cases a venous outflow-
sample v/as taken from the cannula tubing after the perfusion 
period v/as finished®
Although the perfusion period v/as only two to three minutes 
the overall time for preparation v/as five to six hours a large 
proportion of which was merely required to clean and reassemble 
the equipment. .
6 .2 . Control experiments©
6.2.1. Initial animal death.
These v/ere required to obtain electrocardiographs and blood 
pH/gas analysis values for comparison v/ith the electrical 
activity of the heart, if there was to be any recovery of heart 
function in later experiments and to study the effect of the 
animal on the perfusate properties.
6.2 .1.1. Method.
The electrocardiogram v/as recorded at the point where the 
animal ceased to breath and at the end of every subsequent 
fifteen second interval until it was,,..silent or the camera film 
cassette ran out (about six minutes).
For the pH/blood gas determinations a separate rat was 
required for each duplicate determination (by withdrawing blood 
for analysis through a venous cannulation, as much as possible, 
into a one millilitre tuberculin syringe). Although serial 
samples in the same rat v/ould have been preferable it did not 
prove possible to withdraw sufficient blood which, in any case, 
v/ould have assumed a considerable fraction of the circulating 
volume. The times at which the blood samples v/ere taken v/ere 
ten, twenty and thirty minutes after cessation of breathing as 
these times bracketed the experimental period anticipated.
- tyy -
6.2.1®2 ® Results*
An idealised canine electrocardiogram is shown in 
Figure 6 .1 .1 although the exact designation of the form seemed 
to vary within the literature. It appeared to be more 
difficult to obtain good traces with the smaller animal species 
and the remaining figures could only be based on the actual rat 
electrocardiograms. In general, under light anaesthesia, the 
traces had no Q wave and the T wave v/as positive as in man*.
The PR interval v/as about 60 msec, the QRS interval about 
10 msec and the QT interval some 70 msec. However at the start 
of anergia v/hen the breathing had stopped, the amplitude of the 
T wave v/as increased but almost immediately fell again. The P 
wave dissociated itself from the QRS complex about .75 to 
minutes later, at a frequency somewhat greater than that of the 
QRS complexes before disappearing altogether® The remaining 
complexes then tended to become irregular, usually with 
intermittent increased intervals although decreased intervals 
were also seen. These could, on occasion, continue at smaller 
amplitudes and more erratic intervals for several minutes.
These fifteen seco/id interval .'glimpses1 were converted to 
heart rate and plotted v/ith respect to time from breathing 
arrest for four separate animals in Figure 6.2. The frequency 
dropped precipitously over the first half minute to 180 beats 
per minute rising slightly to 200 beats per minute by about 1-jfr 
minutes then falling gradually to some 100 beats per minute by 
about six minutes after breathing had ceased v/ith a sudden fall 
to zero; occasionally there v/ould be a brief recovery to some 
100 beats per minute a minute or so afterwards® This
601*1«> Idealised lead II electrocardiogram 
(from Ettinger* and Suter, 1970)
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Figure 6o2<> The heart rate changes with time (at 15 second 
intervals) from breathing arrest until death 
from the application of excess ether to the rat for four 
individual cases#
discounted the smaller intermittent QRS complexes (perhaps more 
properly R waves) which finally ended the activity.
The blood pH/gas analysis results with means and standard 
deviations were given in Table 6.1 (the base excess v/as 
obtained from the alignment nomogram of Siggaard-Andersen, 1963 
1963) and some statistical.comparisons in Table 6.2. These 
groups and subsequent groupings v/ere compared to each other in 
pairs, as appropriate, using a single classification analysis 
of varience for two groups. However an important precondition 
of this analysis v/as that the variances of the two samples 
should be equal (ie homocedastic).
For this reason it v/as first proposed that the variance of 
the tv/o groups v/ere, in fact, equal and an attempt v/as made 
to disprove this (at a probability level of .9 9 ) by a simple 
’F f test (tv/o of which v/ere required if the sample sizes v/ere 
unequal). If it v/as shown likely that the variances from the 
tv/o groups v/ere equal it v/as then proposed that the groups v/ere 
also equal unless it could be shown otherwise at a probability 
level of .99 hy a conventional *t! test (Moroney, 1936).
6.2.2o Resuscitation by artificial ventilation.
There were a number of points that separated this work out 
from the presently available Western literature. Firstly the 
method of inducing the anergia had been little used in recent 
times (excess anaesthetic - ether), secondly the animal species 
used v/as different (the rat rather than the rabbit or larger) 
and lastly the major difference, which was the primary purpose 
of this work (resuscitation by oxygenated artificial 
.circulation).
Anergic V/eight pH/Blood gas values
period Rat in pH pC02 po? Base excess
minutes grams mm Hg mmol/l*
1®1 230 7 .2 17 .2 2
82
79
1
1 2
1 .2 254 7 .1 6
7.11
114
102
1
2 3
10 1.3 239
7.17
7 .0 6
96
105
2
2 -1
1.4 266 7 .2 0
7.19
104
92
2
2 3
1.3 236
7 .1 6
7.12*
90
87
2
2 - 1
233
+ 9 o8
7.16 
+ .049
93 
+ 1 1.1 (1.7)
1 .6
+ 2 . 6
1 .6 240 7.14
6.93
190
183
2
4 --
1.7 240
6.91
6 .9 8
162
137
3
5
---
20 1 .8 211
7.15
7 o 10
114
99
1
1 - 5
1.9 240
7 .0 6
7.09
111
98
0
1 - 3.5
1 .1 0 236 6.996 .9 8
121
126
2
1 - 7
233 
+ 12.6.
7.04
1 a0S4
13&
± 54. 1
(2 .0 ) - 5.2 
+ 1 .8
1 .11 235
6 08o
6 .9 2
134
130
-1
0 -14 .
1 .1 2 230 6 .8 96 .7 8
116
138
2
0 -13
30
1.13 214
7 .0 1
6 .9 6
107
102
1
2 -10.5 -
1.14 244 • 6.99 6 .7 8
128
111
. 1 
1 -15.3
236
+ 17.7
6 .8 9  
+ .093
123 
+ 1 6.9
(.73) -13.3 
+ 2 .1
Table 6.1. Venous pH/blood gas values in rats after anergic
periods of ten, twenty and thirty minutes together 
v/ith means + standard deviations.
* assumes Hb = 12 g/lOOml® •
-—  outside range of nomogram.
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Hence a series of experiments v/as performed to try and link 
these differences through the simple resuscitative measure of 
artificial ventilation® As this v/as only effective after a 
short period of anergia the disadvantage v/as that no 
cannulations could be made to the animal to record the pH/blood 
gas analysis or blood pressure®
602o2®1® Method®
Just after the animal had stopped breathing after the 
application of excess ether the ventilator v/as clipped over the 
animals nostrils* After the period of anergia required, air 
ventilation v/as given virtually at constant pressure by 
supplying (using a Starling pump) excess air at thirty eight 
times a minute but limiting the mouth pressure to nine 
centimetres of v/ater. Ventilation v/as continued until death 
(indicated by electrocardiogram silence) or until the animal 
started to try to get free from the constraints* At this point 
it v/as removed, the paws cleaned and^ the animal returned to the 
holding cage for full recovery® In addition to the 
electrocardiogram recordings a simple measure of any stress on 
the animal caused by the anergia v/as taken by recording the 
animal v/eights daily (between 1 2 :0 0 and 14:00 except for 
weekends) for at least one v/eek prior to the experiment®
The animals v/ere split into six groups of five animals each 
as follows :
Group One - controls kept in the same cage as the
group tv/o animals.
Group Tv/o - kept with group one animals and on day
eight taken to the point of breathing
— m-u *»
arrest and ventilated twenty seconds 
later.
Group Three - kept with group four animals and on day 
nine taken to the point of breathing 
arrest- and ventilated one minute later0
Group Four - kept v/ith group three animals and on day 
ten taken to the point of breathing 
arrest and ventilated one and a half 
minutes later.
Group Five - kept v/ith group six animals and on day 
’twenty two taken to the point where the 
electrocardiogram electrodes would be 
attached and then allowed to recover.
Group Six - kept with group five animals and on day 
ten taken to the point of breathing 
arrest and ventilated two minutes later.
6 .2.2.2. Results.
Twenty seconds of anergia :
About twenty seconds of artificial ventilation v/as 
required, the animals starting to recover after 
about five minutes with full recovery after ten 
minutes. The weight changes (an average of five) 
are shown in Figure 6 .3® v/ith A indicating the day 
of the experiment. There was insufficient data to 
construct a graph showing changes in the heart rate 
but the general pattern conformed to the following 
two groups.
2010days
Figure 603«> Average weight gains v/ith time for the 
following groups :
1 = controls (5 animals)
2 = 20 seconds anergia at A. (5 animals)
3 = 1  minute anergia at B animals)
4 = 1 -^ minutes anergia at C (3 animals)
3 = anaesthesia only at D (5 animals)
(0 = known animal cage change)
One minute of anergia :
Recovery of spontaneous breathing required about 
fifty seconds of artificial ventilation with 
recovery taking five to ten minutes., Four out of 
five animals recovered but in the animal that died 
some difficulty had been experienced both with the 
ventilation and v/ith the electrocardiogram 
recording. -The weight changes (an average of four) 
are shov/n in Figure 6.3* with B indicating the day 
of the experiment v/hilst Figure 6 .A. -shows the 
changes in heart rate for three individual cases* 
There was only a slight immediate response to the 
artificial ventilation v/ith a delayed rapid 
response elevated about 100 beats per minute above 
the control level*
Association of the P v/aves was regained v/ith the 
start of the steep response of increasing frequency 
whilst the associated P-R interval seemed to be 
lengthened slightly*
One and one half minutes of anergia :
Recovery of spontaneous breathing required about 
one minute of artificial ventilation with recovery 
taking five to ten minutes. Four out of five 
animals recovered, but one of these died during"the 
night after an apparent full recovery. The weight 
changes (an average of three) are shown in 
Figure 6.3. with C indicating the day of the 
experiment v/hilst Figure 6.5. shows the changes in
►-artificial ventilation commenced
recovery Rat A-*3
recovery Rat 4-®2
•H
recovery Rat
-p
minutes
Figure 6 .^ f, Heart rate changes v/ith time (at 15 second
intervals) during and after a one minute period 
of anergia induced by excess ether and ended by artificial 
ventilation for three individual ratse
artificial ventilation commenced
recovery Rat 5®'!
328
recovery Rat 3*2
389
recovery Rat 3®3
321-p
•rl
covery Rat 5®^-p re
minutes ,
Figure 6*3® Heart rate changes v/ith time (at 15 second
intervals) during and after a one and one half 
minute period of anergia induced by excess ether and ended by 
artificial ventilation for four individual rats*
heart rate for four individual cases* These were 
similar to the one minute anergic period especially 
if the half minute difference was accounted for.
Two minutes of anergia :
There was no sign of recovery in any of these 
animals and the electrocardiograms were unsuitable 
for conversion to heart rate data however there did 
seem to be a prolongation in the electrical 
activity of the heart when compared to those 
animals allowed to die without the intervention of 
artificial ventilation.
6.2.3. Animal temperature, perfusate pressure and 
distribution.
V/e had to firstly establish that the perfusate actually 
reached the body and, perhaps more importantly, the heart and 
brain tissues.
It was easy to measure the perfusate pressure just before 
the inlet cannula and although the pressure drop across the 
inlet cannula was relatively low, the drop along the carotid 
from the cannulation to the aortic arch was unknown.
Although the pressure used could have been readily measured 
from the femoral artery .this would have required additional 
time for the cannulation and this was undesirable.
V/ith an arrested circulation there was also a loss of 
thermoregulation and some measurements were mo.de of animal 
temperature changes since this could have effected the 
resuscitation.
6q2.3»1« Methods.
The distribution of the perfusate was observed in two 
animals by perfusing v/ith a haemoglobin solution to which V/o 
Uranil (a fluorescent dye) had been added, for the equivalent 
of five blood volume changes and then immediately examined 
macroscopically.
The aortic arch pressure was measured by making a second 
cannula and connecting it to the right carotid in a similar 
manner as for the left. The pressure transducer was arranged 
to measure either this aortic arch pressure (for a steady 
pressure there-was no flow in this right carotid hence no 
pressure drop) or the inlet pressure by means of a three way 
tap. A group of five rats was perfused v/ith deoxygenated 
haemoglobin perfusate with the pressures in both carotids 
measured once or tv/ice in each animal at tv/o different flow 
rates.
6.2.3.2. Results.
Viewing the animal macroscopically under ultraviolet light 
(photographs were not possible for technical reasons, for 
example, there was the interfering fluorescence of the animals 
fur) the dye had reached all four paws and the tail, if 
somewhat patchily. Upon opening the abdominal and thoracic 
cavities a similar pattern was observed of an uneven 
distribution of dye it being noticeably more prominent in the 
muscular tissues. Sectioning organs showed that the dye was 
distributed throughout them in the same way with the exception 
of the brain which showed dissimilarities between the tv/o 
halves. This was at a level well above the respiratory and
vasomotor centres and had been anticipated from the external 
observation that the left eye and ear showed lesser amounts of 
dye than on the right*
The rectal temperature of the animal would start to fall 
even before the breathing stopped and was somewhat steeper 
afterwards, however as the perfusate flow started there would 
be some recovery* There was no sign of any electrical activity 
from the heart during the limited time that was available for 
observing the oscilloscope*
Table 6*3 shows the fall of pressure along the carotid 
artery together v/ith some temperature measurements* The 
pressure losses v/ere quite high, but also of interest was the 
comparatively low aortic pressure even v/ith the maximal 
perfusate flow (equivalent here to about the normal resting 
blood flow rate in the living animal)*
6*3* Perfusate properties.
The first perfusate to be tried-was outdated human blood, 
however even when the pH and pCO^ v/ere adjusted to normal 
values, it required lengthy times in the oxygenator to 
oxygenate it above 100 mm Hg. After the oxygenation v/as 
stopped the pO^ fell initially at up to five mm Hg. min ; 
this rate v/as not maintained but was linked to the sigmoidal 
shape of the oxygen/haemoglobin dissociation curve. The fall 
in blood pO^ would not be to a value equivalent to the 
atmospheric pO^ but v/ould continue to zero mm Hg. A practical 
detail of the experiments was that the perfusate properties 
should remain as stable as possible over a period of some 
seventy minutes v/hilst the preliminary perfusate properties
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were determined and the animal prepared for perfusion*
As homologous blood in any form.could not be used some 
consideration had to be given to the possibility of 
incompatibilities between rat blood and the intended 
perfusate*
6c3»1* Methods*
-Small alterations in the values of pH, pOO^ an(^  
perfusate v/ould have been quite acceptable in the short term 
but as this could have been affected by long term storage the 
following experiments v/ere conducted to determine any 
limitation.
A large sample of fresh perfusate (Section 5.3) was taken 
and stored in an ice/water bath, then on successive days the 
oxygenator v/as filled at the maximum prime of 130 ml (at 3 7°0 ), 
adjusted for pH (such that it would be'near to 7®^ - v/ith a pOO^ 
of about 30 mm Hg after oxygenation) and oxygenated v/ith 
nitrogen free oxygen until a value of- pO^ was reached above 
200 mm Hg. The pH, pOO^ and pO^ v/ere then measured at 
approximately fifteen minute intervals (the fastest possible) 
for three hours. The oxygen content of the fully oxygenated 
blood v/as determined on each day and the limitation of pO^ fall • 
determined for ten days in the case of bovine blood and seven 
days for haemoglobin solution (see Section 5«3«2).
Compatibility tests were carried out between the rat and 
bovine bloods, firstly an osmotic fragility test described by 
Dacie and Lewis (1970); the fragility tests v/ere plotted for 
the two blood samples separately and then for a curve where 
samples of each blood were added in equal quantities. Secondly
a plain agglutination test v/as made v/ith both rat and bovine
serums against 20% washed rat and bovine cells in buffered
7.0 pH saline (Dacie and Lev/is, 1970).
6.3.2. Results.
For blood the changes with time (both in the short and long
term) v/ere shown for pO^ in Figure 6 .6 , pCO^ in Figure 6*7 and
pH in Figure 6 «8 0 The most substantial variations v/ere shov/n
by p0 2 v/hich shov/ed a behaviour apparently split into two
-1parts, firstly an initial rapid fall (2 mm Hg. min ) to about
100 mm Hg at v/hich point the fall gradually became much less®
—1In the long term this initial fall increased (5 mm Hg.min ) 
v/hich meant that the 100 mm Hg inflection v/as reached much more 
rapidly® The p002 generally shov/ed slight increases (10 to 20 
mm Hg over 200 minutes) v/hilst the pH showed some corresponding 
decreases (®2 units over 200 minutes)®
For the haemoglobin solution the changes in pC>2 v/ere shov/n 
in Figure 6®9i Pc ^2 *^n ^^ -Sure 6®10 e_pd pH in Figure 6®11® A 
generally similar behaviour was seen for pO^ the main 
difference being an apparent shift in the point of inflection 
to a rather lov/er value, perhaps 75 mm Hg® The PC02 and pH 
values, in contrast, v/ere both more level over the two hundred 
minute experimental period used.
The amount of oxygen corresponding to full oxygenation.did 
not seem to vary with time and a qualitative check carried out 
on much older blood confirmed this even when the characteristic 
colour change from dark to bright red had been lost® The 
graphs also showed the limitations of time (at seventy minutes) 
and pC>2 (at 80 mm Hg) below which the blood became excessively
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idesaturated for experimental use* This gave a limit to the 
usable life for the storage of the perfusates of about eight 
days.
The osmotic fragility curves v/ere shov/n in Figure 6 .1 2  and 
seemed normal but the mixed blood shov/ed some haemolysis in 
excess of that usually present in perfusion circuits for short 
periods of time. The agglutination tests shov/ed that v/hilst 
the bovine serum agglutinated the j rat; jcells, the rat serum did 
not agglutinate the bovine cells.
6.4-. Perfusion experiments.
60^.1. Oxygenated bovine blood as perfusate.
This series v/as perfused v/ith bovine blood to obtain 
positive evidence as to its suitability for perfusion. As 
short term recovery only v/as the aim of these perfusions bovine 
blood may well have been adequate if any immune reaction was 
slow to develop or minor in nature.
6 .4.1.1. Method.
The animal v/as prepared in accordance v/ith Section 6 .1 v/ith 
bovine blood as the perfusate, a sample of serum v/as separated
*4* I r|r
by centrifugation and the levels of Na , K and Ca determined 
by emission flame photometry.
6«A„1B2» Results.
V/ith an applied negative pressure to the venous cannula of 
20 mm Hg, rats 6.2 to 6.5 shov/ed a steep and increasing 
perfusate inlet pressure (Figure 6.13) throughout the perfusion 
period v/hich could not be controlled by positioning of the 
venous cannula or the adjustment of the applied negative 
pressure to it. The exception v/as rat 6.1 which shov/ed a
/0<f „
1.00
rat
bovin<
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Osmotic fragility curves for fresh blood at 23°Cc 
(method of Dacie and Lev/is, 1970)
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d - the point at which the depulsator backpressure was applied 
f - the point at which venous flow was established*
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Figure 6e13. Changes of perfusate pressure with time for 
oxygenated bovine blood at reduced rates of flow,
(smoothed and reduced to * ^ 3 of original trace)
(completed)
constant pressure throughout the short perfusion period used, 
however from previous trial experiments (especially those on a 
recirculating basis) this was much more infrequent than shov/n 
here. Except for a minor tremor in one or tv/o cases, there v/as 
no return of electrical activity of the heart throughout 'the 
series.
The experimental data v/ere shown in Tables 6 .^ and 6.3 for 
the inlet and outlet perfusate properties respectively. Some 
of the parameters v/ere expressed as differences from the inlet 
values because of the difficulty of ensuring sufficiently 
consistent initial conditions within the group. The 
haemoglobin value required for the base excess determinations 
v/as calculated by dividing the full oxygen saturation value by 
1.3&* The values of Na*1*, K+ and Ca++ given at the end of 
Figure 6.13 v/ere from duplicate determinations but as these 
v/ere so close (within +_ 1%), especially in comparison to the 
other measurements made that single values v/ere shov/n for these 
throughout this thesis.
The hearts of these animals v/ere a dark red colour and 
engorged v/ith blood in marked contrast to a normal heart from 
an animal (that had been treated exactly equal except for the 
perfusion) in v/hich the surface blood vessels could be seen 
quite clearly. Hence the heart of 6.3 was taken for 
histological examination together with one from a heart that 
had not been perfused for comparison. All the sections v/ere 
cut v/ith a Ralph glass knife mounted in a Jung Minot microtome 
set at a thickness of 3 urn. They v/ere cut onto water and 
subsequently stained v/ith 1 % toluidine blue in a 1 % aqueous
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Borax solution. The photographs v/ere taken on Ilford Pan F 
film v/ith a Zeiss Photomicroscope II. The normal heart both at 
low and high magnification was shown in Figure 6 .1 -^ and appears 
relatively normal. However the bovine blood perfused heart in 
Figure 6.15 shows an escape of many red cells into the spaces 
between the muscle cells together v/ith considerable bacterial 
infection.
6.^.2. Haemoglobin solution as a perfusate.
This series v/as perfused v/ith haemoglobin solution as a 
comparison to bovine blood and to observe the effect of 
altering perfusate flow and oxygenation.
6,^t2.1> Method.
The animals v/ere split into three groups all perfused v/ith 
haemoglobin solution as described in Section 6.1. The flow was 
set at tv/o differing flow levels but the resulting flow (only 
determined after the experiments had finished) v/as subject to 
wide variations, hence a qualitative class approach only could 
be used to describe the flow employed :
Firstly - oxygenated, reduced flow, five animals, 
perfusate details end of Figure 6 „l6 . 
Secondly - oxygenated, full flow, four animals, 
perfusate details end of Figure 6.17.
Thirdly - deoxygenated, reduced flow, three animals, 
perfusate details end of Figure 6 •18 •
6 .^ -.2.2. Results.
For rat 8.2 the perfusate v/as continually oxygenated at a 
slow rate to try and compensate for the fall in the oxygen 
content during the .wait from blood gas adjustment to perfusate
10jU -H I—
Figure 6.14. Showing the appearance of the rat heart 
just before any perfusion.
erythrocytes
bacteria
- 172 -
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Figure 6.15. Showing the appearance of the rat heart 
after perfusion with bovine blood for 
about three minutes. Infiltration of 
both bovine erythrocytes and bacteria 
into the heart tissues should be noted.
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of flow.
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(continued)
d - the point at which the depulsator backpressure v/as applied, 
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'flow but this led to difficulty in ensuring a stable pCO^ 
because of the adjustments in the carbon dioxide gas flow 
required. For rats 7®1 and 7®2 the negative pressure 
(20 mm Hg) applied to the venous cannula was controlled by use 
of the water injection pump alone but this was unsatisfactory 
as the v/ater flow needed constant adjustment.
Generally the perfusion pressure (Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 
6 .1 8) were more constant than for bovine blood once flow had 
been established. There was no return of electrical activity 
to the heart except for the most minor tremor in one or two 
cases. The data from these experimental groupings v/as shown in 
Tables 6 .6 and 6.7 for the inlet and outlet perfusate 
properties of the reduced flow haemoglobin solution, Tables 6 .8  
and 6.9 for the full flow haemoglobin solution and Tables 6.10 
and 6.11 for the deoxygenated haemoglobin solution. Some 
statistical comparisons betv/een these groupings were shov/n in 
Table 6.14-.
The heart of rat 7©1 was macroscopically rather darker in
colour than a normal heart but when examined histologically
under high power magnification in Figure 6.19? the appearance 
v/as much more normal than those of the bovine blood perfusions. 
6.^.3. Haemoglobin solution plus mechanical stimulation.
It v/as generally accepted that some form of mechanical
shock v/as a v/orthwhile initial step in cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation and it has been reported as correcting most 
conditions of asystole and arrythmias (Stephenson, 197^)® 
Mechanical shocks were transmitted both by the more 
conventional external methods as well as through the
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Figure 6.19. Showing the relatively normal appearance of 
the rat heart after perfusion with 
haemoglobin solution for about three 
minutes.
circulating perfusate,
6.A-.3.1* Methods,
The precordial concucussion (or thump) was by simply 
flicking the forefinger onto the chest both as a single blow 
and perhaps ten blows in succession at a rate of about tv/o 
hundred times a minute*
The mechanical pulses through the perfusing fluid were 
arranged by leaving the depulsator out of the circuit, if the 
pump was run at its maximum speed this gave a frequency of 
sixty pulses per minute. Single pulses were arranged with the 
depulsator in position but delaying the application of the 
backpressure to it until after the perfusate flow had been 
established, these were points ’d 1 in Figures 6*13 to 6,22*.
External cardiac massage was by compressing the rib cage 
downwards against the operating board with the thumbs at about 
two hundred times a minute during the perfusion®
6.^f.3«20 Results.
The electrical activity of the heart remained silent in 
response to all forms of mechanical shock either singly or as a 
series of impulses.
The external cardiac massage also failed to have a greater 
effect on the perfusate pressure greater than a 10 mm Pig 
increase and had the detrimental effect of moving the cannulae 
with respect to the animal* This movement interfered with the 
perfusate flow especially on the venous side where the 
positioning v/as quite critical.
Haemoglobin solution plus artificial ventilation*
The rationale behind adding artificial ventilation was to
ensure a well oxygenated environment within the thoracic cavity 
especially should there be any poorly oxygenated perfusate 
contained within or flowing through the lungs* Secondly there 
may have been some mechanical stimulation to the heart from the 
lung inflations*
6*4*4.1» Methods*
The animals were perfused with oxygenated haemoglobin 
solution at full flow as described in Section 6*1* Just before 
the cannulation procedure v/as started the ventilator nosepiece 
v/as clipped over the animals nostrils although the ventilation 
v/as not commenced until the perfusate flow had been started 
within the animal* Air only was used during the ventilation as 
the ventilator was of a type that required oil lubrication* 
6*4*4*2« Results*
The pressure tracings we re shov/n in Figure 6*20 and all 
were quite level but again there did not seem to be any return 
of electrical activity from the hear.t* The other experimental 
data for the inlet and outlet perfusate were shown in 
Tables 6*12 and 6*13 and compared statistically to a group of 
animals without artificial ventilation in Table 6*14*
6*4*3® Haemoglobin solution plus drugs*
Within the literature review in Section 3 the more 
successful results appeared to come from those experiments 
v/here attention had been paid to the maintenance of a normal or 
raised blood pressure* For example Bedding and Pearson (1962) 
asphyxiated dogs until the aortic pressure fell to 50 mm Hg, if 
simple artificial ventilation was then employed as a 
resuscitative measure only 40% of these animals could be
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Figure 6 «,2Qa Changes of perfusate pressure v/ith time for
oxygenated haemoglobin solution at maximum flow 
rates with the addition of artificial ventilation.
(continued)
Artificial ventilation v/as at a maximum mouth pressure of 
seven centimetres of water at about thirtyfive cycles per 
minute with the expiratory and inspiratory periods equalo
d « the point at which the depulsator backpressure was applied, 
f - the point at which venous flow was established*
Perfusate properties:
Sodium* - mEq - 160
"J* IPotassium - mEq - 9
Calcium*1*1* - mEq - 6*3
Oxygen - ml/100ml - 13*6
15*0
Figure 6.20* Changes of perfusate pressure with time for
oxygenated haemoglobin solution at maximum flow 
rates with the addition of artificial ventilation,
(smoothed and reduced to «^3 of original trace)
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revived to normality* If the period of circulatory arrest v/as 
extended by one minute and closed chest cardiac massage added 
to the artificial ventilation, the recovery rate v/as 20%, 
However when the period v/as further extended to two minutes of 
circulatory arrest but intracardiac adrenaline v/as added to the 
massage and ventilation, the recovery rate was 100/, Based on 
this v/ork one of the drugs selected for use was adrenaline v/ith 
angiotensin (a pressor'agent several times as powerful as 
noradrenaline) added for comparison*
6«4<,5»1e Method*
The animal v/as prepared as described in Section 6*1 v/ith 
oxygenated haemoglobin solution as the perfusate. The 
adrenaline v/as injected (in doses varying from ^+0 to 200 ug) 
just before the pump as a single dose about thirty seconds 
after the perfusate flow had been established, whilst the 
angiotensin (Hypertensin - CIBA) v/as injected (in doses varying 
from 2 to 100 ug) in ten millilitresx-of saline over a period of 
about one and one half minutes again some thirty seconds after 
perfusate flow had been established* Reduced perfusate flow 
v/as used to give time to observe the drug action*
From these experiments onwards the outlet pH/blood gas 
analysis and all oxygen content measurements were discontinued, 
primarily to save the time involved in making the measurements. 
However the pH/blood gas analysis for the inlet perfusion v/as 
retained to ensure the inlet properties were similar to those 
previously used*
Results,
The angiotensin appeared to have no effect on the perfusion
pressures (Figure 6*21) even v/ith doses less than or greater 
than the ranges shov/n in Table 6*15®
On the other hand the use of adrenaline (Table 6 *1 6) had an 
immediate and gradually increasing effect v/ith pressures at the 
aortic arch probably reaching over 100 mm Hg (Figure 6 *22) v/ith 
a dose of the order of 100 ug appearing to be effective*
However no additional electrical activity v/as noted in either 
case on the electrocardiogram monitor*
6 e -^«6 * Haemoglobin solution and electrical stimulation*
It had been noted that on occasions when there v/as slight 
electrical activity' of the heart this appeared to be 
fibrillatory in nature and attempts were made to revert this by 
the use of an appropriate electric ' shock - v/ith and without the 
addition of adrenaline.
6 .^.6 .1e Method.
The animal v/as prepared as described in Section 6*1 v/ith 
oxygenated haemoglobin solution as the perfusate* The source 
for the stimulation v/as a Grass Model Physiological Stimulator 
•with electrodes made from thin insulated wire inserted through 
the chest wall v/ith one wire tip at the apex and the other near 
to the atrium (after Daniel et al, 1976)* The wires were 
inserted by pushing a No.O needle into the animal, feeding the 
v/ire down it and then removing the needle back along the wire 
about two centimetres (this v/as in the absence of the much 
smaller conventional electrodes v/hich were not available)* The 
shocks given were 100 volts dc and 10 msec duration determined 
from previous trials. Two animals.were given adrenaline in a 
single dose (1 0 0 ug) about thirty seconds after the perfusate
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- ^uu -
flow had been established with the shocks delayed until the 
drug action had commenced.
6„A-.6.2o Results.
The induced shock had the tendency to move the animal 
relative to the cannulae but the perfusate flow was still 
possible in this case (Table 6.1? shows the initial perfusate 
data whilst Figure 6.23 shov/s the pressure traces). In rats 
13«3 and 1 3*^ the high weights at the end of the perfusion were 
due to the cutting of a blood vessel on insertion of the 
electrodes. The adrenaline animals showed a satisfactory rise 
in arterial pressure with one of the other animals shov/ing a 
possible perfusate reaction.
Unfortunately there was no response to the stimulations 
although the shocks registered quite clearly on the 
oscilloscope, this was despite several shocks both singly and 
with about ten in succession at a rate of about two hundred 
shocks a minute. ■*»..
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7, DISCUSSION.
7.1® Perfusate.
When perfusates have been used in experiments the
composition v/as not usually considered to be critical. However
as fresh rat blood was unavailable, in this case, and there was
the necessity for the substituting perfusate to carry
sufficient oxygen for normal oxygen consumption a number of
problems became apparent. In addition normal procedures in an
experiment were to measure pH, pCO^, pO^ and other parameters
concurrently with the other experimental procedures, but in
this case all the measurements and techniques used had to be
arranged consecutively and this meant delays of up to an hour
or more between the establishment of the perfusate properties
prior to perfusion and the actual perfusion itself.
Hence the first difficulty to be met with was the apparent
inability of the blood to maintain stable pO^ values
particularly above 100 mm Hge Blood,r. in vitro, was by no means
inactive. Michaelis and Saloman in 1930 found that the oxygen
consumption of a suspension of red cells is 
- 1 - 1
•00^ ml.ml blood .hr . Above a partial pressure of about
100 mm Hg the haemoglobin in the blood v/as fully saturated with
oxygen and any further addition of oxygen would have been -
dissolved in the serum alone at a rate of about
-1 —1
.OOOO^f ml.ml blood .mm Hg pO^ (Altman and Dittmer, 1971)® 
Thus at high values of pO^ the consumption of oxygen by the red
cells would cause the pO^ to fall at a rate of some
** *1 o
1.5 mm Hg.minute at 37 C.
With the perfusate alternatives tried this fall would
increase day by day until after about seven days storage it was 
at too high a value for experimental use. This could have been 
consistent with some kind of infection and although infection 
was demonstrated by a simple culture the precise identification 
of the organisms reponsible v/as not done because of the 
lengthy time required to separate and culture the organisms 
before biochemical testing. One source for infection could 
have been the blood itself but Yudin et al in 1937 performed 
1000 transfusions of cadaver blood with five fatal cases not 
attributable to transmitted infection. A more likely source 
would have been that incurred during collection at the 
slaughterhouse. However the use of the necessary sterile 
procedures for collection v/as not possible, and subsequent 
sterilization impractical®
Alternatively Huennekens et al (1956) have pointed out that 
haemoglobin solutions under the appropriate circumstances were 
as capable of taking up oxygen as red cells and this could vary 
as much as one hundred times according to the composition of 
the perfusate. Thus the exact causes for the fall in pO^ 
remained to be identified but were probably complex and the 
investigation of its exact nature v/as left to others.
The limitation v/as best overcome by oxygenating the 
perfusate to high values of pO^ such that they would not fall 
to less than 100 mm Hg by the time the experiment had started® 
Although it would have been preferable to use freshly prepared 
perfusate each time, the cost, inconvenience.and unreliability 
of supply meant that perfusates had to be conserved for as long 
as possible, preferably to be used -within seven days®
■f* 4* “ **1
Normal rat serum Na and K were 152 and 5*9 mEq.l" 
respectively (Bernstein, 19540 whilst Ca++ v/as 5*9 mEq.l”*^ 
(Frankel et al, 1972). Values for the bovine serum compared 
quite closely, but for the haemoglobin solutions the values for
4* 4-
pH and Na were lowered with a tendency to elevated K values, 
factors which merely reflect the normal internal environment of 
the erythrocytes* The pH v/as corrected by addition of sodium
4*
bicarbonate solution and Na by the addition of sodium chloride 
but as large scale dialysis v/as not available the rather high
4*
values for K were partly compensated for by using solutions
v/ith lowered haemoglobin content* Doenika et al (1 9 7 7) have
pointed out that humans have 23% greater haemocrit than they
need and a balance of oxygen transport v/ith viscosity v/as
better obtained v/ith a haemocrit of 30% rather than b3%» In
normal patients a 20% decrease in haemoglobin concentration to
-19 to 10 ml* 100 ml blood v/as v/ell tolerated.
Although wide distributions of perfusate throughout the 
animal was shov/n by the fluorescence perfusions it v/as 
unfortunate that similar distributions were not available for 
comparison v/ith the live animal. The distribution v/as also 
shov/n by what appeared to be the presence of rod like bacteria 
in those heart sections -which had been perfused with either 
bovine blood or the derived haemoglobin solution but not the 
heart from a normal rat.
However the brain sections after perfusate flow did show 
differences in fluorescence between the two halves and hence 
presumably flow but it does not follow that this, in itself, 
would present a limitation to initial recommencement of heart
action. The possibility that the cannulation would prevent 
sufficient perfusate supply to the brain seems unlikely* 
Popovic and Berger (1 9 6 8) implanted arterial and venous 
cannulae using the same blood vessels (ie the carotid artery 
and jugular vein) and although these vessels were then 
completely blocked for the purposes of brain supply and 
drainage no pathological or behavioural abnormalities could be 
seen either immediately or over at least one hundred days.
But the possibility remains that it could have been of 
significance in such a critical situation as anergia followed 
by resuscitation*
7.2. Perfusate pressure and flow*
The fall of perfusate pressure between the cannula and the 
aortic arch were rather large being about 50 mm Hg for the 
reduced flow and 70 mm Hg for the full flow condition although 
of these values some 15 to 20 mm Hg v/as attributed to the inlet 
cannula itself. This v/as probably the result of making this 
short length of blood vessel carry several times its normal 
physiological flow.
The steep and continuing rises in perfusate inlet pressure 
when using bovine blood could have been explained by a return 
in the vasoconstrictor mechanisms of the peripheral 
circulation. However in some unrecorded experiments where 
recirculation v/as employed, this rise showed no sign of 
flattening out eventually exceeding 300 mm Hg (the recorder 
limit) which represents probably 250 mm Hg at the aortic arch. 
Hence although sufficient pressure had been raised and some 
continuing flow and oxygen extraction had been established,
the reaction between the donor and recipient blood might still 
be limiting a restart of the circulation at a cellular level.
When comparing the pressures induced in the rats by the 
haemoglobin solution these were quite stable (except in one or 
two cases when there may have been some residual reaction) v/ith 
about 50 mm Hg at the aortic arch for the reduced flow case. 
This stable pressure recording v/as taken to indicate that the 
haemoglobin solution perfusate v/as compatible v/ith the rat 
tissues and all further experimental v/ork was v/ith this 
perfusate. For the full flow perfusion the aortic arch 
pressure increased to about 65 mm Hg whilst Caiman and Bell 
(1 97 2) iu their v/ork on perfused hearts used a minimum of 70 
mm Hg, whilst Farrell (194-9) gives a normal systolic blood 
pressure of 130 mm Hg.
Popovic and Kent (1964) reviev/ed the literature on the
cardiac output of lightly anaesthetised rats and together v/ith
Wostmann et al (1 9 6 8) gave a value ofx„ the order of 
-1 -1210 ml.min .kg • The perfusate flows that v/ere used here 
only achieved 90% of this value and although this should have 
been sufficient it should be pointed out that this total flow 
v/as the sum of possibly varying flows throughout the animal and 
it therefore cannot be concluded that the heart itself v/as well 
perfused.
Past literature usually used blood pressure rather than 
blood flow because it v/as much more easily measured but 
recoveries have been related to maintenance of a sufficiently 
high blood pressure. Whilst straightforward perfusion of the 
animal at normal flow rates did not reach a suitable pressure,
the adrenaline induced perfusion pressures did so although 
without any discernable effect on the electrical activity of 
the heart*
One of the most variable factors in the experiments v/as the 
difficulty of controlling animal weight because of the 
difference between the inlet and outlet flow of the perfusate. 
These v/ere largely uncontrollable v/ith the experimental 
conditions used but the.variations that occurred did not appear 
to have any marked effect on the other experimental parameters* 
7*3. Perfusate pH/gas analysis*
When comparing the values found here to some of those in 
the literature care had to be taken as the subsequent course of 
an anergic period could have been varied by the method of 
initiation* For example, if we were to initiate anergia with 
asphyxia by giving an animal pure nitrogen to breath, until 
breathing efforts had ceased, there v/ould be excretion of both 
oxygen and carbon dioxide from the blood resulting in a 
comparatively lowered P^O^ and raised pH (Swann, 194-9 and 
Kristofferson et al, 1967)® Similarly Cahill et al (1969) 
reviewed the differing effects on the blood composition after 
inspiration of water into the lungs after fresh or salt water 
drowning* This point was also the basis of the paper by 
Lundsgaard-Hansen et al (1971) who came to the conclusion that 
the most severe method of initiation v/as asphyxia followed by 
excess ether and then exanguination*
• The normal venous values for blood were given by Weisberg 
in 1972 as a resting pO^ of 4-0 mm Hg (from an arterial 
100 mm Hg), a pCO^ of 46 mm Pig (from an arterial 40 mm IPg) and
- 210 -
a pH of 7*37 (from an arterial 7*4)* The drop in pH v/as the
result of tv/o effects, firstly the production of base in
connection v/ith the reduction of the haemoglobin and secondly
the production of carbonic acid -which results in the slight
fall of *03 pH unit* These differences were due to a single
passage of blood through the lungs but the mean values that
could have been tolerated were much v/ider at 6*8 to 7*8 fo'r pH
and up to 100 mm Hg for’pC02*
The pH/blood gas values obtained after ten minutes of
anergia (Table 6.1) compared v/ell with those found in dogs by
Swann (1949) and Kristoffersen et al (1967)* These workers
also showed how rapidly the value for pO^ fell (to 10 mm Hg.or
less within tv/o to three minutes) whilst the blood pressure was
maintained at 100 mm Hg for about ten minutes* In contrast,
'however, there was electrical silence of the rat hearts by this
time* The increasing values of base excess v/ith time reflect
the continuing anaerobic activity of-the rat tissues.
The oxygen uptake of the rat has been given as 
— 1 —120 ml.min .kg by Popovic and Kent (1964) although lower
- 1 - 1
values of 16.5 ml0min .kg were subsequently given by Myant 
and Whitney (1967) and Wostmann e’t al (196 8). Thus although 
the pO^ values of the venous blood were relatively normal here 
it v/as clear that the oxygen uptake of the rats was 
insufficient to meet their usual needs. This was seen in the 
generally decreased base excess values between the inlet and 
outlet of the perfusate at the animal. Of particular interest 
was the comparison of the effect of low to maximum rates of 
flow in which the oxygen consumption remained constant, in
spite of the increased flow, although there v/as a potential 
benefit in respect of the reduced fall in base excess value at 
the maximum rate of flow.
When the oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin solutions 
were compared there v/as no statistical difference between them 
(except for the v/eight difference which v/as felt unlikely to 
have any significant effect on the other variables, plus of 
course, the obvious pO^ -change). In other terms, for the 
deoxygenated haemoglobin solution, there v/as a difference 
between the inlet and ovitlet conditions for pH and pCO^. As 
there could not have been any aerobic activity and the 
perfusate used represented up to nine blood volume changes 
v/hich should have been adequate to clear the stagnent blood.
It would seem that either lengthy periods are required to wash 
out intracellular metabolites (if this was the case the 
provision of perfusates to encourage metabolite wash out might 
have been of equal importance to oxyg.enation) or there v/as a 
continuation of anaerobic activity.
7*4. Anergic period*
During initiation of an anergic period by ether 
anaesthesia, the paralysis of the-'respiratory centre preceded 
that of the vasomotor centre by a considerable margin (Vickers 
et al, 1 9 7 8) and the basic mechanism of inducing anergia could 
have been considered as asphyxia. If chloroform had been used 
the action of the heart would have preceded that of the 
respiratory centre (Duncura, 1947)®
The control electrocardiographs both in form and interval 
compared well v/ith the previous work of Lombard (1952) for
anaesthetised rats. In this thesis lead I was used and the 
instabilities noted by Hundley (194-5) were not seen (except for 
occasional loss of the T and P waves) but this may have been 
because his animals v/ere unanaesthetised and unrestrained. In 
descending order of observed heart rates the values of Hundley 
(194-5) at 500 to 525 beats per minute were higher than for the 
values seen here of 4-54- _+ 24*. Those found by Lombard (1952), 
using sodium pentobarbital as an anaesthetic, were 34-7 + 3 2®
In sleeping rats Hunt and Kimeldorf (1959) noted a rate of 
357 + 32 beats per minute and Popovic and Kent (1 9 6 3) observed 
even lower rates of 288 + 24- for unanaesthetised rats or 
204- + 25 if anaesthetised®
In all cases the heart rate dropped slightly when breathing 
movements had stopped, this modest fall could be seen as 
confirming evidence that whilst the anaesthetic had arrested 
the breathing the heart v/as relatively unaffected and a 
condition of true apnea had been achieved® From the 
electrocardiographs (Figure 6*1) it was apparent that there v/as 
a total atrioventricular block with the result that the 
fundamental ventricular rhythm v/as established® It v/as 
interesting to note how stable this rhythm was particularly in 
that the heart stopped abruptly rather than eventually 
diminishing in frequency. All these reactions to anergia v/ere 
similar to those described by Kristofferson et al (1 9 6 7) in the 
dog except for the lower heart rates and an extended time scale 
of about twice the duration®
The electrocardiogram itself was a largely empirical 
measurement and the major item of interest v/as the dissociation
of the P waves from the QRS complexes which indicated that the 
atria were no longer synchronised to the ventricles. However 
this would not necessarily reduce the cardiac output 
sufficiently to put the circulation at risk.
7.5* Heart stimulation both electrical and mechanical.
Neither electrical nor mechanical stimulation were 
successful in restarting the electrical activity of the hearts 
of any of the rats* Electrical stimulation was the method of 
choice for defibrillation, however the efficiency of the 
precordial thump v/as by no means as well established.
Although precordial percussion was usually limited to a few 
thumps, in human patients, Don Michael (19&3) amongst others, 
has described single cases of intermittent pacing for an hour 
or more v/ith recovery. In a review article Goldberg (1977) 
points out that any success was dependent on the presence of 
some oxygen in the heart tissues as it v/as rare to get 
effective cardiac output or correction of an srrythmia when the 
heart v/as severely hypoxic (in fact it v/as just as likely to 
cause ventricular fibrillation or cardiac arrest). Although 
the hearts here v/ere in anoxic standstill initially, some 
oxygen should have been provided'by the oxygenated perfusate*
It v/as possible, in the cases of the pressure impulses 
transmitted through the perfusate, that a sufficiently sharp 
pressure rise did not reach the heart in spite of a rigid 
cannulation which reached quite close to the heart. In view of 
the general failure of mechanical stimulation methods this 
technique v/as not proceeded with.
7 .6. Perfusion pressure increases by pressor agents*
Angiotensin was a powerful biological agent acting as a 
general vasoconstrictor but v/ith no effects on the vasomotor 
centres or the carotid baro and chemo receptors (Grollman and 
Grollman, 1970). It seemed to produce its effects both by an 
action on the smooth vascular muscles and by acting on the 
central sympathetic system (Bickerton and Buckley, 1 9 6 1)®
Smith and Corbascio (1970) consider its general action to be 
secondary in nature in that its action v/as not direct but acted 
through one or more intermediate steps® As the perfusate did 
not recirculate here and had no rat blood components this would 
have tended to depress any intermediate steps and hence the 
drugs action. Thus the minimal effect of angiotensin seen here 
showed that the simple application of a drug required careful 
thought, both from the circumstances under v/hich it v/as applied 
and the condition of the animal, especially since all drug 
literature v/as only relevant to the live animal® However it 
may be possible that experiments such as these could 
nevertheless provide useful information in discovering the 
action of a drug®
In low doses adrenaline acted' directly as a vasodilator 
mainly on the skeletal muscles whilst constricting the 
arterioles and capilliaries of the skin. This balanced out as 
a vasodilator v/ith the corresponding increase in blood pressure 
being due to an increase in cardiac output (Best and Taylor, 
1 9 6 6). However in the high doses used here the adrenaline v/as 
clearly acting as an overall vasoconstrictor to raise the 
peripheral resistance as there v/as an absence of any cardiac
output® Although this subsequently did raise the arterial 
pressure it should be pointed out that too great an arterial 
constriction could have led to regions of oxygen deprivation®
Nevertheless the action of adrenaline v/as the only 
practical measure that raised the perfusate pressure to 
200 mm Hg from 100 mm Hg at the inlet cannula (to give an 
estimated 130 mm Hg pressure at the aortic arch).
Unfortunately this proved to be ineffective in restarting the 
heart but v/hether or not the action of the adrenaline v/as 
different from that in the living animal remained undetermined 
as no control experiments with similar dose levels v/ere carried 
out on equivalent, anaesthetised but living animals*
7o7» Anaesthesia®
The greater majority of experiments have been generally 
carried out under anaesthesia for the ethical, if not 
practical, reason of eliminating the mental stress and its 
results on the animal, from the experiment® The more 
controllable variable of anaesthesia was still added to the 
experiment, but perhaps more importantly, consideration should 
be given to the suggestion that there may be comparative and 
perhaps protective differences between the various anaesthetic 
agents used®
It has been shown that many anaesthetics (particularly 
barbiturates) lowered the oxygen uptake of the human brain by 
30 to 4-0% (Fink and Haschke, 1973)® For this reason in many 
experiments chloralose has been used as Chute and Smythe (1939) 
showed that it had no effect on the cerebral oxygen and glucose 
utilisation in the isolated, perfused cat brain® An additional
feature of chloralose v/as that in a low enough dose the corneal 
reflex was retained, this was an importent indicator of 
circulatory arrest.
It did not necessarily follow that agents v/hich lowered the 
cerebral oxygen uptake would have improved an animals 
resistance to anergia and there v/as a small amount of work on 
this subject. Goldstein et al in 1964 induced systemic arrest 
by ligating the aorta and venae cavae (but allowing azygos 
flow) and gave artificial respiration v/ith air. They showed 
that whilst morphine was of no benefit, pentobarbital in 
similar experiments extended the period of systemic arrest used 
from ten to twelve minutes. Wright and Ames (1964) showed a 
similar result but used the cat, arresting the brain 
circulation by occluding the carotid arteries after a 
preliminary operation to direct the cerebral blood flow through 
them. Feldman and Hillman (1969) showed that barbiturates 
prolonged the heart beat in rats dying after a section betv/een 
the brain and the spinal cord. However Nilsson in 1971 using 
obstructive asphyxia in the rat to initiate anergia v/as unable 
to show any protective effect of barbiturate anaesthesia. Cox 
et al (1 9 7 5) showed that halothane could exert some protective 
effect in rabbits by arresting the cerebral circulation with 
the cervical pressure cuff method.
Protective effects when found have not always been entirely 
obvious and any protective effects have been rather minor in 
nature. Additionally all these findings v/ere only obtained 
under deep anaesthesia whilst for the literature that has been 
reviewed in this thesis, the anaesthesia was usually allowed to
be lightened just before the anergic induction. Occasionally 
additions to the anaesthesia have included muscle relaxants (to 
allow an easier artificial ventilation) and atropine (to 
stimulate heart action and control fluid secretions that may 
enter the lungs)*
Any protective effect of ether has yet to be determined and 
only rarely has it been used to initiate anergia* However as 
there v/as no sudden discontinuity at the point of the cessation 
of breathing movements and the heart rate at this time was not 
markedly below normal values it was assumed that the effect of 
the ether anaesthetic was to simply arrest the breathing hence 
causing asphyxia*
7*8* Animal ventilation*
Ventilation v/as another common linking element in the 
experimental literature, this v/as of importance not only 
because of the ventilation associated with the resuscitation 
but that also used prior to the experiment of which an 
increased oxygen level was the most likely to occur. Oxygen 
v/as carried both by the haemoglobin in the blood and by the 
plasma, but v/hilst the oxygen carried by the plasma v/as roughly 
a linear function of the pO^ of the blood, the haemoglobin v/as 
almost fully saturated at a of some 100 mm Hg* Fully 
saturated normal blood only carried about two per cent of the 
oxygen in the plasma hence even ventilatioii v/ith one hundred 
per cent oxygen would only increase the stored oxygen by a 
'theoretical fifteen per cent. The section of the literature 
that dealt with this problem came from the middle sixties when 
there v/as a substantial interest in hyperbaric oxygenation.
usually at about three atmospheres (an increase in available 
oxygen of around forty per cent although a primary reason was 
the possible increased toxicity differential between normal and 
cancer cells under gamma ray irradiation)*
Smith et al (1 96 3) using dogs initiated systemic arrest by 
ligating the aorta and venae cavae (but allowing azygos return) 
v/ith correction of acid/base balance before arrest® Upon 
resuscitation by reversal of clamping they found an improvement 
in resistance to arrest from four to eight minutes by the 
prophylactic use of hyperbaric oxygen at three atmospheres*
V/ith oxygen at one atmosphere a more modest improvement to five 
minutes was found® However in 1964 Goldstein et al using a 
similar procedure but no acid/base precorrection found some 
evidence of cerebral damage using oxygen at one atmosphere of 
pressure*
Moor et al in 1966 initiated circulatory arrest by 
ventricular fibrillation in dogs and -they noted a modest 
improvement in recovery from a fixed period of anergia v/ith the 
use of three atmospheres of pure oxygen* Resuscitation in this 
case was by internal heart massage and artificial ventilation 
v/ith a drug support of adrenaline"and calcium.chloride injected 
into the left ventricle* The only recent reference in specific 
terms to this matter seems to be that of Berenyi et al (1975) 
who noted beneficial results from the use of artificial 
respiration v/ith oxygen enriched air during resuscitation.
The improvements in resistance to anergia that seemed to 
have been obtained by the use of hyperbaric oxygen were a 
little surprising in view of the rate at which the oxygen v/as
used up from the stagnent blood in an arrested circulation (see 
Section 7®9) and the possibility may have existed of a. 
secondary biochemical reason rather than simple oxygen use for 
metabolism*
In our review (Section 3) any advantage observed from the 
use of oxygen or oxygen enriched mixtures would have been 
difficult to determine because the differing experimental 
techniques seemed to have assumed more importance*
During the experiments described here the ventilator was of 
the oil lubricated type and to avoid any risk of fire from an 
oil/pure oxygen mixture, air only was used. The risk involved 
was slight but in view of the presence of volatile anaesthetics 
and the cramped working conditions it was not taken. 
Unfortunately any observations of the frequency of natural 
breathing movements v/ere not possible because of the demands 
made by the other measurements.
As might be expected when comparing a series of rats with 
assisted respiration with those without assistance there v/as no 
demonstrable difference between the two groups in spite of 
percordial thumps and pressure pulses in addition to the 
perfusion. V/ith the ventilation 'Used a reasonably high oxygen 
environment should, nevertheless, have been present within the 
tissues in the thoracic cavity. However if oxygen was not the 
prime factor involved in restarting the heart (as it v/as with 
the maintenance of a heart beat) the use of simple oxygenation 
only would not have been expected to provide any results*
In the experiments v/ith resuscitation by artificial 
ventilation from short term anergia there v/as usually a delay
in recovery of the heart rate which, v/hen it occurred, was 
quite sudden (Figure 6-4)- As this steep recovery seemed to 
coincide with the recovery of respiration it seemed reasonable 
to propose that this recovery was due to reoxygenation of the 
vasomotor and respiratory centres in the brain- If this delay 
was due to the anaesthetic being excreted through the lungs 
there should be the same delay if artificial ventilation was 
commenced immediately after spontaneous breathing had ceased, 
but under these circumstances there was an almost immediate 
return- The rats here responded rather poorly to artificial 
respiration from short term anergia as no animal was 
resuscitated after 1-J minutes anergia compared to about six 
minutes from obstructive asphyxia in dogs (Redding and Pearson, 
1 96 2)- In rats of about 350 grams Kaasik et al, in 1970, 
achieved at least a four minute period of anergia from 
obsructive asphyxia and used a three minute period on a regular 
basis-
Kristofferson et al (1967) noted that with dogs subjected 
to asphyxia the blood pressure did not fall below 100 mm Hg 
until five or six minutes had elapsed- Redding and Pearson 
(1 96 2) using the same species found 100% recovery of animals 
whose blood pressure had fallen to 100 ram Hg before using . 
simple artificial ventilation as a resuscitative measure- To 
establish that the blood pressure was a similar factor in the 
recovery of the rat from anergic periods v/ould have to await 
data including this biood pressure measurement-
There was a considerable difference, therefore, between the 
experimental findings here to those in the literature which may
be species specific but was more probably related to the size 
of the animals used here (compare Section 7®13)©
The weight changes shown before and after anergia showed 
some small discontinuities in the graphs where the anergic 
periods had been given, but none of these were statistically 
different and there were other discontinuities which could be 
traced, for example, to a clean out of the cages during normal 
animal house care of the animals (this was noted subsequently 
and all cage cleanouts could not be traced)® This problem may 
have been overcome by additional control animals to be kept 
with each separate treatment but cost and the space necessary 
were dissuading factors- A further difficulty in using simple 
weight measurement as a stress indicator was that the animals 
ate during the day at uncontrolled intervals, in the present 
experiments, food well in excess of the weight gain although 
this could perhaps be overcome by more frequent weight 
measurement. In any event as the weight differences were 
comparatively mild, it could be concluded that the stress on 
the animal due to short periods of anergia was relatively 
small.
7.9e Animal temperature.
The internal temperature of the rats had started to fall by
the time the breathing had stopped and subsequently fell as the
o  ** *1
animal died by about .13 C.min or a heat loss of about thirty 
calories per minute. Even without the generation of metabolic 
heat by the animal this corresponds only to a one degree 
centigrade fall in perfusate temperature across the animal for 
its temperature to be maintained. The temperature of the
animal usually fell to about 32 - 3 3°C before completion of the 
cannulation to be regained somewhat during perfusion-
However the question then arose of the protective effect 
that this modest hypothermia may have had on the animals 
ability to withstand a particular period of anergia- Zimmerman 
and Spencer (1958) used a ten minute period of arrest to the 
systemic circulation at 31 - 33°C and out of fourteen dogs 
eight were still living*seventy two hours later- However for a 
similar group of twelve control animals- (ie at 37°C) only two 
were living thirty hours later- They arrested the systemic 
circulation by ligating the venae cavae and azygos vein 
together v/ith the aorta- They used two methods of fluid 
control within the heart, firstly by intermittent injection of 
saline whenever the aorta proximal to the heart became flaccid 
and secondly by using an aortic reservoir set to give a 
constant pressure of 80 - 100 mm Hg at the aortic arch- 
However there seemed to be no particular advantage to either 
method- Anabtawi and Brockman (1962) allowed azygos flow and 
v/ith a hypothermia of 29 - 30°C achieved systemic arrests v/ith 
recovery from anergic periods up to twenty minutes long- 
Connolly et al in 1962 used the technique of cerebral arrest 
v/ith the cervical neck pressure cuff and with selective cooling 
of the brain to 30°C could obtain survival for up to 25 minutes 
with no clinical or pathological changes, although by thirty 
minutes there were no survivors-
These experiments not only showed the benefits to be 
obtained from mild hypothermia but also the lack of effect that 
these temperatures had on a continuing heart and lung function-
As the period of anergia used during the experiments described 
in this thesis had to be rather longer than v/as desired, no 
attempt v/as made to warm the animal during the anergic period 
in view of the mild protective effect that may have resulted. 
Hov/ever the incoming perfusate, which v/as at 37 - 38°C did in 
fact, warm the animal one or two degrees during the perfusion 
period* It was therefore considered unlikely that temperature 
v/as a factor in the failure of the hearts to restart.
Deliberate cooling substantially below normal temperatures
v/as also used by Connolly et al (1 9 6 2), they selectively cooled
the brain further to 20°C v/ith the result there was an
extention in the period of possible cerebral circulatory arrest
to sixty minutes- Wolfson and Selker (1972) firstly cooled
dogs to 30°C and then used ventricular fibrillation to produce
circulatory arrest* The head was then further cooled, partly
by an infusion of cold buffered Ringer solution distally into
the carotid artery and by ice packs tp about 15°C0
Resuscitation, after sixty minutes, v/as by ventilation v/ith
100% oxygen, defibrillation, cardiac assistance by balloon
heart compression (Johnson et al, 1 9 6 8) and drug pressor
agents. All their animals v/ere fit and well within twenty four
hours. White et al in 1973, in monkeys, cooled the head by a
combination of ice packs and a cooled perfusion by ligating
the main cerebral vessels but maintaining circulation by a
«
cooled femoral/carotid artery shunt. V/hen the brain 
temperature had reached less than 10°C the shunt v/as closed and 
drainage allowed from the circle of Willis effectively 
arresting the cerebral circulation for sixty minutes© There
were no neurological or behavioural abnormalities six to twelve 
months later.
These rather lov/er temperatures considerably extended the 
period of resistance to anergia and v/as especially interesting 
in the case of Wolfson and Selker (1 9 7 2) as their use of 
ventricular fibrillation more closely approximates those 
occasional clinical cases of hypothermia that have been 
reported. The great majority of natural cases of cardiac 
arrest, however, occur at normothermia, but immediate cooling 
at the start of resuscitation does appear to show-some benefit 
(Wolfe, i960 - see Section 3) and provides encouragement for' 
the investigation of temperature reduction by the perfusion 
itself.
7-10. Revival of the anergic heart.
As stated in Section 6 there v/as no response from any of 
the rat hearts to an anergic period of about twenty minutes, 
even in the minimally acceptable condition of some form of 
electrical activity, except for one or two cases which could 
not be recorded. There has been some work of the effects on 
the excised heart or heart/lung preparation of an immediate 
perfusion pressure, a condition -similar to that used for the 
experiments in Section 6 .
Kountz (1 9 3 6) excised human hearts and perfused the 
coronary arteries v/ith blood at 120 mm tig allowing the aortic 
pressure to develop separately. Of 127 cases that had over 
thirty minutes of arrested circulation *t8 developed a regular 
cardiac action for at least two hours whilst fifteen heart/lung 
preparations appeared to be viable for four hours. The hearts
of patients who died from heart disease appeared to be rather 
less easy to resuscitate* V/ebb et al (196 6) excised 200 rat 
hearts finding that these functioned well if they were perfused 
within two minutes, poorly after three and almost never after 
five* However if a heart that had been perfused within two 
minutes v/as then stored at 37°C in the perfusate, it would then 
subsequently function v/ell after 10 ~ 15 minutes but only 
weakly or not at all after 20 - 25 minutes. Using storage of 
continuous perfusion at k°G Stockmann et al (1971) obtained 
survival times of thirteen hours for the rat heart- Returning 
to the heart/lung preparation briefly mentioned by Kountz 
(1936), Wuerflein and Shumv/ay in 1966 resuscitated heart/lung 
preparations from normothermic dogs after sixty minutes (and 
obtained 70% resuscitation of hearts alone after 1-g- hours)- 
More recently Cooper (1975) took 25 dog heart/lung preparations 
v/ith 15 - 128 minutes of normothermic arrest and resuscitated 
twenty to a satisfactory function (defined as a blood pressure 
of 60 mm Hg for two hours)®
The perfusion periods used here of about minutes for 
the full flow and three minutes for the reduced flow were 
rather short, but limited by the lack of weight control® It 
could have been suggested that a much longer period of 
perfusion would have resulted in recovery but studies by 
Skinner et al (1971) of mechanical ventricular assistance 
following periods of cardiac arrest, which although being 
effective in themselves have not resulted in any extension of 
the anergic period to be survived- Caiman and Bell (1972) in 
their work on rat heart preservation showed in a series of two
thousand hearts that if they did not beat after being connected 
to. the circulation of a recipient rat within ten minutes, they 
would not do so at all and that hearts from rats v/eighing ^-00 
grams were rather easier to revive than those from rats 
v/eighing 200 grams®
Thus in most studies if there v/as to be any recovery there 
were usually indications within this three minute period in the 
form of a mechanical heart beat or an increasing perfusate 
pressure. The indication used here v/as the electrocardiograph 
v/hich should have been an earlier and more sensitive indicator 
of recovery and the lack of response in the experiments v/as 
disappointing although perhaps of significance* In view of the 
number of techniques tried to make the hearts recovery possible 
in these experiments one is drav/n to the conclusion that some 
biochemical lesion must have taken place, something that 
perhaps varies from species to species or more specifica.lly to 
the actual physical size of the animal*
7*11o Animal Size*
The animals used here were considerably smaller than those 
generally used for this type of investigation, and this v/as 
discussed further*
One importent function of the blood v/as to act as a 
transport medium for the oxygen hence if the flow v/as suddenly 
arrested the oxygen required for aerobic metabolism could have 
only come from the limited oxygen that v/as temporarily stored 
in the blood* We could have obtained a rough estimate of this 
volume of oxygen, independent of animal species or size as 
follows :
v/here Q = oxygen stored in the animal circulation ml.
—165 = average ml*kg blood in tissues
(from Altman and Dittmer, 1971)
/ -112 = mlo(lOO) oxygen in the blood based .
largely on the venous value as most of the
blood volume was theree
Oxygen was required by the animal to make available to it
energy from the food consumed, this oxygen required was
dependent on the type of food available but for an average
mixed diet a representative figure could have been taken as :
q _ _____— P^.PQ     _ 1A39 M
Q2 ~ 2k • ^ .8 2 5  . 60 " M
. -1where = oxygen required ml.mm
-1
-^.829 = Kcalel oxygen consumed (Seagrave,
1971)
The metabolic rate of an animal has been related to its 
weight over a wide range of sizes and species by Kleiber (19^7) 
according to :
Log M = 1,83 + <.756 Log W
-1where M = standard metabolic rate Kcal*day 
W = animal weight kg 
If the circulation in an animal were to be suddenly denied 
access to oxygen it was now possible to obtain some idea of the 
length of time that the oxygen held within the blood would 
continue to supply the aerobic metabolism :
This time relation was shown in Figure 7*1 but instead of 
plotting with the more conventional log - log axis a 
straightforward arithmetical axis was used since as Parer and 
Metcalfe (1967) state ’an interesting point emerges from the 
resulting hyperbola’. -If the anergic period an animal could 
withstand v/as related to this graph then, the smaller the 
animal, the less the resistance to anergia. However this 
became more apparent when the animal weight v/as less than one 
to tv/o kilograms especially if v/e compared the rat to the most 
used animal species, the dog.
Both the failure to restart any of the rat hearts and the 
relatively poorer response to resuscitation by artificial 
ventilation could have been explained by this factor, although 
to make the position quite clear some direct comparative 
physiological and biochemical experiments would have had to be 
devised.
7.12. The experimental use of small animals.
The first point to have been .noticed v/as the reduced scale 
of the surgery required, although the lower limit for arterial 
repair was about one millimetre this required additional skill 
and because of the fragile nature of the jugular vein wall this 
seems irreparable. Another problem was that of the relative 
size of the cannula and the animal, simple taping of the 
cannula to the body was no longer possible. As long as there 
was little relative movement other than a regular gentle
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movement such as breathing, this was of no consequence unless 
comparatively large movements occurred as in external heart 
massage when some extra development work would have been 
required on the cannula design. For longer term perfusion a 
method of weighing the animal accurately would have had to be 
devised together with the necessary flow measurements, both 
inlet and outlet.
The cannula sizes c-aused some problems here but could 
probably overcome with detail improvements such as thin wall 
tubing for the venous cannula, but the use of smaller animals 
still v/as unlikely to have proved rewarding because of the 
disproportionate increase in the relative prime volume 
required, although this could have been an absolute advantage 
if expensive artificial perfusates were in use.
The relationship between cardiac output and weight v/as 
given as :
Cardiac output = .1017 •. (Weight) "9 9 88
(Altman and.Dittmer, 1971)
-1
or about 100 ml.kg . The rats we were using would have had
-1cardiac outputs more in the range of 250 ml.kg (Popovic and 
Kent, 1 9 6 ^)0 This meant that the time period from when the 
v blood left the left ventricle to the point where the blood 
re-entered the right atrium would have been shorter for the rat 
than for larger animals such as the dog or man. It followed 
that the rat would have been subject to faster changes in 
condition than for larger animals requiring the experimenter 
and the instruments to show or record particular changes in a 
shorter period of time. This would have meant more complex
instrumentation, possibly v/ith automatic recording.
It did not follow that the experimental procedures or 
quantities to be measured were similarly reduced in proportion 
to the size of the animal, hence the staff required for a 
procedure had to remain the same. The to reduce staff should 
have been to use more automatic control and multichannel 
recording equipment, something of limited value if a number of 
quantities v/ere liable to vary in an unpredictable or complex 
manner.
Thus it appeared that any economic advantage that would . 
have been gained from the use of a smaller animal for assisted 
circulation and other complex procedures v/as unlikely to be 
realised and justification for their use must have revolved 
around other factors such as space or the unavailability of the 
desired animal species.
7»13« .Experimental group sizes.
Statistical analysis did not in itself give any answers, it 
v/as merely a way of assisting us to arrange or view the data in 
an orderly manner (according to a set of previous assumptions) 
so that we made a more reasoned judgement (or guess) as to what 
was actually happeningo A problem of experimental research v/as 
the selection of the correct sample to use because there was no 
estimate of the variability of the measurements made. We v/ere 
in the position of hindsight v/ith the variences available to 
comment on the sizes used.
For the number of replications needed to detect a given 
’true' difference between two means v/e used the formula given 
by Sokal (1969) 1
where n = number of animals required.
P = desired probability that a difference will be 
found to be significant*, 
v = degrees freedom of sample standard 
deviation = 2 (n-1 )®
= significance level (set at *0 1 )® 
v  - standard deviation®
 ^ = difference to be detected®
+ ’t2(l-P)(v) = values from a two tailed 
t-table v/ith v degrees of freedom and 
corresponding to probabilities of oC and 2(1-P) 
respectively®
In the construction of Figure 7®2.n was set to equal the 
right hand side of the above equation and & as the unknown.
This v/as for six values of shown from ®05 to ®30 (the two 
dashed lines result from setting the probability to ®95 in the 
case of standard deviations of .0 5 and ®3 0 )o
If we took into account this .graph when viewing some of the 
experimental data it v/as apparent that v/ith the group sizes 
used here (about five) and the standard deviations involved (as 
fractions the order of .1 0 to ®2 5 ) comparatively large 
differences were required before groups could be considered 
significantly different® Thus although the major differences 
v/e were looking for (eg the oxygen consumption between reduced 
and full flow oxygenated haemoglobin solution) have been
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detected some increase in group sizes would have been 
preferable and if the finer details were to become apparent 
then ten to fifteen animals would have been required as well as 
improvements in techniques to lower some of the standard 
deviations® This perhaps illustrates a continuing problem in 
this type of experiment with the balancing off of the required 
information against the cost and time involved in extracting 
this information.
7el4. Future investigations.
This method of resuscitation by perfusion has achieved 
almost exclusive attention by the rather inaccessible Russian 
workers over the past fifty years since Brukhonenko developed 
a heart/lung machine using an isolated lung as an oxygenator 
(see Dow, 1 96 5)® More recently Gerya and Yankovsky (1976) have 
used this method together with some cross-circulation 
experiments v/ith another dog to remove fluid that had entered 
the lungs during drowning. Lanovenko et al (1976) used the 
method to revive animals from asphyxia, under conditions of 
varying, flow claiming that a high flow rate was superior, 
hov/ever there was only one long term survivor albeit, in the 
high flow group.
The Western approach has been to use perfusion 
resuscitation to assist in recovery from cardiac arrest in dogs 
by experimentally induced coronary artery ligation (Proctor,
1967 and Rosselot et al, 1971) and induced venous occlusion by 
injection of emboli (Proctor, '1968). Although authors
periods ox circulatory arrest to occur. The work of Proctor
demonstrated the feasibility of the method; it was rare for
clearly showed the practicality of support by external 
cannulations, an important point, if the method was to be 
quickly applied without major invasive surgery.
It v/as not possible to show any benefit for resuscitation 
in the present rat. experiments although the likely reason for 
this was the rather long anergic period used. Nevertheless the 
method has been shown to be technically feasible and the rat 
although requiring higher levels of technique and experimental
A
equipment could be retained for further investigation.
However before proceeding directly to further perfusions 
and bearing in mind one possible advantage of perfusion 
experiments v/as the possibility of actively using a different 
perfusate from the blood, some preliminary investigations need 
to be carried out (most of which will require animal licence 
Certificate B to perform the necessary sampling cannulations) 
and rather better methods of preparing the perfusate perhaps 
based on the freezing technique of Browdie and Smith (1973)®
The outstanding difficulty in relating the literature v/as 
the large number of variables involved, thus there v/as a need 
for a series of experiments using the same resuscitative 
procedure but varying the methods of anergia,, This could be 
readily done v/ith the rat if short periods of anergia (v/ith 
resuscitation by artificial ventilation) v/ere used v/ith 
differing methods of initiation, for example :
- by nitrogen wash out techniques possibly v/ith added 
carbon dioxide to control this level in the blood.
- obstructive asphyxia.
~ ventricular fibrillation (Daniel et al, 1976).
Measurements should include pH/blood gas analysis, metabolite 
analysis,^together v/ith acid/base balance and blood pressure 
recordings. In total this may provide a better insight into 
the events occurring after initiation of anergia that v/ill 
require correction by the subsequent resuscitation. It v/as 
most importent that these experiments were correlated to the 
point where the animals do not recover perhaps applying the 
histological techniques of Cooper (1977) which has shown an 
early indication of ischaemic heart muscle.
An interesting minor investigation would be the 
establishment of the size effect proposed in Section 7«9 using 
laboratory mice and rabbits for comparison, this could probably 
be established by simple.comparison of the recovery limitation 
using artificial ventilation for resuscitation.
8, STOCK SOLUTIONS,
8®1»___ Zero dissolved oxygen.
Consisted of a ®01 Borax solution to which 100 rag of sodium 
sulphite was added to each 5 ml - this kept for a few hours if 
sealedo
(Radiometer Limited)®
8®2«____Anticoagulent®
Trisodium citrate (dihydrate) 6.^50 grams
Dextrose 6 .2 5 0 grams
Citric acid (monohydrate) .871 grams
Sodium dihydrogen phosphate (dihydrate) 0611 grams
Made up to 250 ml v/ith distilled water and mixed v/ith blood
at a ratio of 63 ml anticoagulent v/ith k50 ml blood®
(Mollison, 1961)0
8®3» Sorensons buffers®
Solution A - 1/13 molar monopotassium phosphate
(9 o08 KEyPO^' per lit„re - 2 ®2 7g/2 5 0  ml)
Solution B - 1/13 molar disodium phosphate
(1 1 .8 8 Na2HF0Zj_ per litre - 2 ®97g/250ml) 
pH 6 06 requires 62®7 grams of A and 37©3 grams of B at 37°C
pH 6®8 requires 30®8 grams of A and ^ -9*2 grams of B at 37°C
pH 7.0 requires 39*2 grams of A and 60®8 grams of B at 37°0
pH 7.2 requires 28®3 grams of A and 71®5 grams of B at 37°0
pH 70k requires 19*6 grams of A and 8 0o r^ grams of B at 37°C
pH 7*6 requires 13*2 grams of A and 86®8 grams of B at 37°0
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